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Abstract

In this thesis, we investigate the diverse range of processes that control the dynamics of Sat-

urn’s magnetosphere, using magnetic field observations from the Cassini mission. The magnetic

environment around Saturn is highly dynamic, driven externally by the solar wind; and intern-

ally by various drivers, such as a mysterious phenomenon unique to Saturn known as planetary

period oscillations which modulate Saturn’s magnetosphere every ∼ 10.6 hours (the expected

planetary rotation period), the planetary atmosphere (from both, high and low latitudes), and

the rapid-rotation of the equatorial plasma supplied by one of Saturn’s moons Enceladus. The

duality of internal and external modulation makes Saturn’s magnetosphere a unique structure

in our solar system, as compared to the predominantly externally and internally driven mag-

netospheres of planets such as Earth and Jupiter, respectively. The diversity of dynamics in Sat-

urn’s magnetosphere, coupled with its near perfect alignment of the spin/dipole axes, provides

an ideal system in which we can investigate and compare these drivers of temporal variability.

In our first study, we investigate the characteristics of planetary period oscillations (PPOs)

and the effect of the solar wind in Saturn’s nightside equatorial magnetosphere, using magnetic

field measurements from the Cassini End of Mission and empirical models of these systems

presented by Arridge et al. (2008) and Cowley et al. (2017). We empirically constrain key charac-

teristics of these systems and the magnetospheric structure over the ∼ 10 month End of Mission

interval. Both drivers are found to be relatively in steady state on ∼ 20 hour timescales, however

this assumption breaks down on greater than week-long timescales. Intervals of greater solar

wind forcing are found to be consistent with thicker current sheets in the magnetosphere, and

vice versa. Extending our analysis to other intervals from the Cassini mission reveals seasonal

variability in the strength of the PPO systems between northern and southern solstice. We ad-

ditionally find that the PPOs may be capable of driving an energetic circulation process known

as magnetic reconnection within Saturn’s magnetosphere.

Mass and energy circulation within the Saturnian system is thought to be dominated by the

rapid rotation of the Enceladus plasma, with the solar wind only playing a minor role. In our

second study, we investigate the likelihood and relative contribution of PPO driven magnetic
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reconnection towards global circulation using the Cowley et al. (2017) model. We predict that

PPO driven reconnection is on-average likely to occur once every 6 PPO cycles (1 PPO cycle

∼ 10.6 hours). While active, this phenomenon may drive the magnetosphere with comparable

strength to the Enceladus plasma; however, due to its relatively infrequent occurrence, the con-

tributions of this phenomenon towards magnetospheric circulation are more comparable to

solar wind driving of Saturn’s magnetosphere on year-long timescales. Despite this, our ana-

lysis shows that this process may be responsible for removing up to ∼ 50% of the mass added

to Saturn’s magnetosphere by Enceladus on year-long timescales. Further investigations are

needed to better constrain these mass-loss rates.

In our final study, we look closer to the planet with the final set of Cassini orbits, known

as the Grand Finale. During this time the spacecraft traversed the previously unexplored re-

gion between Saturn and its equatorial rings. The azimuthal magnetic field observations reveal

the presence of temporally variable, low-latitude field-aligned currents which are thought to

be driven by velocity shears in the thermospheric neutral zonal winds at magnetically conjug-

ate latitudes. By process of elimination, we consider atmospheric waves as the most plausible

driver of temporal variability in the zonal winds in the low-latitude thermosphere, and empiric-

ally constrain the region in which they perturb the atmosphere to be between ±25° latitude. We

determine the maximum temporal variability in the peak neutral zonal winds over the Grand

Finale interval to be ∼ 350 m/s assuming steady-state ionospheric Pedersen conductances. We

show that the ionospheric currents measured must be in steady-state on ∼ 10 minute times-

cales, and axisymmetric over ∼ 2 hours of local time in the near-equatorial ionosphere.

The studies presented in this thesis show clearly how magnetic field measurements can

be used in conjunction with empirical models to constrain key characteristics of perturbation

systems affecting planetary magnetospheres, as well as characteristics of the magnetospheric

structure itself. Our work clearly shows that there is still much more information to be gleaned

from the Cassini dataset despite the mission having ended. Although, we find that the lack of

longitudinal coverage during the mission leaves certain gaps in our knowledge about the spa-

tial asymmetries in Saturn’s magnetosphere, and the systems that drive it, that will have to be

bridged by global simulations of Saturn’s magnetosphere in the foreseeable future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is primarily concerned with investigating the drivers of temporal variability that

modulate Saturn’s highly dynamic magnetosphere. Our investigation employs magnetic field

measurements from the Cassini mission and various empirical models of the Saturnian system.

In this chapter, we summarise the fundamental physics of space plasmas, the dominant

matter in space; and the processes that govern planetary magnetospheres, as they provide the

necessary context to understand the work presented in this thesis. In Chapter 2, we introduce

the Saturnian system and the diverse range of dynamical processes that internally and extern-

ally modulate the planetary magnetosphere. A brief overview of the key instruments from the

Cassini Mission pertinent to our study, and the modelling methods methods employed in this

thesis are provided in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 4, we use Cassini magnetic field measurements to investigate the characteristics

of a near planetary-period perturbation source which internally drives Saturn’s magnetosphere

with a periodicity of ∼ 10.6 hours, and the solar wind, which externally drives the magneto-

sphere. In Chapter 5, we use empirical constraints derived from Chapter 4 and our understand-

ing of these temporally variable planetary-period perturbation systems in order to investigate

whether they are strong enough to periodically drive an energetic circulation process known

as magnetic reconnection within Saturn’s magnetosphere. In Chapter 6, we look closer to the

planet with the final set of Cassini orbits, known as the Grand Finale, and use magnetic field

observations to constrain the variability of an atmospheric perturbation source that may be

driving the newly discovered low-latitude field-aligned current systems at Saturn. Finally, key

results, conclusions, and directions for future work are summarised in Chapter 7.
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1.1. INTRODUCTION TO SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS

1.1 Introduction to Space Plasma Physics

Plasmas are one of the four states of matter in our universe, along with solids, liquids and

gases. They do not occur naturally on Earth’s surface, however they are abundantly present in

space. A comprehensive understanding of space plasmas can be found in textbooks such as

Introduction to Space Physics (Kivelson and Russell, 1995) and Heliophysics: Plasma Physics of

the Local Cosmos (Schrijver and Siscoe, 2009). In this section, we only review the properties of

space plasmas that are required to understand the work presented in this thesis.

Plasmas have extremely high temperature, thus particles with positive charges (ions) and

negative charges (electrons) exist separately and can move independently of one another. For

an ionised gas to be considered a space plasma, it must satisfy the following conditions of:

• Quasi-neutrality, which requires that the length scales L on which macroscopic plasma

properties vary should be much larger than the distance over which significant charge

separation occurs, known as the Debye length λD given by,

λD =
√
ε0kB Te

ne e2
, (1.1.1)

where Te , ne , and e are the temperature, number density, and charge of an electron re-

spectively, and ε0 and kB are the permittivity of free space, and the Boltzmann constant;

• Collective plasma behaviour, which requires that there be significantly more than 1 particle

within a spherical volume with radius λD such that the particles within the Debye sphere

may move to collectively shield any charge to enforce quasi-neutrality;

• Collisionless behaviour, which requires the density of any neutral particles to be suffi-

ciently low such that they do not interfere with charged particle motions to an extent that

prohibits collective behaviour of a plasma.

The behaviour of charged particles such as ions and electrons, and therefore plasmas, are

governed by electromagnetic forces. The generation of electric E and magnetic B fields can be

14



1.1. INTRODUCTION TO SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS

understood by Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism which are as follows:

∇·E = ρq

ε0
(1.1.2)

∇×E =−∂B

∂t
(1.1.3)

∇·B = 0 (1.1.4)

∇×B =µ0(j+ε0
∂E

∂t
) (1.1.5)

where ρq is the charge density, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, µ0 is the permeability of free

space, and j is the current density.

Equation 1.1.2 Gauss’ Law of electric fields and equation 1.1.3 Faraday’s law describe the

generation of an electric field by a charge density ρq , or time-varying (∂t ) magnetic field, re-

spectively. Equation 1.1.4, Gauss’ Law of magnetic fields, dictates that there cannot be any

magnetic monopoles: the magnetic flux entering a volume must be equal to the magnetic flux

leaving it. Equation 1.1.5 is the Ampère-Maxwell Law, which describes the generation of a mag-

netic field by either a current j or a time-varying electric field. In the absence of a time-varying

electric field, or low-frequency phenomena in space plasmas, equation 1.1.5 reduces simply to

Ampère’s Law.

In the following sections, we introduce the behaviour of both individual charged particles

and space plasmas, in the presence of electric fields and magnetic fields.

1.1.1 Single Particle Motion

The force felt by a charged particle in the presence of electric and magnetic fields is known

as the Lorentz force, FL:

FL = q(E+v×B) , (1.1.6)

where q is the charge of the particle and v is the particle velocity. In the absence of an electric

field, the Lorentz force causes charged particles to gyrate around a uniform magnetic field with
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angular frequency,

ωg = |q |B
m

(1.1.7)

where m is the mass of the particle, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field strength, and

ωg is known as the ‘gyrofrequency’. Ions and electrons gyrate in opposite directions about the

magnetic field due to their differing charges. The sense of gyration with respect to the magnetic

field is left-handed for positively charged particles and right-handed for negatively charged

particles, as shown in Figure 1.1.1a. The radius of the particle’s orbit, known as the ‘gyrora-

dius’ rg , is thus given by the perpendicular velocity of the particle v⊥ (as the Lorentz force acts

perpendicular to B by definition in equation 1.1.6) with respect to the magnetic field:

rg = v⊥
ωg

= mv⊥
|q|B . (1.1.8)

where the centre of the gyro-orbit is known as the ‘guiding centre’. We see from equation 1.1.8

that the size of the gyroradius for particles in a uniform magnetic field depends on both mass

and perpendicular velocity, therefore we would typically expect ions to have larger gyroradii

than electrons due to their significantly larger mass. Due to the Lorentz force acting perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field, charged particles can move freely along the magnetic field with

velocity v∥ in the absence of any external forces. The relative ratio between the parallel and

perpendicular components of a particle’s velocity are defined by the pitch angle α,

α= tan−1 v⊥
v∥

. (1.1.9)

For α = 0° the particle motion would be directly along B , for α = 90° the particle motion

would be a purely circular orbit, and for anything in between the trajectory of a particle gyrating

about a field line and moving parallel to the field would appear helical.

In the absence of any external forces, the rate of change of kinetic energy of a charged

particle W is given by,

W = FL ·v , (1.1.10)

where from equation 1.1.6, we note that the Lorentz force is by definition perpendicular to

B and v in the absence of an electric field. Therefore, only electric fields, and time-varying
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Figure 1.1.1: The trajectories of positive (red) and negative (blue) charged particles are shown in the

presence of a magnetic field (green) pointing directly out of the page a) without any additional external

forces, thus leading to simple particle gyration in a left-handed sense for positive charged particles and

right-handed sense for negative charged particles; b) drifting due to an electric field perpendicular to the

magnetic field FE×B, c) drifting due the curvature of the field, thus experiencing the curvature force FC,

and d) drifting due to gradients in the magnetic field, thus experiencing the magnetic gradient force F∇.

magnetic fields which thus induce electric fields (equation 1.1.3), may give energy to a charged

particle.

In the presence of an electric field, or any external forces, the motion of charged particles

are modified, with some examples presented in Figure 1.1.1. For an electric field perpendicular

to a uniform magnetic field, the guiding centre of the particle drifts perpendicular to both E and
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B , thus known as the E×B drift which is given by

vE×B = E×B

B 2
. (1.1.11)

The E×B drift velocity vE×B does not depend on the charge or mass of a particle, thus an

electric field in such a case would cause both ions and electrons to drift in the same direction

and the same velocity, as shown in Figure 1.1.1b.

Equation 1.1.6 can be rewritten to show that an electric field parallel to the magnetic field,

E∥, would act to gradually accelerate charged particles along the magnetic field direction, where

the magnitude and sense of the acceleration is dependent both on particle charge and mass,

therefore ions and electrons would be accelerated in opposite directions. In collisionless plas-

mas, it is typically assumed that E∥ = 0 due to the unrestricted motion of charged particles along

magnetic field lines. However, non-zero E∥ have been observed in space (Fälthammar, 2004),

in places such as the auroral region, where E∥ acts to accelerate electrons into the ionosphere.

The drift velocity of a charged particle due to the presence an external force F can be found

by substituting E with F /q in equation 1.1.11 as follows:

vD = F×B

qB 2
. (1.1.12)

For curved magnetic fields lines, e.g. dipolar magnetic fields (as is the case at Earth and

Saturn) the curvature of the magnetic field would give rise to the centrifugal force FC which

would also cause the guiding centre of a particle to drift as follows:

vC =
mv2

∥rc ×B

qB 2r 2
c

, (1.1.13)

where rC is the radius of curvature of the magnetic field line, which points radially outwards

from the centre of curvature to the particle. The curvature drift velocity vC of ions and electrons

would be oppositely directed due to the charge dependence in equation 1.1.13, and is presented

in Figure 1.1.1C, where the ions would have a greater drift velocity due to their larger mass, and

thus a net current would be set up in the direction of ion flow.
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In a spatially non-uniform magnetic field, the guiding centre of a particle drifts due to a

‘gradient drift force’ F∇ depending on variation in the magnetic field, where the drift velocity of

a particle in such an environment is given by,

v∇ = µB×∇B

qB 2
, (1.1.14)

where µ is the magnetic moment of a particle, given by

µ= mv2
⊥

2B
= W⊥

B
, (1.1.15)

where W⊥ is the kinetic energy of the particle associated with perpendicular gyration of a particle

about the magnetic field. From equation 1.1.14, the gradient drift velocity v∇ of a charged

particle is dependent on both the mass and charge of the particle, and would be perpendicular

to both the direction of the magnetic field and gradients in the magnetic field strength. The

gradient drift path of positive and negatively charged particles is presented in Figure 1.1.1d.

In an approximately dipolar field, the magnetic field decreases with radial distance, and

thus the resultant ∇B is orientated radially inwards. For the same magnetic field orientation,

particles with the same charge would have curvature vC and gradient v∇ drift velocities in the

same direction. Thus, in a planetary dipole, FC and F∇ would both act to set up a net flow of

current in the direction of ion flow. In contrast, an electric field would cause both ions and

electrons to drift in the same direction and with the same velocity (equation 1.1.11), and thus

no resultant currents are set up due to the E×B drift of particles.

The magnetic moment of a charged particle µ as defined in equation 1.1.15 is known as the

first adiabatic invariant, and is considered to be a conserved quantity so long as the relative

rate of change of the magnetic field is less than the timescales associated with the gyromotion

of the particle. In a planetary dipole, this invariant gives rise to the ‘bounce’ motion of particles

between two ‘mirror points’ (at the northern and southern poles, respectively) as a charged

particle moves into regions of higher magnetic field strength. As a particle moves into a re-

gion of higher B , the perpendicular velocity of the particle v⊥ must also increase to conserve

µ. In the absence of field-aligned electric fields (which would lead to an increase in W∥), the

total energy W = W⊥+W∥ must be conserved, and thus an increase in v⊥ is accompanied by
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a decrease in v∥, until v = v⊥ at α = 90°. Here, the motion of the charged particle goes from

being helical to purely field-parallel, and the particle is ‘mirrored’ back along the dipolar field,

towards the opposite planetary pole where the second mirror point exists, and the particle con-

tinues to bounce between the two mirror points, which are associated with the region where

the magnetic field strength is high enough to reverse the direction of particle motion.

There are two other adiabatic invariants, known as the longitudinal invariant and the drift

invariant, that are associated with the timescales of particle bounce motion and drift motion

respectively. Much like first adiabatic invariant, these quantities are conserved so long as the

particle does not experience changes in the fields on timescales shorter than those of the asso-

ciated particle motions.

1.1.2 Plasma Motion: Magnetohydrodynamics

When considering planetary magnetospheres, it is important to build upon our understand-

ing of single particle motion by trying to understand the collective behaviour of charged particles.

Single fluid magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a theory that considers charged particles to be-

have as a single fluid, with a bulk velocity v, mass density ρm = nm, and pressure P . If we

consider the simplest form of MHD: ideal MHD, then we implicitly assume that the plasma is

highly conductive, and that the temporal and spatial scales on which the plasma conditions

vary are much larger than the associated plasma gyrofrequency and gyroradii, respectively.

The mass equation from MHD is:

∂ρm

∂t
+∇· (ρv) = 0 (1.1.16)

and the momentum equation is,

ρm(
∂v

∂t
+v ·∇v) = ρq E+ j×B−∇P −ρmg, (1.1.17)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The terms on the right hand side represent the elec-

tric field force (negligible due to quasi-neutrality of a plasma); the magnetic field force; the

plasma pressure gradient force; and the gravitational force (negligible compared to other terms
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in equation in space plasmas, but becomes important in planetary ionospheres). Therefore, the

dominant forces on a magnetised plasma are the magnetic j×B force and the plasma pressure

gradient force. These forces can be derived by taking the cross product of Ampère’s Law (the

simplified version of equation 1.1.5) with B to show that:

j×B = 1

µ0
(B ·∇)B−∇ B 2

2µ0
(1.1.18)

where the first term on the right-hand-side is the magnetic tension force which acts to counter

the curvature of magnetic field lines, and the second term is the magnetic pressure gradient

force with magnetic pressure P = B 2/2µ0 which opposes the compression of magnetic field

lines.

In addition to these forces, the motion of the plasma and the magnetic field can be under-

stood by considering Maxwell’s equations with the generalised form of Ohm’s law, where the

latter is given by,

j =σ(E+v×B), (1.1.19)

where σ is the conductivity of the plasma,

σ= ne e2

meνc
, (1.1.20)

where ne and me are the number density and mass of an electron with charge e respectively,

and νc is the collision frequency between ions and electrons. Combining this with equations

1.1.3 - 1.1.5, we get,
∂B

∂t
=∇× (v×B)+ ∇2B

µ0σ
(1.1.21)

as a description of the temporal and spatial changes in the magnetic field and plasma. The

terms on the right hand side are known as the conductive and diffusive terms, respectively. A

dimensionless quantity known as the ‘Magnetic Reynolds Number’ Rm can be used to under-

stand which of the two terms dominates in a space plasma:

Rm = |∇× (v×B)|
|∇2B/µ0σ|

= vB/L

B/µ0σL2
=µ0σvL. (1.1.22)
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For Rm À 1, the conductive term dominates as σ→∞ and the characteristic length scales

L on which the magnetic field is temporally and spatially variable are very large. In such a case,

the magnetic field and plasma become ‘frozen-in’ to one another, such that their motions are

coupled. This phenomenon is referred to as the frozen-in flux/flow theorem, and means that

plasmas of different origins with a high Rm cannot mix.

However, for Rm ∼ 1, the diffusive term becomes more important and the frozen-in the-

orem is negated as magnetic fields are free to diffuse through the plasma. This can occur when

the conductivity of the plasma decreases such that collisions are no longer non-negligible, e.g.

in planetary ionospheres; or when L becomes small, e.g. in current sheets that separate anti-

parallel magnetic field lines. Under the latter conditions, where the plasma remains collision-

less however the magnetic field B varies on spatial scales smaller than L, ideal MHD breaks

down and a phenomenon known as collisionless magnetic reconnection, henceforth just mag-

netic reconnection or reconnection may occur.

1.1.3 Collisionless Reconnection: The breakdown of MHD

An in-depth quantitative description would be required to fully understand the dynamics

of magnetic reconnection, which is not possible to explore in this body of work. Instead, we

provide a brief overview of this phenomenon, which should sufficiently aid in understanding

the work presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

Magnetic reconnection is a highly energetic process during which the magnetic field lines

undergo topological reconfiguration in the form of ‘breaking’ and ‘reconnecting’ across an ex-

tremely thin boundary within a current sheet, known as the diffusion region. The diffusion

region is a few multiples of the typical kinetic length scales L of the charged particles in the

current sheet. There are two length scales that are important when considering the breakdown

of ideal MHD (Biskamp et al., 1997; Tóth et al., 2017): the gyroradius of the charged particles

(equation 1.1.8); and the the inertial length λq , given by,

λq = c

ωpq
, (1.1.23)

where c is the speed of light, and ωpq is the plasma frequency of a charged particle q , which
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characterises the timescales on which charged particles move to correct charge imbalances in

a plasma, given by,

ωpq =
√

nq e2Z 2

mqε0
, (1.1.24)

where nq and mq are the number density and mass of the charged particle, e is the electron

charge, and |Z | is the charge state of q , which is 1 for electrons and protons, and higher for

more complex ions.

The ion inertial length λi is the length scale at which ions decouple from the magnetic field

in an MHD plasma, and the magnetic field becomes frozen-in to an electron-only fluid (note,

that this violates the quasi-neutrality condition for plasmas). The inertial length and gyroradius

of a charged particle both scale proportionally with the particle mass, therefore the ion diffusion

region (the region in which ions are not coupled to the magnetic field) is much larger than

the electron diffusion region in a plasma. Ultimately, electrons must also decouple from the

magnetic field for magnetic reconnection to occur.

A basic schematic illustrating magnetic reconnection is presented in Figure 1.1.2. The mag-

netic field has an X-like geometry inside the electron diffusion region as shown in Figure 1.1.2b,

thus known as the X-line. The centre of the X-line is a magnetic null point and is addition-

ally ‘pinched’ into/out-of the page in 3-dimensions, such that the magnetic field involved in

reconnection BR (not to be confused with the radial component of the magnetic field Br ), is

tangential to the reconnection site in the electron diffusion region.

The inflow of plasma vi n into the reconnection site maintains a reconnection electric field,

ER , which is tangential to vi n and BR . The reconnection electric field is thus aligned with the

background magnetic field B outside the electron diffusion region, which makes magnetic re-

connection one of the rare space plasma processes which generates an E∥ (previously discussed

in section 1.1.1). The plasma surrounding the reconnection site is thus accelerated along the

magnetic field with expected speed vout = v A, where v A is the Alfvèn speed given by,

v A = BRp
µ0ρm

. (1.1.25)

The Alfvèn speed is the maximum speed at which information can be transferred in an ideal-
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Figure 1.1.2: An illustration of magnetic reconnection occurring between antiparallel magnetic field

lines B1 and B2 (red and blue) is shown. (a) shows the antiparallel fields being forced together in the

presence of a current sheet, (b) is zoomed in, with the reconnection X-line forming in the electron dif-

fusion region, (c) shows the aftermath of reconnection where the newly reconnected field lines leave

the reconnection site at speed vout in the background field-aligned direction, which is tangential to the

reconnection X-line (Genestreti et al., 2012)

ised MHD plasma with mass density ρm . In space plasmas, the rate at which the magnetic en-

ergy is converted to kinetic energy is controlled by the reconnection electric field ER (e.g. Chen

et al., 2017; Nakamura et al., 2018; Slavin and Holzer, 1979), where this rate is thought to be

governed by the properties of the plasma surrounding the reconnection site. Thus, ER is typic-

ally scaled by a dimensionless quantity known as the reconnection rate, which is observed to be

on the order of ∼ 0.1 in near-Earth solar wind (Paschmann et al., 2013), and may be variable in

different plasma environments (e.g. DiBraccio et al., 2013; Slavin and Holzer, 1979).

Having reviewed the fundamental physics of space plasmas, we will subsequently review

the plasma structures pertinent to this thesis: the solar wind, and planetary magnetospheres.

1.2 The Solar Wind

The solar wind is an archetype of a space plasma: it is a highly conducting ionised ‘gas’,

made up primarily of protons, electrons, and alpha particles, which flows radially outwards

from the Sun’s extremely hot upper atmosphere known as the corona. The solar wind flows

throughout the heliosphere: a region of space which is dominated by the Sun’s magnetic field.
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The solar wind propagates through the heliosphere with the solar magnetic field, known as

inter-planetary magnetic field (IMF), embedded within it (review by Owens and Forsyth, 2013,

summarised in this section).

Figure 1.2.1: An illustration by Lang (2004) showing the archimedian Parker spiral configuration of the

solar wind IMF in the ecliptic plane as viewed from above the Sun’s north pole by black solid lines. The

orbits of Mercury, Venus, and Earth indicated by grey solid lines. At the orbit of Earth, the spiral is de-

flected by ∼ 45° from the radial direction. At Saturn’s orbit (not shown) the spiral is deflected by ∼ 87°

(Jackman et al., 2008).

The radial outflow of the solar wind from the corona, in combination with the ∼ 25.4 day

azimuthal rotation period of the Sun at the equator, leads to the solar wind forming a spiral-like

structure in the heliosphere, known as the Parker spiral (Parker, 1958). An illustration of this

structure as viewed from the above the ecliptic plane, where the planetary bodies in our solar

system orbit the Sun, is presented in Figure 1.2.1. Within the orbit of Mercury (∼ 0.38 AU from

the Sun, where 1 AU = 150 million km) the IMF is approximately radial (parallel to the direction

of solar wind flow), whereas by the time the solar wind reaches Saturn (∼ 9.5 AU), the IMF is

approximately perpendicular to the direction of solar wind flow (Bagenal and Delamere, 2011).

The radial sense of the IMF (also known as the IMF ‘polarity’) is orientated towards the Sun

in one hemisphere of the heliosphere, and away from the Sun in the other. The reversal in the
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IMF polarity gives rise to a highly complex current-carrying structure known as the heliospheric

current sheet (from Ampère’s law, equation 1.1.5) which separates the oppositely directed IMF

(Smith, 2001). The solar magnetic axis is also tilted with respect to the Sun’s rotational axis,

therefore the IMF polarity reverses twice per solar rotation at the ecliptic and introduces signi-

ficant temporal variability in the orientation of the IMF.

The bulk plasma properties of the solar wind, such as its density and outflow velocity also

vary spatially throughout the heliosphere. The density of the solar wind falls off as r 2 with radial

distance from the Sun. The solar wind velocity is much more complex, as there are primarily

two different streams: fast and slow that have been identified in literature (Neugebauer and

Snyder, 1966; Stakhiv et al., 2015), but they can also combine to form large stable structures

known as ’co-rotating interaction regions’ (Owens and Forsyth, 2013), effectively forming a

third stream. The typical solar wind in the ecliptic is the ‘slow stream’, which is thought to

originate in the Sun’s equatorial region and has a velocity of ∼ 450 km/s, whereas the fast wind

is thought to originate from areas of open magnetic flux in the Sun’s upper atmosphere, and has

typical velocities closer to ∼ 700 km/s.

The variability in the solar wind plasma properties and IMF orientation have a significant

impact on the magnetic field topology at planets such as Earth and Saturn, which will be dis-

cussed in more detail in the following sections.

1.3 Introduction to Planetary Magnetospheres

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, magnetic fields frozen-in to different plasmas cannot mix.

Thus, the encounter between the solar wind and a magnetised body in the heliosphere leads

to the creation of the ‘magnetosphere’ - a region around an astronomical body within which

the dynamics of charged particles are dominated by the magnetic field of said body. Magneto-

spheres are broadly categorised as being either ‘intrinsic’ or ‘induced’ (Kivelson and Bagenal,

2014).

In our solar system, intrinsic magnetospheres form when the internally generated magnetic

field of a magnetised body (e.g. Saturn, Earth) obstructs the flow of the solar wind. Induced
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magnetospheres, on the other hand, form when the solar wind interacts with the planetary

ionosphere (e.g. Mars, Venus, Bertucci et al., 2011), or surface of a solar system object directly.

This results in a magnetic field being induced around the planet, which then opposes the flow of

the solar wind. Additionally, the magnetospheric plasma properties vary from planet to planet,

which in concert with variable solar wind conditions at the planet (which varies temporally and

with distance from the Sun), can have a significant impact on magnetospheric dynamics at dif-

ferent planets (Jackman et al., 2014a; Kivelson and Bagenal, 2014). To aid in our understanding

of the dynamic nature of Saturn’s magnetosphere, we begin by introducing some general para-

meters that can be used to quantify the variability in general planetary magnetospheres.

For ease of discussion, the magnetosphere can broadly be split in half, into the dayside

(sun-facing side) and the nightside (anti-sunward side). However, it is sometimes also help-

ful to further divide the magnetosphere into four quadrants of local time: where noon faces the

Sun, and dusk, midnight, and dawn follow in the anti-clockwise sense when viewed from above

the northern pole for a planet with prograde rotation (e.g. Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn). A visu-

alisation of these local time sectors for prograde planets is presented in Figure 1.3.1, and this

terminology will be employed throughout this thesis.

For an intrinsic magnetosphere, the boundary that separates the solar wind plasma from the

planetary magnetic field is known as the magnetopause (visualised in Figures 1.3.1 and 1.3.2).

The size of the magnetosphere is characterised by a quantity known as the magnetopause stand-

off distance, which quantifies the radial extent of the magnetopause boundary from the planet

on the dayside. The stand-off distance can be estimated by equating the solar wind dynamic

pressure with the dominant pressure forces within the planetary magnetosphere using,

ρsw v2
sw = (pth +pB )i nt , (1.3.1)

where ρsw and vsw are the solar wind mass density and velocity respectively, and the term

on the left-hand side of the equation is the solar wind dynamic pressure. On the right-hand

side, pth and pB are the thermal and magnetic pressures of the magnetospheric plasma (sub-

script i nt ), respectively. A quantity known as the plasma beta β describes the ratio between the

thermal and magnetic pressure of the plasma β= pth
pB

, and can be used to simplify the stand-off
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Figure 1.3.1: A top-down view of a planetary magnetosphere, illustrating the four local time sectors used

in our discussion. The planet is shown at the centre, where the white half is in the ‘dayside’ magneto-

sphere and the dark half represents the ’nightside’. Solid black lines divide the region around the planet

into quadrants, where the planet rotates in an anti-clockwise sense as viewed on the page, from noon to

midnight through dusk. The dashed black line illustrates the magnetopause which separates the solar

wind (left of dashed line) from the planetary magnetosphere (right of dashed line).

distance calculation at the various planets in our solar system.

The Earth has a low−β environment inside the magnetosphere (β ¿ 1, Eastwood et al.

(2015)) where the plasma motion is dominated by the magnetic field such that the right-hand

side of equation 1.3.1 reduces to just the pB term. Meanwhile, the presence of rapidly rotat-

ing plasma generated within the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn affects the β such that

Jupiter’s magnetosphere is in fact a high−β environment near the magnetosphere boundary

(Smith et al., 1978; Wolfe et al., 1974), ergo the stand-off distance is achieved by the pressure

balance between pth on both sides of equation 1.3.1. However, inside Saturn’s magnetosphere

boundary β ∼ 1 (Masters et al., 2012), therefore both pth and pB act to counter the flow of the

solar wind at Saturn (Hardy et al., 2020; Pilkington et al., 2015b), making Saturn’s magneto-

sphere a highly dynamic environment (as further discussed in Chapter 2).
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The distinct internal environments of the various magnetospheres in our solar system, com-

bined with temporally and spatially (with radial distance from the Sun) variable solar wind con-

ditions, lead to highly diverse magnetospheric dynamics throughout the heliosphere. While this

thesis is concerned solely with the dynamics within the intrinsic magnetosphere of Saturn, we

will start our discussion closer to home, at Earth.

1.3.1 Earth’s Magnetosphere

The terrestrial system can be thought of as the ‘standard model’ of a magnetosphere, seeing

as it is the most well-studied magnetosphere in our Solar System (see review by Eastwood et al.,

2015). Earth has an intrinsic magnetosphere, where the internally generated planetary field is

well-approximated by a dipole which points northward in the magnetic equatorial plane (where

the radial magnetic field reverses polarity). An illustration of Earth’s magnetosphere is presen-

ted in Figure 1.3.2, showing the key features that will be discussed in this section.

As plasmas from the solar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere cannot mix, azimuthal (east-

west) currents known as Chapman-Ferraro currents, first theorised by Chapman and Ferraro

(1930), flow along Earth’s magnetopause boundary due to the Lorentz force. These currents act

to confine the Earth’s magnetic field and plasma to within its magnetosphere. Inside the mag-

netosphere, a constant j×B force acts on the magnetopause to oppose the direction of the solar

wind flow. On the dayside, this interaction results in a compression of Earth’s magnetic field,

but the structure remains approximately dipolar (Kivelson and Bagenal, 2014). The magneto-

pause stand-off distance has been observed to vary between 5−12 RE (1RE = 6,371km) with

solar wind conditions (Shue et al., 1998; Staples et al., 2020), where smaller values of the stand-

off distance are associated with times of high solar wind pressure, which is when the planetary

field is more easily compressed.

On the nightside, the interaction with the solar wind results in a longitudinal (north-south)

compression of the planetary field such that it forms a radially stretched out structure known

as the magnetotail. The radial extent of the magnetotail can range anywhere between tens to

thousands of of planetary radii (Jackman et al., 2014a), and is also temporally variable with solar
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Figure 1.3.2: An illustration of of Earth’s magnetosphere is shown as viewed from the side as opposed

to the top-down view presented in Figure 1.3.1. The magnetopause boundary shown by a solid purple

line separates the solar wind (dashed white lines) from Earth’s magnetic field (yellow solid lines). The

region confined within the magnetopause boundary is Earth’s magnetosphere. Earth’s magnetic field is

compressed and dipolar on the dayside, and stretched into a tail-like configuration known as the mag-

netotail on the nightside. A plasma sheet separates the two ‘lobes’ of the magnetotail, where the northern

lobe at earth points radially towards the planet, and the southern points radially away from the planet.

Currents flow in an east-west direction (into/out of the page) along the magnetopause boundary and the

plasma sheet, and along the magnetic field lines within the magnetosphere. Adapted from schematic by

Fran Bagenal & Steve Bartlett.
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wind conditions and internal plasma conditions alike. The magnetotail has two distinct lobes:

one in each hemisphere, that are separated by the the magnetotail current sheet. The southern

lobe points radially away from Earth, while the northern lobe points radially towards the planet,

and the magnetotail current sheet acts to reduce the radial magnetic field to Br = 0 at the centre

of the current sheet, which is thus analogous to the magnetic equator. The magnetopause cur-

rents close with themselves on the magnetopause boundary, and across the magnetotail current

sheet, thus forming loops of currents within/on the boundary of the magnetosphere (Ganushk-

ina et al., 2018; Ganushkina et al., 2017).

In the inner magnetosphere, azimuthal currents known as the ring current flow in the west-

ward direction (opposite to planetary rotation) which generate a magnetic field that reduces

the planetary field. The ring current at Earth forms in the presence of a planetary dipole due to

gradient and curvature drift forces altering the motion of charged particles, as discussed pre-

viously in section 1.1.1. The northward orientation of Earth’s magnetic field in the equatorial

plane leads to ions drifting westward and electrons drifting eastward around the planet, result-

ing in a net westward current. Much like the magnetopause boundary and magnetotail, the ring

current is a dynamic structure that responds to variability in the solar wind.

Since the magnetopause stand-off distance approximately characterises the size of the mag-

netosphere, variability in the magnetopause boundary indicates a magnetosphere constantly in

motion between states of compression and expansion. At Earth, we have shown thus far that

this motion is strongly coupled to the variability in solar wind pressure. However, even during

times of constant solar wind pressure, Earth’s magnetosphere (a low−β environment) remains

dynamic due to a global circulation process known as the Dungey cycle (Dungey, 1961).

Global Magnetospheric Circulation: The Dungey Cycle

To briefly summarise: the Dungey cycle refers to an ongoing phenomenon at Earth, in which

the planetary field and the solar wind IMF become coupled through magnetic reconnection

(see section 1.1.2) in the dayside magnetopause current sheet, thus opening magnetic flux; and

then the open field lines in both hemispheres ‘reconnect’ once again through magnetic recon-
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nection in the nightside magnetotail current sheet, thus closing the open magnetic flux (Dun-

gey, 1961). This process is illustrated in Figure 1.3.3.

Figure 1.3.3: A schematic of the Dungey cycle at Earth is shown by numbered stages, where everything

inside the grey shaded region is within the Earth’s magnetosphere and everything outside is the solar

wind. 1) The solar wind IMF and planetary magnetic field become coupled through magnetic reconnec-

tion, 2) the open field line has one footpoint on the planet and one in the solar wind, 3) the open field line

is dragged across the polar cap into the nightside magnetosphere, 4) the planetary field reconnects with

itself in the nightside magnetotail. Figure courtesy of Steve Milan, presented in Jackman et al. (2014b).

Under nominal solar wind plasma conditions (density, velocity, temperature) and an ap-

proximately southward IMF at Earth, the magnetic field strength B across the magnetopause

current sheet can become variable on length scales comparable to the typical length scales L

of the local ion population. As previously discussed in section 1.1.2, the frozen-in theorem

(thus, ideal MHD) breaks down under these conditions, and magnetic reconnection can occur

between the planetary field and the solar wind, thus coupling the two systems together. Strictly

speaking, B must vary on spatial scales smaller than the typical electron kinetic length scales

in the magnetopause current sheet; however, studies have shown that the formation of the ion

diffusion region (i.e. ions decoupling from the magnetic field) significantly increases the rate

and likelihood of reconnection (Biskamp et al., 1997), such that the presence of an ion diffusion
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region is now commonly considered to be a very good proxy for magnetic reconnection.

Following dayside reconnection, the open magnetic field lines have one footpoint connec-

ted to the planet while the other is connected to the solar wind. This results in the footpoint

still connected to the planet being dragged across the planetary ionosphere from the dayside

to the nightside over the poles, while the footpoint connected to the solar wind gets stretched

out across the nightside magnetosphere, leading to a much more elongated magnetotail than

would be observed at Earth in the absence of the Dungey cycle (Jackman et al., 2014a; Va-

syliūnas, 2010). The dayside reconnection at Earth leads to a global system of field-aligned cur-

rents that flow between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The consequent reconnection in

the magnetotail results in a newly-reconnected field line that is still connected to the planet, ac-

celerating radially inwards and convecting back to the dayside magnetosphere; and a magnetic

structure that is still connected to the solar wind, which is expelled radially from the magneto-

sphere down the magnetotail. The newly reconnected field lines convect back to the dayside

magnetosphere through either the dawn/dusk local time sectors (known as the reconnection

return flow), where they may once again reconnect with the solar wind provided favourable

IMF conditions.

It is worth noting here that while southward IMF is typically considered to be a require-

ment for the onset of magnetic reconnection in Earth’s magnetopause, the solar wind may still

become coupled to the planetary field under northward IMF conditions through other pro-

cesses, although these processes are typically weaker drivers of global circulation (Eastwood et

al., 2015). One way to quantify the relative strength with which a process drives magnetospheric

circulation is to determine the work done on the magnetosphere by the driver over a given inter-

val, i.e. the voltage. The typical voltage applied to Earth’s magnetosphere by the Dungey Cycle

is estimated to vary with between 10− 100 kV (Cowley, 1994; Wygant et al., 1983), where the

higher voltages are associated with intervals of southward IMF. The long-term average recon-

nection voltage at Earth due to the Dungey cycle is ∼ 40kV , which is still much greater than the

∼ 10 kV voltages associated with other drivers of circulation (Burch and Phan, 2016; Eastwood

et al., 2015), thus showing that the Dungey cycle is the dominant driver of circulation within

Earth’s magnetosphere.
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Generation of Field-Aligned Currents

In regimes where the frozen-in theorem is valid, e.g. the magnetosphere, the plasma coupled

to any given magnetic field line will remain on this field line and move at bulk flow velocity

vB. However, Earth’s magnetic field is also connected to its ionosphere, which is a conduct-

ing medium of the planet’s upper atmosphere which is partly ionised by solar UV, X-rays, and

photoionisation (McElroy, 2012). Collisions between neutral and charged particles may occur

in the ionosphere due to any mechanism that exerts a force on the ionospheric plasma, e.g.

the Dungey cycle. The frozen-in theorem breaks down in the ionosphere when collisions with

neutrals become significant such that the plasma is no longer considered to be infinitely con-

ducting (equation 1.1.20). Field-aligned currents thus act to electrically couple the planetary

ionosphere and magnetosphere to ensure current continuity (∇· j = 0), and can facilitate the

transfer of energy and momentum between the two mediums. Here, we discuss the generation

of these field-aligned currents (Cowley, 2000; Vasyliūnas, 2010).

The velocities of electrons and ions colliding with neutrals is altered from the bulk plasma

velocity vB to independent velocities ve and vi respectively, which in a steady-state ionosphere

results in a current j, given by,

j = ne e(vi −ve) (1.3.2)

where ne and e are the number density and charge of the electrons. The mass mq and velocity vq

of a particle with charge q can then be determined by the equation of motion in an ionosphere:

mq
∂vq

∂t
= q(E+v×B)−mqν(vq −u) . (1.3.3)

The first term on the right is the Lorentz force, and the second term is the collisional drag

force between charged particles and neutrals, moving at velocities vq and u respectively. As-

suming a steady-state ionosphere, the Lorentz force acting on the charged particles must be

balanced by the collisional drag force. Equation 1.3.3 can then be combined with equation

1.3.2 to show that the field-perpendicular current density j⊥ is,

j⊥ =σP E⊥−σH
E⊥×B

B
(1.3.4)
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where E⊥ is the electric field that arises from the field-perpendicular motion of the charged

particles. The right-hand terms can be separated into the Pedersen current and the Hall current

respectively. While both currents flow transverse to B, the Pedersen current flows along E, and

the Hall current flows in the −E×B direction. The Pedersen and Hall conductivities, σP andσH

respectively, associated with the two currents are given by,

σP = ne e2
(

1

me

νen

ν2
en +ω2

e
+ 1

mi

νi n

ν2
i n +ω2

i

)
, (1.3.5)

σH = ne e2
(

1

me

ωe

ν2
en +ω2

e
− 1

mi

ωi

ν2
i n +ω2

i

)
, (1.3.6)

where νen,i n are the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisional frequencies, and ωe,i are the

electron and ion gyrofrequencies. Considering the finite thickness of the ionosphere, we then

determine the height-integrated field-perpendicular ionospheric current along the magnetic

field line over ionospheric height d s to be J⊥ = ∫
j⊥ d s, where the associated height integrated

conductivities are given by ΣP,H =∫
σP,H d s.

Since the magnetosphere and ionosphere are coupled by the planetary field, current con-

tinuity requires that any divergence in the field-perpendicular current be closed via the mag-

netosphere by field-aligned currents, j∥ =∇· J⊥. Assuming uniform conductivity, the Hall cur-

rent flows in the −E×B direction and can close entirely within the ionosphere; however, the

Pedersen current which flows along E, cannot. Field-aligned currents are thus generated, which

flow in/out of the ionosphere where J⊥ or E diverge/converge, and close in the magnetosphere

to form a large-scale current loop.

On the topic of current continuity, we note that if we consider the total current confined

in a volume of constant magnetic flux in steady-state, then the integral of j ·E is zero. Thus,

the tube of current remains divergence free, even if locally within the current loop there are

regions where j ·E 6= 0. Consider the Dungey cycle, where the footpoint of the field line still

connected to the ionosphere ‘lags’ behind the footpoint coupled to the solar wind. Here, the

solar wind effectively act as a generator (j ·E < 0) that drives the ionosphere (the load, j ·E > 0) by

transferring energy and momentum through the field-aligned currents. The ‘generator’ exactly

balances the ‘load’, and current continuity is ensured within the aforementioned volume of
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magnetic flux. The work done by the plasma on the planetary field in the solar wind (j ·E < 0)

results in the field line being ‘stretched’ into the nightside magnetosphere, thus contributing

to the formation of the magnetotail. The work done by the magnetic field on the ionospheric

plasma (j ·E > 0) results in heat dissipation from the Pedersen current (the Hall currents are

generally considered to be non-dissipative, j ·E = 0) which can excite azimuthal thermospheric

flows.

The Dungey cycle is the main driver of field-aligned currents at Earth, which results in the

Region 1 and Region 2 currents at high latitudes (Ganushkina et al., 2018; Ganushkina et al.,

2017). The Region 1 currents flow closer to the planetary poles and close in the magnetosheath,

while the Region 2 currents flow at slightly more equator-ward of the Region 1 currents, and

close through the ring current in the magnetosphere, resulting in a partial enhancement of the

ring current. Earth’s global field-aligned current system is highly dynamic due to variability

in solar wind conditions (e.g. IMF, velocity, pressure) and variable ionospheric conductivities

(as shown in equation 1.3.4), where the latter is also thought to play a significant role in the

dynamics of Saturn’s newly-discovered low latitude field-aligned currents (Agiwal et al., 2021;

Dougherty et al., 2018).

Dynamic large-scale current systems are abundantly present within Saturn’s magnetosphere,

and unlike Earth, generated by various different sources (see review by Dougherty et al., 2009).

While some of the field-aligned currents observed at Saturn are generated by a Dungey-like

mechanism; they are also generated by electromagnetic coupling between the planetary iono-

sphere and the sub-corotating equatorial plasma sheet within Saturn’s middle magnetosphere

(e.g. Cowley and Bunce, 2003). In the latter case, the sub-corotating magnetospheric plasma

acts as the ‘load’ on the planetary ionosphere, and thus field-aligned currents facilitate the

transfer of angular momentum and energy from the planet to the magnetosphere (which is the

opposite case to Earth). The previously mentioned low-latitude field-aligned current systems

are generated by yet another mechanism: inter-hemispheric coupling between the planetary

atmosphere (Agiwal et al., 2021; Hunt et al., 2019; Khurana et al., 2018; Provan et al., 2019b),

which will be discussed further in Chapters 2 and 6.
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1.4 Summary

We have reviewed the electric and magnetic forces that affect the motion of charged particles

and plasmas in a planetary magnetosphere, and discussed briefly the dynamic structure of

Earth’s magnetosphere. The solar wind is the key driver of topological and geometric variab-

ility, large-scale current systems, and mass and energy circulation at Earth.

Going forward, we will focus our discussion on the Saturnian system. While the geometry

of Saturn’s magnetic field is highly sensitive to solar wind driving (like Earth), it is addition-

ally affected by pressure gradient forces from the equatorially confined, rapidly rotating plasma

within the magnetosphere, supplied by Saturn’s cryo-volcanic moon Enceladus (Dougherty,

2006). Additionally, Saturn’s magnetosphere is periodically modulated by large-scale, tempor-

ally variable, rotating field-aligned current systems, which may be driven by the planetary at-

mosphere (Carbary et al., 2012, and references therein). Furthermore, circulation within the

Saturnian system is dominated by the rapid rotation of the Enceladus plasma, with the Dungey

cycle only playing a minor role in mass and energy transport (e.g. Masters, 2015).

In the following chapter, we will briefly review the key structures and processes within the

Saturnian system, and discuss their interaction with/contribution towards the highly dynamic

nature of Saturn’s magnetosphere.
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Chapter 2

The Saturnian System

Saturn is a rapidly rotating, giant gaseous planet in our Solar System, composed primarily of

hydrogen (∼ 96%), with traces of helium (∼ 3%), methane (∼ 0.4%), and other heavier elements

(Hubbard et al., 2009). It has a solid, rocky core, surrounded by a layer of metallic hydrogen,

which is assumed to be electrically conducting, and thought to form the dynamo which gen-

erates the planetary magnetic field. Outside the primary dynamo region is a layer of liquid

hydrogen and helium, followed by a gaseous outer layer. To date, the precise rotation rate of

Saturn’s internal core is unknown; it was most recently estimated to be ∼ 10.6 hours using ring

seismology (Mankovich et al., 2019). As a gas giant, Saturn’s ‘surface’ is defined by the 1-bar

pressure level. Due to its rapid rotation, the planet has an oblate geometry where the equatorial

radius of Saturn is ∼ 60,268 km (hereafter 1 RS) and the polar radius is ∼ 54,264 km (0.9 RS) .

To date, Saturn has been visited by four space probes. The first being Pioneer 11 (Smith et al.,

1980), followed by Voyager 1 (Ness et al., 1981), Voyager 2 (Ness et al., 1982), and most recently

the Cassini-Huygens (hereafter, Cassini) spacecraft. The work presented in this thesis uses mag-

netic field measurements made during the final phase of the Cassini mission (see Chapter 3

for further details) in order to better understand drivers of temporal variability within Saturn’s

magnetosphere.

2.1 The Atmosphere

Saturn’s atmosphere extends out to almost 3500 km above the 1-bar pressure level. The

neutral atmosphere has been observed to super-corotate relative to planetary rotation at near
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equatorial latitudes. The strong zonal winds were first observed by the imaging instrument

on board Voyager, showing that this ‘jet’ could reach speeds of ∼ 470 m/s relative to planetary

rotation (Sanchez-Lavega, 2000). Subsequent observations from the Hubble Space Telescope,

however, showed a considerable decrease in the velocity of this jet by a factor of ∼ 2 (Sánchez-

Lavega et al., 2003). The arrival of Cassini revealed this discrepancy to be an altitude effect,

where the deeper atmosphere (i.e. closer to the planet) was observed to peak at velocities of

∼ 375 m/s (Porco et al., 2005). It is remarkable that the relative peak velocity of these zonal

flows are almost three times faster than the fastest gust of wind measured at Earth. García-

Melendo et al. (2011) have shown the Saturnian winds to be more or less in steady state between

the Voyager era (1980-81) and the early Cassini era (2004-2009), with some minor variability at

the equatorial latitudes with Saturnian season. A time averaged profile of these zonal flows

evaluated by Read et al. (2009b) relative to planetary rotation (assuming rates of ∼ 10.5 and

∼ 10.6 hours) is presented in Figure 2.1.1.

Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019) and Brown et al. (2020) have recently presented in situ observa-

tions of atmospheric waves in Saturn’s upper atmosphere/thermosphere from measurements

taken by the Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS, Waite et al., 2004) and the Ultraviolet Ima-

ging Spectrograph (UVIS, Esposito et al., 2004) instruments on the Cassini spacecraft during

the Grand Finale. Atmospheric waves can be generated by any process which perturbs the at-

mosphere, such as atmospheric instabilities, or topographic features e.g., mountains. At Earth

and Mars, atmospheric waves couple the lower and upper atmospheres, and are a well-known

driver of temporal variability (Liu et al., 2009; Siddle et al., 2019). Thus, Müller-Wodarg et al.

(2019) suggest that atmospheric waves could assist in the vertical transport of the 1-bar wind

structure to higher altitudes, and also drive temporal variability in the zonal flows.

The upper atmosphere is comprised primarily of electrons, protons, H+
3 , H2, He, and water,

where the Pedersen conductivity peaks at∼ 1000−1500 km above the 1-bar level and is observed

to be spatially asymmetric as well as temporally variable (see review by Mendillo et al., 2018).

Radio occultations of the mid- and low-latitude ionosphere at Saturn have shown that the elec-

tron densities are temporally variable on week-long timescales (Hadid et al., 2018b; Kliore et al.,

2009; Morooka et al., 2019; Nagy et al., 2006; Persoon et al., 2019; Wahlund et al., 2018), where
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Figure 2.1.1: The time-averaged profile of Saturn’s 1-bar winds relative to planetary rotation determined

by Read et al. (2009b) is shown. The solid and dashed lines correspond to 10.6 and 10.5 hour planetary ro-

tation rates respectively (as this was not a well constrained quantity at the time, however we now believe

the rotation rate to be closer to 10.6 hours). The zonal flow velocity is positive in the sense of planetary

rotation (eastward). A clear eastward jet is observed at near-equatorial latitudes, with alternating bands

of westward and eastward winds being observed at mid-high latitudes.

electron densities scale directly with ionospheric conductivity. Moore et al. (2010) thus show

the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity (or the Pedersen conductance)ΣP to vary between

1 S and 10 S (where 1 S = 1 mho) in the low- to mid-latitude ionosphere at dawn and dusk. Re-

cent in situ measurements from the final phase of the Cassini mission have shown the Pedersen

conductivities at ∼ 2000 km altitude in the noon ionosphere to be variable by approximately an

order of magnitude, 10−4 − 10−5 S/m on nearly week-long timescales at near-equatorial latit-

udes (between −15° and 10°) (Shebanits et al., 2020). Integrated over an ionospheric layer of

∼ 350 km, these conductivities corresponds to ΣP values of 3.5−35 S.

These ΣP values at noon are significantly larger than previous observations at other local

times, and modelling predictions, have suggested. Shebanits et al. (2020) attribute this increase
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in conductivity to material (water ice ‘dust grains’) from Satun’s rings (see below) falling radially

into Saturn’s atmosphere and becoming electrically charged (Hsu et al., 2018; O’Donoghue et

al., 2019). This charged dust, or ring-rain, is observed predominantly between ±5° latitude with

a preferential flow into the southern hemisphere (due to the slight northward offset of Saturn’s

magnetic equator). Hsu et al. (2018) also show more diffuse concentrations of the charged dust

observed between −15°−10° latitudes, and charged material flowing along magnetic field lines

from Saturn’s dense B-ring into the ionosphere along magnetic field lines mapping to approx-

imately ±45° latitude, which had previously been inferred from near-infrared remote observa-

tions of Saturn’s upper atmosphere by (O’Donoghue et al., 2013).

As previously discussed, the Pedersen conductivity and neutral population in the iono-

sphere control the generation of field-aligned currents, where variability in the ionospheric

conductivities and time-variable collisions between the ions and neutrals in the thermosphere

correspond to highly dynamic field-aligned currents.

2.2 Rings and Moons

Saturn has an equatorially confined ring system in the inner magnetosphere, made up primar-

ily of water ice particles. The rings extend from ∼ 1.1 RS to 7.9 RS , where the inner-most ring is

the ‘D-ring’, followed by the C, B, A, F, G, and E-rings. The rings themselves are mostly made up

of neutral particles, however they are enveloped in an O2 atmosphere. Tokar et al. (2005) and

Waite et al. (2005) reported observations of ionised O+
2 and O+ over the A, F and G rings, likely

formed by the photoionisation of O2, thus showing the presence of a ring ionosphere.

Simulations of the ring atmosphere and ionosphere by Johnson et al. (2006), Luhmann et al.

(2006) and Tseng et al. (2010) have shown the ion densities above and below Saturn’s densest

ring, the B-ring, to be highly asymmetric. The authors show that the densities of ionised oxygen

below the ring plane are significantly larger, in part due to seasonal conditions (their models

assume southern solstice conditions), but also due to the northward offset of Saturn’s internal

dipole. Subsequent simulations by Tseng et al. (2013) which investigated the effect of seasonal

variability on the rings, showed that while ion densities were expected to be much smaller at
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equinox than solstice, the asymmetry above and below the ring plane in ion densities persisted,

with the latter being much larger. Despite the presence of some ionised material over the plan-

etary rings (Young et al., 2004), the rings themselves are only a minor source of plasma within

the magnetosphere. At present, the primary interaction between the rings and the magneto-

sphere seem to be linked to the aforementioned ring rain (section 2.1, and references therein),

whose variability alters ionospheric chemistry. Consequently, this can drive variability in field-

aligned currents which close in the magnetosphere (Agiwal et al., 2021; Provan et al., 2019b)

(see section 2.4.3).

The ring particles themselves are thought to be debris from captured comets, asteroids,

or moons, that were pulled apart by Saturn’s gravitational field (Spilker, 2019). It has been

shown that the particles in the E-ring are sourced from one of Saturn’s many moons, Ence-

ladus, which orbits the planet at ∼ 4 RS . Enceladus is an icy moon with a sub-surface ocean of

salty water, which is constantly outgassing material into the magnetosphere via cryo-volcanism

(Dougherty, 2006). Due to long-term photoionisation and charge-exchange, the outgassed

material from Enceladus forms an equatorially confined plasma sheet in the inner/middle-

magnetosphere which is predominantly composed of water group ions (W +) and protons (H+).

Wilson et al. (2017) show that the abundance ratio of the two species is H+/W + ∼ 0.7. The

plasma sourced from Enceladus, and its associated currents, play a critical role in controlling

Saturn’s magnetospheric structure and dynamics (Thomsen, 2013).

2.3 The Planetary Field

Saturn’s internal magnetic field was first measured during the Pioneer 11 fly-by of Saturn

(Smith et al., 1980), followed by measurements from both Voyager 1 and 2 (Connerney et al.,

1982). All early measurements showed that the magnetic axis of the planetary field was nearly

aligned with the rotational axis, and the magnetic field was found to be well described by an

axisymmetric dipole field which presented a slight northward offset from the rotational equator,

and was directed southward in the magnetospheric equatorial plane (which is in the opposite

sense to Earth). From the Cassini era, the tilt between the dipole and spin axes has been con-

strained to < 0.0095° (Dougherty et al., 2018), and the geometry of Saturn’s internal field has
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been found to have a quadrupole, octopole, and higher order terms going up to degree-11 (Cao

et al., 2019; Dougherty et al., 2018). In general, the higher order terms are much weaker than the

dipole term, however very close to the planet, the quadrupole and octopole terms have a non-

negligible effect on the configuration of the planetary field, with the quadrupole term being

associated with the northward offset of the dipole axis from the spin axis.

Saturn’s internal field B is approximately curl free ∇∇∇××× B = 0, thus can be expressed as a

gradient of the scalar potential (B =−∇V ) where V is given by (Cao et al., 2019; Gombosi et al.,

2009),

V = a
∞∑

n=1

(a

r

)n+1 n∑
m=0

P m
n cos(θ)

[
g m

n cos(mφ)+hm
n sin(mφ)

]
. (2.3.1)

Here, a is the radius of the planet, and (r,θ,φ) are the radial, colatitudinal, and azimuthal co-

ordinates of the planetary field in a spin-aligned spherical system. P m
n are the Schmidt normal-

ised Legendre functions of degree n and order m, and g m
n and hm

n are the gauss coefficients. Due

to the axisymmetric internal field at Saturn, we set m = 0. Thus, terms with the hm
n coefficient

are ignored when computing Saturn’s internal field using equation 2.3.1. For a degree-3 internal

field model, the latest gauss coefficients have been empirically determined by Dougherty et al.

(2018). The dipole, quadrupole and octopole terms are: 21,140.2 nT
(
g 0

1

)
, 1581.1 nT

(
g 0

2

)
, and

2260.1 nT
(
g 0

3

)
. The ratio between the dipole and quadrupole terms from δz = g 0

2

2g 0
1

determines

the northward offset of the magnetic equator along the dipole axis, which at Saturn is ∼ 0.04 RS .

The near perfect alignment of the spin/dipole axes with only a small vertical offset has yet to be

observed elsewhere in our Solar System.

2.4 The Magnetosphere: Structure and Dynamics

In this section, we discuss the structures and dynamics within Saturn’s magnetosphere that

are pertinent to this thesis. Much like Earth, the interaction with the solar wind results in Sat-

urn’s internal field being compressed on the dayside and stretched out into a magnetotail on

the nightside within the magnetosphere. Unlike Earth, however, there is an equatorial plasma

sheet present at Saturn which begins at ∼ 5−7RS (Carbary et al., 2012; Sergis et al., 2018) and

has a highly variable outer-edge in the noon, dawn, and dusk local time sectors which is associ-
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ated with variability in the magnetopause boundary (discussed more later in this section). On

the nightside, the Enceladus plasma sheet extends into the magnetotail plasma sheet, where

the latter is dominated by protons. The Enceladus plasma flows in an eastward sense around

the planet, which combined with the drift motion of the charged particles in an approximately

dipolar field (although, less significant at Saturn than at Earth) also results in an eastward ring-

current within the plasma sheet. Thus, within Saturn’s equatorial plasma sheet is an embedded

equatorial current sheet. The current sheet refers exclusively to the cold plasma which is frozen-

in to the planetary magnetic field, thus, variability in the equatorial magnetic field is analogous

to variability in the equatorial current sheet. An illustration of Saturn’s basic magnetospheric

structure is presented in Figure 2.4.1.

Evidence for the presence of sub-corotating plasma at Saturn was first inferred from obser-

vations made by the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft fly-bys (Connerney et al., 1984; Davis and

Smith, 1990). Connerney et al. (1983) modelled the effects of the magnetic field due to a ring-

current on Saturn’s internal magnetic field, and showed that it would act to radially distend

the planetary field in the equatorial region into a disk-like structure henceforth known as the

magnetodisc. The arrival of Cassini lead to the first observation of the magnetodisc structure

by Arridge et al. (2007), which has since been observed to form beyond ∼ 10−12 RS at all local

times (where the hot plasma dominates the cold plasma) and thus the ring-current can distort

the magnetospheric field into a radially distended magnetodisc (Sergis et al., 2009, 2007, 2010).

Subsequent observations of the magnetodisc have shown the structure to be highly dynamic

and spatially asymmetric (Arridge et al., 2008; Martin and Arridge, 2017, 2019).

On the nightside, the magnetodisc is ever-present and enhances the planetary magnetotail

such that the lobe-like structure, defined as a region of high and steady approximately radial

magnetic field, exists beyond ∼ 15 RS at Saturn (Jackman and Arridge, 2011b). On the day-

side, however, Bunce et al. (2008) and Arridge et al. (2008) find the magnetic field structure

to vary between being quasi-dipolar and more disc-like for a more compressed and expanded

magnetosphere, respectively. The magnetopause stand-off distance at Saturn has a bi-modal

distribution with peaks at ∼ 22RS (compressed) and ∼ 27RS (expanded) (Achilleos et al., 2008),

which is driven by variability in external solar wind conditions and internal plasma pressure
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Figure 2.4.1: An artist illustration of Saturn’s magnetosphere is shown within the shaded purple region.

Orange lines show the direction solar wind flow, whereas black lines outside the magnetosphere show

the direction of the IMF at Saturn. Main features such as the magnetopause, magnetotail and plasma

sheet (yellow shaded region) are shown, same as Figure 1.3.2 in section 1.3.1. The magnetospheric field

is shown by black lines with small black arrows within the magnetopause region, which is an illustra-

tion of the internal planetary field with the addition of the magnetodisk structure due to the Enceladus

plasma. The magnetotail structure is illustrated in the nightside of the magnetosphere: the field in the

northern lobe points radially away from the planet; the field in the southern lobe poitns radially towards

the planet. Unlike Earth, Saturn’s plasma sheet beings close to the planet, near the orbit of Encealdus

(indicated by the ‘Enceladus torus’), and can extend out to the magnetopause boundary/into the mag-

netotail at all local times. Saturn’s ring current is embedded within this plasma sheet. (Bagenal, 2005)
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(Hardy et al., 2020; Pilkington et al., 2015b).

Global MHD simulations of Saturn’s magnetosphere by Jia and Kivelson (2012) were used

by Jia and Kivelson (2016) to show the planetary field to be more disc-like at dawn than dusk,

associated with the dawn magnetopause boundary being ∼ 2.6RS further out (Kivelson and Jia,

2014). The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the magnetopause boundary is principally attributed to

the internal plasma flow opposing the solar wind flow at dawn. This asymmetry is also observed

in an empirical model of the magnetopause presented by Pilkington et al. (2015a), however the

empirically modelled asymmetry is much smaller (7±1%). These authors explain the discrep-

ancy in the magnitudes by showing observations of a greater hot plasma population at dusk

than dawn (which are not included in the simulations), and suggest that the hot plasma may

act to reduce the over-all dawn-dusk asymmetry by additionally perturbing the planetary field,

and thus the magnetopause boundary, at dusk. Subsequently, Sorba et al. (2019) show, using

a 2-D force model of Saturn’s magnetodisc, that the hot plasma pressure may in fact control

the formation of the magnetodisc when the magnetosphere is compressed (and the dawn-dusk

asymmetry in the magnetopause boundary is reduced), such that the field would be more disc-

like at dusk than dawn, instead.

Variability in the equatorial magnetic field structure is directly analogous to variability in the

thickness of the equatorial current sheet. Magnetic field measurements have been used to show

the current sheet half-thickness is typically between∼ 0.7 and 3 Rs at noon, and∼ 0.3 and 3 Rs at

midnight (e.g., Giampieri, 2004; Kellett et al., 2011; Sergis et al., 2011; Staniland et al., 2020). The

midnight and dawn current sheet are typically expected to be thinner than the dusk and noon

current sheet (e.g., Arridge et al., 2015; Delamere et al., 2015; Jia and Kivelson, 2016; Martin

and Arridge, 2017; Staniland et al., 2020), although during times of solar wind compression, it is

possible that the current sheet may be thinner at dusk than at dawn (Sorba et al., 2019).

In addition to being azimuthally asymmetric and temporally variable with solar wind and

internal plasma pressure, the equatorial plasma/current sheet (and thus, the magnetic equator)

is also displaced away from the rotational equator at Saturn. This was first observed by Arridge

et al. (2008) in Cassini magnetic field data, and was an unexpected result given the near align-

ment of Saturn’s spin and dipole axes. Arridge et al. (2008) found the magnetic equator to be
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displaced upwards (northward) of the rotational equator beyond ∼ 29RS in the magnetosphere

from observations made during southern hemisphere summer at Saturn, where the current

sheet was warped into a bowl-like structure on the dayside magnetosphere and slightly hinged

on the nightside. The authors attribute the displacement to the non-radial solar wind flow com-

ponent at Saturn, relative to the obliquity of the planet, forcing the configuration of the planet-

ary field. Thus, they hypothesised that the direction of the displacement would change with Sat-

urnian season. This was verified by magnetic field observations from the Cassini Grand Finale

which occurred during northern hemisphere summer at Saturn, where the magnetic equator

was seen to be displaced southward of the rotational equator instead (Agiwal et al., 2020).

Figure 2.4.2: An illustration depicting the ‘hinging’ effect of the magnetic equator from the rotational

equator is presented for southern solstice conditions at Saturn. Saturn is shown by the black/white circle

where the dark-side shows the nightside magnetosphere. The solar wind would be flowing at Saturn

from the right-side of this Figure (from the Sun, towards the planet). The grey shaded region indicates

Saturn’s current/plasma sheet, which is displaced northward of the magnetic equator. During equinox

conditions, the shaded grey region is expected to be perfectly aligned with the dipole magnetic equator

indicated on the figure, and during northern summer conditions, the shaded grey region is expected to

be displaced southward of the dipole magnetic equator instead. (Arridge et al., 2008).

Arridge et al. (2008) present an empirical model which evaluates the position of the dis-

placed magnetic equator, which has been used by Arridge et al. (2011) and Martin (2019) to
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show that the solar wind forcing of the equatorial current sheet is highly variable at Saturn.

Martin (2019) use magnetic field observations from the entire Cassini tour to show that the

displacement can become significant at ρ ∼ 52±30 RS on the nightside, where ρ is the perpen-

dicular distance from Saturn’s spin/dipole axis. Comparing the results from Bradley et al. (2020)

and Agiwal et al. (2020) for the Cassini Grand Finale interval shows clearly that the strength of

the forcing on the nightside of the planet is correlated with solar wind pressure.

It is clear that the solar wind plays a significant role in controlling the magnetospheric struc-

ture at Saturn, much like it does at Earth. However, authors such as Desroche et al. (2013) and

Masters et al. (2012, 2014) have shown that the solar wind only plays a minor role in driving cir-

culation within Saturn’s magnetosphere. Although solar-wind driven reconnection/the Dungey

cycle has been observed at Saturn (e.g. Fuselier et al., 2014; Huddleston et al., 1997; McAndrews

et al., 2008)), it is overall less efficient than at Earth, due to the solar wind IMF being weaker at

Saturn’s orbit, and the near-unity plasma beta β within Saturn’s magnetosphere.

Studies such as Cowley et al. (2005), Jackman and Arridge (2011a) and Masters (2015) have

evaluated long-term reconnection voltages of ∼ 40 kV, where Badman and Cowley (2007) sug-

gest that these voltages may exceed ∼ 100 kV for solar wind conditions with particularly high

IMF (although this has yet to be observed). While these values are similar to the reconnection

voltages evaluated at Earth, they are significantly smaller than the ∼ 180 kV long-term recon-

nection voltages determined by Badman and Cowley (2007) associated with a process known

as the Vasyliunas cycle (Vasyliunas, 1983) at Saturn, where magnetic reconnection is driven by

the rapid co-rotation of the equatorial plasma (see section 2.4.1). While magnetic reconnection

is driven by both Dungey- and Vasyliunas-style (e.g. Arridge et al., 2016; Masters et al., 2011)

processes at Saturn, Masters (2015) conclude that the solar wind is typically unable to compete

with the stronger internal driving of magnetospheric circulation.

Thomsen (2013) suggest that the dynamical imperative of Saturn’s magnetosphere is to lose

mass through processes such as magnetic reconnection, in order to balance the ∼ 100 kg/s

time-averaged rates of mass-loading from Enceladus (Bagenal and Delamere, 2011). Thus, un-

derstanding the processes that govern circulation and mass loss are of key importance.
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2.4.1 Co-rotation Driven Circulation: The Vasyliunas Cycle

The Vasyliunas cycle refers to magnetic reconnection occurring on closed, mass-loaded,

magnetic field lines, in the magnetospheres of rapidly rotating, plasma-loaded environments

of giant planets such as Saturn, and Jupiter. Vasyliunas (1983) suggested that the mass-loading

of the flux tubes in the equatorial magnetosphere would lead to instabilities in the field struc-

ture, that would cause the field to radially expand in regions where it was not inhibited by the

magnetopause boundary. In these regions, the equatorial plasma would cause the field to ra-

dially expand until the length scales across which the planetary field strength varied became

comparable to the characteristic length scales of the local ion and/or electron species.

Magnetic reconnection would thus occur, the result of which would be the end of the field

line pinching off to form a plasmoid (a closed magnetic loop of plasma) that would be expelled

downtail in a similar fashion to the Dungey-cycle reconnection exhaust, thus removing some

of the Enceladus plasma from the Saturnian system. The reconnection X-line from the Vasyli-

unas cycle is expected to form primarily in the post-dusk/pre-midnight local time sector, as

shown in Figure 2.4.3. The flux tubes involved in reconnection would become mass-depleted

and be accelerated radially towards the planet (much like the newly reconnected field lines still

attached to the planet in the Dungey-cycle) and convect back to the dayside through the dawn

local time sector. The mass depleted flux tubes would eventually become mass loaded again

through radial diffusion of the Enceladus plasma, and the cycle would repeat.

We can see in Figure 2.4.3 that the magnetotail reconnection X-line from the Dungey cycle

is typically expected to form in the post-midnight local time sector at Saturn. This is later than

where the X-line forms at Earth, which is due to Saturn’s rapid rotation adding to the solar wind

driven noon-to-midnight motion of the magnetic field. The rapid rotation of the planet also

leads to the return-flow from both Dungey and Vasyliunas cycles, to convect through the dawn

sector. This is different to Earth, where the return flow may convect back through either the

dawn or dusk channels. Plasmoids released from both cycles are thus also expected over a

range of local times at Saturn. Plasmoids from Vasyliunas reconnection are expected to either

be expelled from the magnetosphere downtail or at the dusk flank (e.g, Thomsen et al., 2014),
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Figure 2.4.3: A top-down view of Saturn’s magnetosphere is shown, as viewed from the northern hemi-

sphere. The planet thus rotates in the anticlockwise sense as viewed on the page. The green line indicates

the location of the magnetopause boundary, whereas the blue and red lines indicate dynamics associated

with the Dungey and Vasyliunas cycles respectively. The solid blue and red lines show plasma stream-

lines within Saturn’s magnetosphere, whereas short-dashed curves with arrows show the boundaries

between flow regimes. Meanwhile, the dashed lines without arrows on right-side of the Figure (nightside

of the magnetosphere) indicate the expected positions of where the reconnection X-lines with respect to

the Vasyliunas cycle (red) and Dungey cycle (blue) are expected to form. We see clearly here that the Va-

syliunas process X-line is expected to form primarily in the pre-midnight local time sector, whereas the

Dungey cycle reconnection X-line is expected to form in the post-midnight local time sector. Illustration

by Cowley et al. (2005) adapted for Mitchell et al. (2009).

whereas the plasmoids from Dungey reconnection are expected to be observed/expelled in the

post-midnight sector or at the dawn flank (e.g., Cowley and Provan, 2015).

Given the limited in-situ encounters with the magnetic diffusion region (only five accounts

from the Cassini era, presented by Arridge et al. (2016) and Guo et al. (2018a,b)), evidence for

magnetic reconnection is often identified indirectly through magnetic field deflections in the
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north-south field component Bθ (Garton et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2016), and observations of

energetic plasma populations in regions where they would not typically be expected (Jackman

et al., 2008; Masters et al., 2011). Jackman et al. (2016) and Bradley et al. (2020) have since

examined catalogues of reconnection events to show that the reconnection signatures appear

to be strongly modulated by a periodic modulation phenomenon at Saturn, which will be re-

viewed in the following section.

Delamere et al. (2015) survey negative Bθ signatures as a proxy for magnetic reconnection in

Saturn’s magnetosphere from observations made between 2006-2012, and show that these sig-

natures are observed at all local times in Saturn’s magnetosphere (although most significantly

in the pre-noon, and post-dusk local time sectors). While some of these signatures may be in-

dicative of the northward warping of Saturn’s current sheet during this interval, the larger than

average peaks in the dwell-time normalised profiles presented by these authors in the pre-noon

local time sector, which is unexpected for the Dungey and Vasyliunas cycles, may be indicative

of additional processes driving reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere.

We have shown thus far that Saturn has a highly dynamic magnetosphere, which is extern-

ally driven by the solar wind, and internally by the rapid rotation of the Enceladus plasma. Addi-

tionally, the magnetosphere is also modulated every ∼ 10.6 hours (approximately the expected

planetary rotation rate) by an internal perturbation source, thus known as planetary period os-

cillations (PPOs). This phenomenon is unique to Saturn and results in large-scale breathing

and flapping motions of the magnetospheric field and plasma, which will be discussed further

in the following section.

2.4.2 Planetary Period Oscillations

Evidence of periodic modulation of Saturn’s magnetosphere was first observed by Desch

and Kaiser (1981) in kilometric-band data from Voyager (termed ‘SKR’, Saturn kilometric radi-

ation). The observations of SKR were made at frequencies of ∼ 20− 500 kHz and presented a

∼ 10.7 hour periodicity. This periodicity was initially mistaken to be the internal rotation of the

planet, however it was later discovered to be slowly changing by ∼ 1% on the timescales of a
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few years, from Ulysses observations (Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000). Following the arrival

of Cassini, the periodicity was found to be variable between the northern and southern hemi-

spheres (Gurnett et al., 2009; Kurth et al., 2008), thus debunking the theory that this might be

the internal planetary rotation rate. The periodicity of the SKR modulation continued to evolve

gradually over the Cassini era (Gurnett, 2011; Lamy, 2011, 2018).

Re-examination of the magnetic field observations from the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft

by Espinosa and Dougherty (2000) showed that not only were these modulations visible in the

magnetic field data as well, they also had a very similar period to the SKR measurements from

Voyager. Given the near alignment of Saturn’s spin/dipole axes, the presence of such a period-

icity was puzzling. Espinosa et al. (2003) initially suggested that these periodicities could poten-

tially be caused by a magnetic anomaly, which would cause a compressional wave to propagate

through the Saturnian magnetosphere. Subsequent work by Cowley et al. (2006) and Giampieri

et al. (2006) following the arrival of Cassini confirmed that these signals were not associated

with a non-axial magnetic field term. Observations of these periodicities in SKR emissions,

electron energy measurements, and magnetic field measurements from Cassini were presented

by Gérard et al. (2006), and are shown in Figure 2.4.4. The ∼ 10.6 hour periodicity has since been

observed ubiquitously within all magnetospheric parameters at Saturn (see review by Carbary

and Mitchell, 2013, and references therein).

Provan et al. (2009) was the first study to identify that the magnetic field oscillations were

different between the northern and southern polar regions, although the disparity was not well

understood at the time. Following the discovery of the differing northern and southern SKR

periods, re-examination of magnetic field data by Andrews et al. (2010) also showed the pres-

ence of two distinct periods perturbing the magnetic field in the northern and southern polar

regions, respectively. These authors discussed their findings in terms of two high-latitude field-

aligned current systems, one in each hemisphere, rotating independently about the spin axis

with differing rotation periods close to the expected planetary rotation period of ∼ 10.6 hours.

Southwood and Cowley (2014) went on to theorise that there was likely an inter-hemispheric

aspect to these current systems, which was later evidenced by Hunt et al. (2015).

Each rotating field-aligned current system produces a quasi-uniform perturbation field in
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Figure 2.4.4: Plot of Cassini measurements from days 297−308 of 2005. The top panel shows a colour

spectrogram of the radio wave power as measured by the Cassini Radio Plasma Waves instrument, the

second panel shows the electron flux as measured by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer, and the bottom

four panels show the magnetic field components in spherical polar (r, θ, φ) coordinates in a spin-aligned

coordinate system (where z is positive northward), and the total field strength as measured by the Cassini

Magnetometer. Clear ∼ 10−11 hour oscillations - planetary period oscillations - are observed in all three

dataset, showing the ubiquity of PPOs in the magnetosphere. Gérard et al. (2006)
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the equatorial region that closes over the corresponding pole as a quasi-dipolar field (Andrews

et al., 2008, 2010; Cowley et al., 2017; Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000; Espinosa et al., 2003;

Southwood and Kivelson, 2007). A schematic illustrating the magnetic perturbation systems

and their effect on the planetary field is presented in Figure 2.4.5. Provan et al. (2012, 2011) have

shown that the two periodicities independently modulate the northern and southern magneto-

spheric regions respectively, and combine to dual-modulate the equatorial magnetosphere.

The dual-modulations in the equatorial region were found to be dependent on the relative

strength and phasing between the two PPO systems (also observed by Hunt et al., 2014), and

corresponded to a combination of thickness and displacement modulations of the equatorial

current sheet. Further detail on the structure, rotation periods, and other key features of these

two systems can be found later in this section.

What drives the current systems is still unknown, however Jia and Kivelson (2012) propose

the atmosphere as a plausible mechanism. The authors impose twin vortex flows in the polar

ionospheric region of each hemisphere in an MHD simulation of Saturn’s magnetosphere, us-

ing rotation periods determined from 2005-2006 Cassini data. The simulated twin vortices are

shown to drive large scale field-aligned currents in the magnetosphere and produce modula-

tions in various magnetospheric parameters, including the magnetic field and radio emissions,

that are consistent with observations. While such vortices have not yet been observed, Hunt

et al. (2014) present observations of a mobile field-aligned current boundary in the ionosphere

which is consistent with the presence of an atmospheric vortex. Subsequent MHD simulations

by Kivelson and Jia (2014) show that rotating current systems drive compressional waves in

Saturn’s magnetosphere. The compressional waves lead to large scale vertical motions of the

plasma sheet, which is consistent with the observations of Provan et al. (2012).

While the generation of these perturbation systems proves to be an interesting field of study,

we are mainly interested in the effect of these perturbation systems on the magnetosphere, in

this thesis. In the following sections, we describe the key characteristics of the PPO systems, and

review literature presenting evidence of periodic thickness and/or displacement modulation of

the equatorial current sheet, which contextualises the work carried out in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 2.4.5: A schematic illustrating the effect of the planetary period oscillation (PPO) magnetic per-

turbation systems on Saturn’s magnetospheric field is shown. Saturn’s background field is illustrated by

black lines, while the northern (N) and southern (S) PPO systems are illustrated in blue and red, respect-

ively. The N and S PPO fields point radially outwards from the planet in the equatorial plane, and close

in a quasi-dipolar field over their respective poles. Where the PPO fields point radially outwards from

the planet is defined by the PPO phase angleΨN ,S = 0°, whereas where the point radially into the planet

is defined by ΨN ,S = 180°. Each system rotates around the planet in the sense of planetary rotation and

acts to modulate the thickness/position of the current sheet independently. However, in the equatorial

plane, the two systems combine to dual-modulate the magnetosphere. When the two PPO systems are

of equal strength and in phase (i.e. the radial field vectors are aligned, i.e. as illustrated in this figure)

strong north-south displacements of the background field are observed (combine the effects observed

in panels b and d; thickness modulation cancels out and displacement modulation re-enforced). When

they are in antiphase(i.e. the radial vectors are antiparallel, mirror panel (c) with respect to panel (a)),

strong thickness modulations are observed instead. (Cowley et al., 2017)
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A description of the PPO perturbation systems

In this section, we will briefly summarise our present understanding of the PPO perturb-

ation fields (based on descriptions from Cowley et al., 2017, unless otherwise cited). As dis-

cussed earlier, observations have shown the northern and southern PPO perturbation fields to

be quasi-uniform in the equatorial magnetosphere, which close in a quasi-dipolar fashion over

the respective hemisphere’s pole (illustrated in Figure 2.4.5). Espinosa and Dougherty (2000)

made early contributions to our understanding of the structure of these fields by re-examining

magnetic field observations from Voyager, which showed the oscillations in Br to be leading the

oscillations in Bφ by 90°. Subsequent work by Andrews et al. (2008, 2010), Kurth et al. (2008,

2007), Provan et al. (2009) and Southwood and Kivelson (2007) found the oscillations in the core

equatorial region (within 12RS) of the magnetosphere, between the spherical PPO field com-

ponents (r, θ, ϕ) relative to the northern magnetic axis, to be the following:

• The oscillations in r and θ are 180° out of phase for the northern PPO system

• The oscillations in r and θ are in phase for the southern PPO system

• The oscillations in ϕ are observed to be ±90° out of phase with r for both PPO systems in

the equatorial (−90°) and polar (+90°) regions

Arridge et al. (2011) and Provan et al. (2012) have observed the oscillations in all field com-

ponents to lag by ∼ 3deg/RS outside of ∼ 12 RS , the ‘core’ region.

The position of each PPO system in the core region is described by a phase angle ΦN ,S

between 0° and 360°. The phase angle indicates the azimuthal extent between the noon me-

ridian and the location where the quasi-uniform radial PPO field points outwards from the

planet. The phase angle increases in the direction of planetary rotation, i.e. noon to dusk, or in

an anti-clockwise sense when viewed from above the north pole. AtΦ= 90°, 180°, and 270°, the

radial PPO field would be directed outward from the planet at the dusk, midnight, and dawn

meridians respectively. From the aforementioned observations, we get the illustration of the

northern and southern PPO fields in Figure 2.4.5.
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The angleΨN ,S in Figure 2.4.5 is the local phase of the PPO perturbation systems relative to

ΦN ,S , for an observer at azimuthal position ϕ relative to the noon meridian and radial position

r in the magnetosphere. It can be determined using,

ΨN ,S(r,ϕ, t ) =ΦN ,S(t )−ϕsc (t )−G[r (t )−12RS], (2.4.1)

where the third term on the right-hand side of the equation accounts for the aforementioned

delay in phase which is observed outside the core region of the PPO field by G = 3◦R−1
S , and

should be ignored/set to 0 within the core region of the PPO field. We can see from equation

2.4.1 thatΨN ,S =ΦN ,S for a stationary observer at the noon meridian inside the core equatorial

region.

The magnetic phasesΦN ,S(t ) of both systems have been empirically determined throughout

the Cassini tour by Andrews et al. (2012) and Provan et al. (2018, 2013, 2016) (hereafter, these

studies will be referenced as AP), and the following methods and descriptions are a brief sum-

mary of the detailed methods provided by these authors. The authors perform a least-squares

fit to the magnetic field observations, using the following function:

Bi (ϕ,r, t ) = B0i cos(Φg (r, t )−ϕ−ψi), (2.4.2)

where ϕ is the azimuthal position of the spacecraft, and the subscript i = r, θ, ϕ denotes the

spherical magnetic field components. The authors try to optimise for the PPO perturbation

field B0i , and the PPO phase angle ψi relative to a known ‘guide phase’Φg , where the latter two

quantities are related by ψt =Φg −Φi . The guide phase is taken to have a fixed rotation period

of ∼ 10.7 hours, which is close to the expected PPO rotation period for both systems.

The authors only perform fits to data intervals spanning a few days, acquired in regions

where the planetary field is quasi-dipolar (in the core region), or from polar void regions (where

predominantly cool electrons are observed) (Andrews et al., 2010; Jinks et al., 2014). Prior to

fitting, they band pass filter the data between periods of 5 hours and 20 hours in an attempt

to isolate the PPO-related signal from phenomena that may be perturbing the field on much

shorter/longer timescales. Using the known phase relations between the spherical components

of the perturbation field, the authors transform the azimuthal and latitudinal components ofψi
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Figure 2.4.6: The northern and southern phase formats of the phases determined by Provan et al. (2018)

are shown in panels (a) and (c), respectively. The authors apply running linear fits using a ∼ 25 data

point interval (shown by solid blue and red lines in panels (a) and (c) respectively), which are used to

determine the magnetic phases ΦN ,S of the northern and southern PPO systems, and the periods of the

(b) northern and (d) southern PPO systems. The red, green, and blue circles show phases determined

from the r, θ, and φmagnetic field components respectively. Solid circles show equatorial data, whereas

unfilled circles show polar data. (Figure from Provan et al., 2018).
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with respect to the radial component for each hemisphere by γi N ,S . This results in ‘northern’

and ‘southern’ formats of the phases, ψN ,S which are expressed as,

ψN ,S =ψi −γi N ,S =Φg −ΦN ,S , (2.4.3)

and presented in Figure 2.4.6 for the End of Mission interval dataset in panels (a) and (c). The

transformed phases evaluated from the r, θ, and φ magnetic field components are shown by

red, green, and blue circle markers respectively. The authors apply running linear fits to the

ψN ,S phases using a ∼ 25 data point interval during the Cassini End of Mission. The linear fits

are shown by the solid lines in panels (a) and (c), which are then used to determine the magnetic

phases ΦN ,S(t ) (from equation 2.4.3) and the rotation periods (presented in panels (b) and (d))

of the two PPO systems. Although we only show the Cassini End of Mission interval in Figure

2.4.6, the authors have determined the PPO phases using this method for the entire Cassini

mission.

The same authors also empirically determine the amplitude ratio of the field oscillations

in both systems, characterised by k = N PPO
S PPO . Since the two PPO systems have different rotation

periods and have been observed to dual-modulate the equatorial magnetosphere, observations

from this region present a “beating” of the two signals which affects the amplitude and phase of

the combined signal. Their beat phase between the two systems is quantified by the parameter

∆Φ, given by,

∆Φ=ΦN −ΦS =ΨN −ΨS . (2.4.4)

The northern and southern format phasesψN ,S deviate from the pure oscillations described

in equation 2.4.3 as follows:

ψN = (Φg −ΦN )+ tan−1
[ −1/k sin(∆Φ−∆γi )

1+ (1/k)cos(∆Φ−∆γi )

]
(Northern), (2.4.5)

ψS = (Φg −ΦS)+ tan−1
[ −k sin(∆Φ−∆γi )

1+k cos(∆Φ−∆γi )

]
(Southern). (2.4.6)

The authors fit equations 2.4.6 and 2.4.5 to the magnetic phases from all three components,

and optimise their fits for k.
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Figure 2.4.7: The periods of the northern and southern PPO systems and the ratio of their relative amp-

litudes k = N PPO
SPPO are shown for the entire Cassini mission leading up to the End of Mission. The hori-

zontal black bars in the top panel references the papers in which the k and PPO periods shown in this

Figure were originally determined/presented. The suffix A, P refers to papers by Andrews et al. and

Provan et al., respectively, whereas the numbers following indicate the year of publication. The black

vertical dotted line indicates the time corresponding to Saturn equinox. (Figure from Andrews et al.,

2019).

The empirically determined values for k and the PPO rotation periods throughout the Cas-

sini mission are presented in Figure 2.4.7. We primarily look at magnetic field observations

from the End of Mission in Chapter 4, where k ∼ 1.3 (also independently verified by Hunt et al.,

2018), although data from intervals where k ∼ 0.4, ∼ 1 and ∼ 2.2 are also examined in this thesis

(Appendix B). The empirically determined values of k and magnetic phases from these intervals

are used to investigate the magnetic field observations, as well as certain characteristics of the

PPO systems themselves.

Periodic Modulation of the Equatorial Current Sheet

Studies have observed north-south displacements of the current sheet from extended in-

tervals when the spacecraft explored Saturn’s magnetotail close to the current sheet (Khurana

et al., 2009; Szego et al., 2013). Jackman et al. (2009) reported north-south displacements of the
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current sheet in 2006 magnetic field data from the magnetotail region taken by the MAG instru-

ment. Periodic reversals were present in the measured Br approximately every 10 hours, as the

spacecraft travelled towards Saturn over a period of 8 days at near constant latitude relative to

the planet. The periodic reversals were indicative of large-scale north-south vertical motions

of the current sheet. While the reversals occurred at consistent intervals, the Br profile of each

reversal was variable.

Observations of the current sheet thickness modulations were presented by Morooka et al.

(2009) using plasma density data from the Cassini RPWS Langmuir probe during an interval

from 2006. They noticed density modulations in the plasma sheet consistent with the plan-

etary rotation period, which was best modelled by a plasma sheet with varying thickness and

latitudinal displacement. Observations best agreed with a current sheet model that was thicker

and denser when displaced southwards of its mean position and thinner and less dense when

displaced northward, indicating that the current sheet was undergoing various temporal vari-

ations. More recently, Thomsen et al. (2017) presented observations of periodic reversals in Br

using magnetotail data from 2010. Unlike the reversals presented by Jackman et al. (2009), these

reversals were asymmetric in nature, where in some cases, the north-south field transitions oc-

curred very slowly compared to the south-north transitions and vice versa. Cowley et al. (2017)

suggest that this asymmetric ‘sawtooth’ feature could be a result of a current sheet which differs

in thickness from it’s north-south to south-north sweep.

Provan et al. (2012) presented magnetotail data from 2006, explicitly organising the variab-

ility in the current sheet by the PPO perturbation systems. The authors showed that the overall

effect of the dual modulation was dependent on the beat phase of the two systems, with the

following relation: strong north-south displacements of the current sheet were observed when

the systems were in phase with each other (∆Φ = 0°); and strong thickness modulations were

observed when the systems were in antiphase (∆Φ= 180°).

Using this understanding of PPO modulation of magnetic fields, Cowley et al. (2017) present

a empirical method to model the dual modulations of the PPO systems on the equatorial cur-

rent sheet (see section 3.2). The model has successfully described the current sheet cross-

ings observed in magnetic field data from intervals where the spacecraft conducted long-term
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equatorial orbits (Cowley and Provan, 2017; Cowley et al., 2017; Thomsen et al., 2017), and also

the Cassini Grand Finale (Agiwal et al., 2020). This model is used in conjunction with magnetic

field measurements to investigate the temporal variability of the PPO systems, the solar wind,

and Saturn’s equatorial magnetospheric structure in Chapter 4.

Bradley et al. (2018) additionally show that the occurrence of reconnection signatures are

significantly correlated with intervals when the PPOs are expected to thin the equatorial plasma

sheet, indicating that these perturbation systems may have a role in controlling circulation

within the magnetosphere. Chapter 5 in this thesis uses the constraints on the strength of the

PPO systems from Chapter 4 to investigate the contribution of these periodicities to the overall

circulation dynamics of Saturn’s magnetosphere.

2.4.3 Low-latitude field-aligned currents

We have already briefly discussed the role the upper atmosphere of Saturn may play in con-

trolling the magnetosphere when discussing the origin of the PPO current systems, and also the

coupling between the planetary ionosphere and the sub-corotating equatorial plasma (section

1.3.1). In this section, we review a temporally variable low-latitude field aligned current system

that was discovered during the final set of orbits from the Cassini mission (known as the Grand

Finale orbits), which is thought to be driven by the planetary atmosphere.

During the Grand Finale Orbits, the Cassini spacecraft passed through the previously unex-

plored region between Saturn and its main ring system (A-D) at orbit periapsis. Observations

of the azimuthal magnetic field Bφ from this region led to the discovery of a temporally variable

low-latitude field-aligned current system, along magnetic field lines that equatorially map to

the region between Saturn’s upper atmosphere (∼ 1.03RS , 1RS = 60,268 km) and its innermost

ring (D-ring ∼ 1.11 to 1.24RS) (Dougherty et al., 2018). While typically, the peak Bφ observations

are observed to be on the order of ∼ 10−20 nT, the observations are variable from orbit to orbit

(1 orbit was ∼ 6.5 days). The presence of such a variable current system was highly unexpec-

ted, given the largely repeatable spacecraft trajectory, highly axisymmetric internally generated

planetary field (Burton et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2019, 2011), and no significant source of mag-
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netospheric plasma (as the observations were made within the orbit of Enceladus, < 4RS).

Unlike the previously discussed high-latitude field-aligned currents generated during the

Dungey cycle, these field-aligned currents are observed on low-latitude magnetic field lines

with both footpoints still connected to the planet. The ionospheric current densities j⊥ associ-

ated with the low-latitude current system have been estimated to be ∼ 0.5−1.5 MA per radian

by Hunt et al. (2019), which is comparable to the j⊥ measured in the auroral region at Saturn.

However, the same authors also find the field-aligned current densities j∥ measured above the

ionosphere to be ∼ 5−10 nA/m2 for the low-latitude current system, which is almost an order

of magnitude less than the j∥ measured at higher latitudes.

Figure 2.4.8: An illustration showing a meridional slice of Saturn’s magnetosphere is presented in panels

(a) and (b), where panel (a) shows the trajectory of the spacecraft during the Cassini Grand Finale orbits

at orbit periapsis for two orbits: Revs 276 and 292. On these orbits, the spacecraft measured a positive

azimuthal magnetic field Bφ signature, which is thought to be driven by an inter-hemispheric current

system illustrated in panel (b). A positive Bφ signature is indicative of a northward meridional current

Im in the planetary ionosphere which must close as a southward field-aligned current j∥ in the magneto-

sphere. Conversely, a negative Bφ signature would be indicative of a northward j∥ in the magnetosphere,

and southward Im in the planetary ionosphere. (Figure from Provan et al., 2019b)
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Khurana et al. (2018) propose that this inter-hemispheric current system may be driven by

a velocity shear in thermospheric neutral winds between the two ends of a magnetic field line.

The velocity shear in neutral flow would result in differential ion-neutral collisions between the

two hemispheres, which would drive meridional (north-south) currents in the ionosphere that

would need to close through the magnetosphere as field-aligned currents. A detailed derivation

of the generation of such a current system has been provided by Provan et al. (2019b), and is

summarised in section 3.2.4. An illustration of this current system is shown in Figure 2.4.8.

Subsequent studies by Agiwal et al. (2021), Provan et al. (2019b) and Vriesema et al. (2019)

have further investigated and validated the possibility of this low-latitude current system being

driven by neutral zonal flow shears. We show in Chapter 6 that the magnetic field observations

from the Cassini Grand Finale can be used to study the temporal evolution of neutral zonal

flows in Saturn’s thermosphere on week-long timescales over a ∼ 5 month interval.

2.5 Summary

Saturn is a rapidly rotating gas giant, with a highly dynamic magnetic environment. The

Cassini era has clearly shown that the Saturnian magnetosphere is driven both internally, via

its rapidly rotating internal plasma, periodic modulation system (on ∼ 10.6 hour timescales),

and thermospheric winds (on at least week-long timescales); and externally by the solar wind.

Circulation in the magnetosphere is dominated by co-rotation as opposed to the solar wind,

however the magnetospheric structure is highly responsive to changes in solar wind dynamic

pressure and planetary period oscillations.

This thesis is concerned with using magnetic field measurements acquired during the Cas-

sini End of Mission to investigate the diverse sources of temporal variability that affect Saturn’s

magnetosphere. In the following chapter, we will provide a brief overview of the key instru-

ments from the Cassini Mission pertinent to our study, and the various models employed in

this thesis to aid our investigations.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation and Methods

3.1 An Overview of the Cassini Mission

The Cassini-Huygens spacecraft was comprised of the Cassini orbiter and Huygens Lander,

where the orbiter was the first ever space probe to orbit Saturn, and the lander the first to land

on Saturn’s moon Titan. This made Titan the second moon in our solar system, after Earth’s

moon, to be visited by a space probe. The mission was a joint collaboration between the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the European Space Agency (ESA), and

the Italian Space Agency (ASI). The spacecraft launched from Earth on October 15, 1997, arriv-

ing at Saturn on July 1, 2004 which was followed by the Huygens lander separating from the

main spacecraft on December 25, 2004. We only use observations made by the main Cassini

orbiter, thus all references to ‘Cassini’ or ‘the spacecraft’ in this thesis refer specifically to the

orbiter. The mission was initially designed to collect data in the Saturnian environment for 4

years following orbit insertion, however, it was granted two extensions which resulted in a ∼ 13

year mission consisting of ∼ 293 orbits around Saturn.

We principally analyse magnetic field measurements made between November 2016 and

September 2017, an interval known as the End of Mission. During this time, the spacecraft com-

pleted two final phases of the mission: The F-ring orbits and The Grand Finale orbits, following

which Cassini burned up in Saturn’s atmosphere on September 15, 2017. The End of Mission

orbits were each approximately a week-long, making them the fastest Cassini orbits. The ob-

servations made during the End of Mission are used to investigate the temporal variability of

drivers that perturb Saturn’s magnetosphere in Chapters 4−6 of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1.1: A schematic of the Cassini Spacecraft is shown, with the array of instruments carried by

the spacecraft labelled. We primarily use observations made by the fluxgate magnetometer, which was a

part of the MAG suite and mounted half-way down the boom shown on the top-left of the page. We also

use observations made by the CAPS instrument (see centre right). (Burton et al., 2001)

Cassini carried an array of instruments designed to explore various aspects of Saturn’s en-

vironment, which can be broadly categorised into: optical remote sensing equipment; field

particle and waves instruments; and microwave remote sensing instruments. A schematic of

the spacecraft and instruments is shown in Figure 3.1.1. The data analysed in this thesis was

primarily acquired by the Cassini Magnetometer (MAG, Dougherty et al., 2004), which was

mounted on the boom illustrated in Figure 3.1.1. Our analysis is also assisted by measure-

ments made by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS, Young et al., 2004), which measured

the magnetospheric plasma environment. MAG and CAPS were both parts of the field particle

and waves suite, and will be discussed in more detail below.
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While not the focus of our study, other field particles and waves instruments such as the Ion

Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS, Waite et al., 2004), the Langmuir Probe on the Radio and

Plasma Wave Science (RPWS, Gurnett et al., 2004) instrument, and the Cosmic Dust Analyser

(CDA, Srama et al., 2004) all made invaluable measurements during the Cassini Grand Finale

which lead to the observations of atmospheric waves, in situ ionospheric densities and con-

ductivities, and ring-rain, previously discussed in section 2.1. The RPWS instrument in partic-

ular observed the SKR emissions throughout the Cassini tour, which in conjunction with MAG

and CAPS, significantly informed our present understanding of planetary period oscillations

(section 2.4.2). Additionally, instruments from the optical imaging suite such as the Visual and

Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS, Brown et al., 2004), the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS,

Porco et al., 2005), and the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS, Esposito et al., 2004) have

all contributed to our understanding of the thermospheric flows at Saturn throughout the Cas-

sini mission, which were discussed in section 2.1.

3.1.1 The Magnetometer (MAG)

Cassini had two magnetometers, a fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) and a vector/scalar he-

lium magnetometer (V/SHM), to make in situ magnetic field measurements at Saturn. The

instrument description is provided by Dougherty et al. (2004), and summarised in this section.

The magnetometers were placed on an 11 meter boom to reduce any contamination from mag-

netic fields produced by the spacecraft, or other instrument electronics. FGM was placed half

way down the boom, and V/SHM at the end of the boom. Installing two magnetometers at

different positions was intended for reliability and calibration between their readings, how-

ever V/SHM stopped operating a year into Cassini’s arrival at Saturn. Since we only use data

measured by FGM in our studies, subsequent discussions will focus solely on FGM. A fluxgate

magnetometer measures the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field along three perpen-

dicular axes. Thus, a work-around for FGM data calibration was found by having the spacecraft

perform regular rolls about two perpendicular axes in a quiet magnetic environment.

The FGM was made up of three identical perpendicular sensors, which each measured a

singular component of the magnetic field in 3-D space. The three sensors were mounted on a
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ceramic block, which has a low thermal expansion coefficient, to minimise any misalignment

between the three sensors. An individual sensor consisted of a highly magnetically permeable

ring core with two coil windings, as pictured in Figure 3.1.2. The primary coil (drive winding)

was wrapped toroidally around the ring core, and was surrounded by the secondary coil (sense

winding). The closed flux paths of each coil acted to minimise the coupling between the two

windings. An alternating current with a square waveform was passed through the drive wind-

ing, which ‘drove’ the core continuously, leading to the core becoming magnetically saturated

in alternating directions. For current flowing in a given direction through the drive winding, the

two halves of the ring core generated a magnetic field with components in opposite directions,

as shown by the green and blue arrows in Figure 3.1.2.

Figure 3.1.2: An illustration showing an individual sensor that makes up one of the three sensors in

a fluxgate magnetometer is shown. The primary coil, or the drive winding is shown by the black wire

wrapped around a ring core on the left, whereas the secondary coil, or the sense winding is shown by the

red wire which is wrapped on top, on the right. Hext indicates the direction of the external field measured

by the sensor, which would cause the right (green) and left (blue) half of the drive winding to go in and

out of saturation at different times. In the direction depicted here, the right half of the ring core would

reach saturation sooner. Image credit: Imperial College London.

In the absence of an external field, Hext , the two halves of the core would go into and out

of saturation (albeit in different directions) simultaneously. However, in the presence of an

external field, the half where the generated field is aligned with Hext would remain saturated
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for longer, while the half core where the generated field is in the opposite direction of Hext

would desaturate sooner. As the current switched directions, the core half that then became

aligned with the background field would reach saturation sooner. The resultant field yielded

a net change in flux in the sense winding, which from Faraday’s law, induced a voltage. The

strength and phase of the induced voltage then underwent calibrations and were used to extract

the magnitude and direction of the external field.

FGM could operate in four automatically selected modes, which are presented in Table 3.1.1.

The dynamic range of the highest mode of operation (±44,000 nT) was most suitable for meas-

uring strong magnetic fields, thus was used when measuring the magnetic field at closest ap-

proach to the planet during the Cassini Grand Finale. Meanwhile, the dynamic range of the

lowest mode of operation was appropriate for weaker magnetic environments, e.g. the solar

wind and the magnetotail. The data was downloaded at 32 vectors per second, although the

highest resolution data presented in this thesis is at 1 second resolution.

Dynamic Range nT Resolution

± 40,000 5.4 nT

± 10,000 1.2 nT

± 400 48.8 pT

± 40 4.9 pT

Table 3.1.1: The dynamic range for the four modes of operation in FGM are shown with accom-

panying resolution limits of the data. (Dougherty et al., 2004)

3.1.2 The Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS)

CAPS was used to measure the lower energy plasma in Saturn’s magnetosphere between

2004−2012, after which the instrument was no longer operational. The mission objectives and

instrument design for CAPS are described by Young et al. (2004) and briefly summarised in

this section. The instrument was made up of three detectors: the electron spectrometer (ELS),

which could measure electron velocities from 0.6 eV to 28,250 eV; the ion beam spectrometer

(IBS), which could measure ion velocity distributions from 1 eV to 49,800 eV, with very high
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Figure 3.1.3: A schematic of the CAPS Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS) presented in Young et al. (2004) is

shown. Dash-dotted lines indicate the trajectory of ions as they traverse the mass spectrometer. Ions

enter the detector from the top left and are sorted by a specific energy/charge ratio as they pass through

the curved charged plates. Here, a secondary electron is liberated from the carbon foils, and the charged

particles are accelerated towards the bottom of the detector. The time between the detection of the

liberated electron and the subsequent detection of the corresponding ion/neutral particle yield the tem-

perature, velocity, and mass/charge ratio for an ion with known energy/charge ratio.

angular and energy resolution; and the ion mass spectrometer (IMS), which was designed to

measure more diffuse thermal plasmas in the 1 eV to 50,280 eV energy range. CAPS was placed

on a rotating platform which allowed it a ∼ 180° range of motion around the spacecraft at a

speed of ∼ 1°/s. Wilson et al. (2017) use near-equatorial (±10°) IMS observations over the ∼ 9

years of operation to present a survey of plasma parameters such as, densities, temperatures,

and velocities, for protons, water group ions (particles with the assumed mass and charge of

O+), and ions with mass to charge ratio m/q = 2 (assumed to be H+
2 from ±10° of Saturn’s ro-
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tational equator). These calibrated parameters are used in Chapter 5 of this thesis, thus we will

briefly discuss how IMS, pictured in Figure 3.1.3, worked.

The ions entering IMS passed through two charged curved plates, where the plate voltage

changed every ∼ 4 seconds, sweeping through 63 logarithmically spaced bins in the energy

range of the detector. This allowed for the ions to be sorted by a specific energy/charge ra-

tio, E/q and into a time-of-flight chamber. In the chamber, the ions were accelerated through

a thin carbon foil, which resulted in secondary electrons being liberated from the foil. The

time between the detection of the liberated electron on one of 8 annodes, and the detection

of the corresponding ion/neutral particle on a microcharged plate 18.8 cm away from the foil,

yielded a time-of-flight which could be used to determine the ion velocity, temperature, and

mass/charge ratio m/q , for an ion with known E/q .

3.2 Modelling External Magnetic Fields

3.2.1 Modelling PPOs in the Equatorial Magnetosphere

Cowley et al. (2017) (henceforth C17) present an empirical model for the dual-modulation

effect of northern and southern PPO phases on a simple Harris current sheet. This model is

employed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.

Cowley et al. (2017) and Cowley and Provan (2017) show that the normalised PPO modulated

radial field, Br /Bl obe , measured by an observer at position zsc (relative to the rotational equator)

travelling through two superimposed Harris current sheets with a displaced center at z∗ and

modulated half-thickness of D∗ can be determined using:

Br

Blobe
= a tanh

[
zsc − z∗

D∗

]
+ b tanh

[
zsc − z∗

cD∗

]
(3.2.1)

where a and b are constants indicating the relative strengths and c the relative thickness of two

current sheets. These constants are approximated to be a = 0.7,b = (1− a), and c = 5 by the

authors. Bl obe is magnetotail lobe field strength, which varies with radial distance r , from the

planet. The first term represents a narrow Harris current sheet, embedded within a weaker and
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more diffuse secondary layer, represented by the second term. This allows for a more realistic

boundary between the current sheet and the lobes, as is observed by Cowley and Provan (2017).

The introduction of the second Harris current sheet also results in the magnitude of Br /Bl obe

peaking at z−positions > 5D∗ away from the displaced current sheet centre.

The displaced position of the current sheet centre is given by,

z∗ =−
[

zN cos(ΨN )+ zS cos(ΨS)
]

, (3.2.2)

where zN ,S is the displacement amplitude due to the northern and southern PPO systems indi-

vidually, which is determined empirically. Equation 3.2.2 determines the displacement of the

current sheet centre with respect to an unperturbed magnetic equator. Equation 3.2.2 corres-

ponds to a maximum northward and southward displacement of the current sheet when the

two PPO systems are in phase and at ΨN ,S = 0◦ and ΨN ,S = 180◦ respectively, which is consist-

ent with observations (Provan et al., 2012).

The PPO modulated half-thickness of the current sheet D∗ is,

D∗ = D −
[

DN cos(ΨN )−DS cos(ΨS)
]

, (3.2.3)

where D is the unperturbed half-thickness of the current sheet, and DN ,S is the amplitude of

the thickness modulation due to the northern and southern PPO systems respectively, and de-

termined empirically. Equation 3.2.3 corresponds to enhancements in thickness modulation

when the two PPO systems are in antiphase, with D∗ maximising at ΨN = 0◦ and ΨS = 180◦,

and minimising atΨN = 180◦ andΨS = 0◦, which is consistent with observations.

The relative strengths of the northern and southern amplitudes in equations 3.2.2 and 3.2.3

are related by the parameter k (see section 2.4.2), which gives the amplitude ratio of the north-

ern and southern PPO systems:

k = zN

zS
= DN

DS
. (3.2.4)

For k À 1, the northern PPO system dominates the southern, and vice versa for k ¿ 1. The

k = 1 case represents a regime where both systems have an equal effect on the current sheet.
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3.2.2 Modelling the Magnetotail Lobe Field Strength

An empirical model presented by Jackman and Arridge (2011b) (henceforth J11) estimates

the relationship between the lobe field strength Bl obe in Saturn’s nightside magnetotail region

(i.e. beyond 12−15 RS) and r to be:

Blobe = (125±p)× (r−1.20±q RS)nT, (3.2.5)

where p = ±22 and q = ±0.03 are empirically derived uncertainties. Figure 3.2.1 shows meas-

urements of the total magnetic field strength B in the lobe-field region from the entire Cas-

sini tour, organised by radial distance from the planet. The measurements shown are selected

from the region outside of ±10° in latitude, in the midnight quadrant of Saturn’s magnetosphere

(centred on the midnight meridian), where we expect Saturn’s field to be mostly lobe-like.

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
r (RS)

0

5

10

15

B
(n
T
) (p, q = 22, -0.01)

MAG data from
non-equatorial latitudes
MAG data median
J11 Model

Figure 3.2.1: Measurements of the total magnetic field strength B from Cassini are shown as a function

of radial distance by a solid grey lines. The measurements shown are selected from the latitudes outside

of ±10° in the midnight local time sector, i.e. in the region where Saturn’s field is assumed to be mostly

lobe-like. The solid black line in the middle shows the median of these measurements. The solid red line

shows the J11 model evaluated from equation 3.2.5 using p, q = 22,−0.01, which shows good qualitative

agreement with the median measurements from the entire Cassini mission.

We find that evaluating equation 3.2.5 using p = 22 and q = −0.01 yields a Blobe profile

which qualitatively agrees well with the median magnetic field measurements presented in Fig-
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ure 3.2.1. This J11 model is combined with equation 3.2.1 to scale the normalised Br /Bl obe

output to more representative values of Br observed in Saturn’s magnetotail in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Modelling the Solar Wind Forcing of the Magnetic Equator

The position of the hinged magnetic equator along the z-axis in a spin-aligned cylindrical

coordinate system, zH , is described by Arridge et al. (2008) (henceforth A08) as:

zH =
[
ρ−ρH tanh

( ρ
ρH

)]
tan(λSU N ) . (3.2.6)

Here, ρ is the perpendicular distance to the spin axis and λSU N is the Sun’s latitude at Sat-

urn, which thus varies with Saturnian season, which can be evaluated at any time t (given in

fractional year) from the following approximation in A08:

λSU N =−1.371−25.69cos(2.816+0.213499t )+1.389cos(5.4786+0.426998t ) . (3.2.7)

The displacement effect in the A08 model gradually increases with radial distance from the

planet, and the point at which the hinging effect becomes significant in the magnetosphere is

ρH , the ‘hinging distance’. Although, it should be noted that at different times of year, the same

value of ρH corresponds to different magnitudes of zH due to variability in λSU N . The effect of

this can be seen in Figure 3.2.2 for the model evaluated at ρ = 20 RS in Saturn’s magnetosphere.

Typically, though, a smaller value of ρH implies greater solar wind forcing (i.e. the displacement

from the rotational equator is more significant closer to the planet).

Seeing as the solar wind and the PPOs both modulate the position of Saturn’s equatorial

current sheet, this model can be combined with the C17 model for PPO modulation such that

equation 3.2.2 then becomes,

z∗ = zH −
[

zN cos(ΨN )+ zS cos(ΨS)
]

, (3.2.8)

where the location of the hinged magnetic equator zH is taken as the location of the ‘unper-

turbed’ magnetic equator on relatively short-term timescales (Bradley et al., 2020) in the ab-

sence of PPO modulation in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2.2: In this figure, we present the modelled zH values evaluated using equation 3.2.6 at ρ =
20 RS for times spanning the entire Cassini mission. Each coloured line represents the model output

corresponding to a different value of rH (indicated on the figure). The black dashed line indicates the

expected position of zi nt , the magnetic equator due to the internally generated planetary field. We see

clearly that at different times of year, the same rH value is associated with varying amounts of solar wind

forcing. Close to Saturn equinox (late 2009), we see that the model output becomes insensitive to the

value of rH and only zH = zi nt is evaluated.

3.2.4 Modelling the Low-Latitude Inter-Hemispheric Currents

Provan et al. (2019b) present a method by which we can evaluate the meridional current per

radian in azimuth, Im generated due to an inter-hemispheric shear in neutral winds along a

given magnetic field line. Here, we summarise the derivation of Im , which is used in Chapter

6 of our study to model the Bφ observations corresponding to the low-latitude field-aligned

currents observed during the Cassini Grand Finale.

The authors assume the ionosphere to be an axisymmetric structure and in steady state.

Due to the latter condition, the angular velocity of the plasma ω must be constant between the

two ends of the field line. If we takeΩN ,S to be the angular velocity of the neutral winds in each

hemisphere, then the relative velocity of the plasma with respect to the neutrals is given by,

vφN,S = ρi N ,S(ω−ΩN ,S)φ̂ (3.2.9)
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where ρi N ,S is the perpendicular distance of the ionospheric footpoint of the field line from

Saturn’s spin/dipole axis, φ̂ is the azimuthal unit vector, and all angular velocities are assumed

to be positive in the sense of planetary rotation. In the rest frame of the neutrals, there exists an

electric field given by,

E =−vφN,S ×B = ρi N ,S(ω−ΩN ,S)BiN,S × φ̂ (3.2.10)

where BiN,S is the dipolar magnetic field. From Ohm’s law, we then get the ionospheric Pedersen

current to be,

jPN,S =σP N ,Sρi N ,S(ω−ΩN ,S)BiN,S × φ̂ (3.2.11)

whereσP N ,S is the Pedersen conductivity of the ionosphere. Since the planetary field is not per-

fectly radial in the mid-to-low latitude ionosphere, the Pedersen currents which are generated

in the BiN,S · φ̂ direction will not be entirely horizontal in the ionospheric layer. A small po-

larisation electric field is thus generated in the field-parallel direction, which acts to make the

current wholly horizontal/meridional in the ionospheric layer. The resultant height-integrated

meridional current is thus positive northward and given by,

IP N ,S =ΣP N ,Sρi N ,S(ω−ΩN ,S)
Bi N ,S

cosαN ,S
(3.2.12)

where ΣP N ,S is the height integrated Pedersen conductivity (or the Pedersen conductance), and

cosαN ,S = BiN,S/(BiN,S · n̂) the cosine of the angle between the magnetic field and unit vector n̂,

which is normal to the ionospheric layer directed radially outwards from the planet (Cowley and

Bunce, 2003). The latter term is a geometric correction factor which ensures that the current

flowing in the ionospheric layer is entirely horizontal.

The meridional current per radian in azimuth can then be found from Im = ρi IP . From

current continuity, we require that the meridional current per radian at the two ends of the

field line be equal, ImN = ImS , implying that the current above the ionosphere is entirely field-

aligned, and thus there is no net force exerted on the plasma in the steady state. From this

condition, we get,
ΣP Nρ

2
i N Bi N

cosαN
(ω−ΩN ) =−ΣPSρ

2
i SBi S

cosαS
(ω−ΩS) (3.2.13)
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where assuming ω > ΩN ,S in both hemispheres yields a northward (positive) current in the

northern hemisphere and southward (negative) current in the southern hemisphere. Rearran-

ging equation 3.2.13 for ω then yields,

ω=

(
ΣP Nρ

2
i N Bi N

cosαN

)
ΩN +

(
ΣPSρ

2
i SBi S

cosαS

)
ΩS

ΣP Nρ
2
i N Bi N

cosαN
+ ΣPSρ

2
i SBi S

cosαS

. (3.2.14)

which can be combined with our original equations for the total height integrated meridional

current per radian to yield,

Im = ImN = ImS = ΣP NΣPS(ΩS −ΩN )

ΣP N
cosαS

ρ2
i SBi S

+ΣPS
cosαN

ρ2
i N Bi N

(3.2.15)

where the meridional current is northward in the ionosphere/positive for ΩS >ΩN . From the

integral form of Ampère’s law, the azimuthal magnetic field generated by the current system

above the ionosphere on each field is given by

Bφ = µ0Im

ρ
, (3.2.16)

where ρ is the perpendicular distance of the point of measurement from the magnetic/spin

axis, and µ0 is the permeability of free space.

3.3 Summary

In this section, we have provided a brief overview of the Cassini Mission and introduced

the Cassini Magnetometer (MAG), which acquired the data presented in Chapters 4 and 6 of

this thesis. We also introduce the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer/Ion Mass Spectrometer (CAPS-

IMS) as we use the plasma moments derived from this instrument to determine the typical

kinetic length scales in Saturn’s equatorial current sheet in Chapter 5. We have additionally

described a range of methods for modelling the various external magnetic fields in Saturn’s

magnetosphere. We employ these methods in this thesis to investigate the variability in the

magnetic field observations, and thus infer constraints on the properties of the perturbation

systems that drive these external fields in Chapters 4−6.
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Chapter 4

Investigating the Dynamics of the Nightside Equat-

orial Magnetosphere

4.1 Introduction

During the Cassini End of Mission, the spacecraft completed two sets of highly repeatable,

inclined orbits known as The F-ring orbits (Revs 251 - 270) and The Grand Finale orbits (Revs

271-292), where each Rev was ∼ 6− 7 days apart. Orbit apoapsis for each Rev was at ∼ 21 RS

in Saturn’s nightside magnetosphere, and orbit periapsis was at ∼ 2.5 RS (the F-ring orbits) and

∼ 1.1 RS (the Grand Finale orbits) in the dayside magnetosphere. Despite a highly repeatable

spacecraft trajectory during each set of orbits (with some minor variability in local time), the

large-scale structure of the radial magnetic field measurements from the nightside magneto-

sphere are highly variable from orbit to orbit.

In this chapter, we investigate the variability in the magnetic field measurements by empir-

ically modelling the expected behaviour of the radial magnetic field. We consider the effects

of two of the three dominant perturbation sources that are known to affect Saturn’s nightside

equatorial magnetosphere: planetary period oscillations (using the Cowley et al. (2017) model),

and the solar wind (using the Arridge et al. (2008) model). While the dynamics of the Enceladus

plasma torus also has an effect on the equatorial magnetosphere (e.g. variable mass loading,

variable interaction with the solar wind and co-rotation driven magnetic reconnection), empir-

ically modelling such processes is a non-trivial task and beyond the scope of our study.

Comparison between the model output and the data is used to investigate the dynamics
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of planetary period oscillations and the solar wind in the nightside magnetosphere on week-

long timescales over a ∼ 10 month interval. We are also able to qualitatively discuss the effect

of co-rotation driven plasma dynamics on the nightside current sheet from our model output,

despite not explicitly modelling this behaviour.

The use of highly inclined orbits to study current sheet dynamics is a novel approach in Sat-

urnian literature, as previous studies have primarily made use of orbits where the spacecraft

remained in the equatorial magnetosphere for extended intervals (at least week-long times-

cales). By demonstrating the feasibility of this approach using the End of Mission dataset, we

extend our analysis to other intervals from the Cassini mission where the spacecraft traverses

the equatorial magnetosphere, regardless of orbit inclination, to further investigate dynamics

of the equatorial magnetosphere in Appendix B.

4.2 Data Analysis: Determining Sources of Variability

In this section, we show that the radial magnetic field measurements Br from the Cassini

End of Mission present clear evidence of the nightside magnetosphere being modulated by

planetary period oscillations (PPO) and the solar wind, which informs our decision to empiric-

ally model the expected behaviour of these perturbation sources.

Observations of the radial magnetic field Br from the F-ring orbits and the Grand Finale

orbits are presented in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively, showing intervals spanning ∼ 1−2

days where the spacecraft traverses the nightside equatorial current sheet. We also present

observations from Rev 250 in Figure 4.2.1, given its temporal proximity to the End of Mission

orbits and that the orbit apoapsis is in a very similar region to the F-ring orbits. Rev 270 is not

shown due to large data gaps in our region of interest.

The data presented in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are shown at 1 minute resolution. Each panel

in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 shows a clear transition of the spacecraft from being below the mag-

netic equator (Br < 0 nT) to above the magnetic equator (Br > 0 nT), where encounters with

the magnetic equator are identified by Br = 0 nT. The intervals shown are selected from regions

where the spacecraft is at ρ > 14 RS (where ρ is the perpendicular distance from z, the spin/di-
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Figure 4.2.1: The radial component of the magnetic field Br at 1 minute resolution is shown by the solid

grey line for the outbound legs of Revs 250−269. The observations presented in each panel were made

while the spacecraft was between ρ ' 14 and 21RS and within −10° and +3° in planetocentric latitude.

All observations shown are from the post-midnight local time sector. A solid black line shows the 2 hour

running average of the magnetic field data. The average beat phase of the PPO systems ∆Φ during each

Rev and labels categorising each of the orbits as either ‘in phase’, ‘in antiphase’, or ‘in quadrature’ are

also shown. The radial magnetic field is highly variable from orbit to orbit despite the near-consistent

spacecraft trajectory.
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Figure 4.2.2: The radial component of the magnetic field Br at 1 minute resolution is shown by the solid

grey line for the outbound legs of Revs 271−292. The format of this Figure is the same as Figure 4.2.1. Note

that no beat phase is indicated for Rev 292 seeing as southern hemisphere PPO phase angles could not

be determined for this interval (Provan et al., 2018), and thus Rev 292 is omitted from further analysis in

our study. Rev 286 is also omitted from further analysis due to the large data gap in our region of interest.
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pole aligned axis in a cylindrical coordinate system), and has latitude θ (where θ is measured

relative to the rotational equator at z = 0) between −10° and 3°. This selection criteria was op-

timised to focus each interval on the reversals in Br in the nightside magnetosphere, while also

including some data from the northern and southern magnetic lobes.

We note here that while the F-ring orbits and the Grand Finale orbits are both highly in-

clined and generally traverse the same region of the nightside magnetosphere, the spacecraft

trajectory changes during Rev 270 to become slightly less inclined, and slightly more variable

from orbit to orbit for the later orbits (although this variability is negligible for the purposes

of our discussion). The spacecraft trajectory during Rev 250, the F-ring orbits, and the Grand

Finale orbits are illustrated in a spin-aligned cylindrical coordinate system in Figure 4.2.3, and

the odd trajectory with periapsis at ∼ 4 RS is from Rev 250.

Despite the fact that the observations presented in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are from highly

repeatable spacecraft trajectories in the same region of the magnetosphere, there is significant

orbit-to-orbit variability in the large scale structure of the Br profiles, and the locations and

relative occurrence of the observed reversals in Br . The orbit-to-orbit variability in the location

of the Br reversals suggests the presence of a temporal perturbation source which modulates

the equatorial magnetosphere on less than week-long timescales. Meanwhile, the variability

in the location and ocurrence of the Br reversals during any given Rev could be indicative of a

dynamic magnetic equator on timescales < 10−20 hours, and/or spatial asymmetries along the

spacecraft trajectory.

For each Rev, the Br observations clearly present ∼ 10.6 hour oscillations associated with

planetary period oscillations. As previously discussed in section 2.4.2, the nightside current

sheet can undergo extreme north-south displacement and/or thickness modulations on ∼ 5

hour timescales due to PPOs, thus significant variability in current sheet dynamics can be ex-

pected on timescales > 2 hours. Given the much longer timescales of the intervals presented

in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, it is plausible that both, the orbit-to-orbit variability, and some of the

variability in the timescales of Br reversals per orbit, may be driven by PPO modulation.

Successive reversals in Br are observed on varying timescales for each Rev in Figures 4.2.1
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and 4.2.2. They range from timescales of 10− 20 minutes (e.g. Revs 251 and 275) to ∼ 3− 6

hours (e.g. Revs 258 and 278). We thus take a 2 hour running average of the magnetic field

data (indicated by a solid black line on Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) to isolate variability associated

with PPO related dynamics, which is expected to occur on > 2 hour timescales in the data, from

variability occurring on relatively shorter timescales.

We will begin by discussing the relatively longer-timescale reversals in the data, which we

expect is primarily associated with planetary period oscillations. To recap from section 2.4.2:

when the two PPO systems are of near-equal modulation amplitude (as is the case for the End

of Mission interval, where k ∼ 1.3) and in phase (∆Φ ∼ 0°/360°), displacement modulation of

the current sheet is enhanced; when they are in antiphase (∆Φ∼ 180°), thickness modulation of

the current sheet is enhanced; and when in quadrature (∆Φ∼ 90°/270°), a combination of both

modulations are expected.

We use the phase angles of the PPO systems determined by (Provan et al., 2018) for the

End of Mission interval to indicate the median beat phase between the two PPO systems for

each data interval on Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. We also more generally classify the phasing of the

two PPO systems into ∼ 90° bins of ‘in phase’ (315° < ∆Φ < 45°, modulo 360°), ‘in anitphase’

(135° < ∆Φ < 225°), or ‘in quadrature’ (45° < ∆Φ < 135°, and 225° < ∆Φ < 315°). Binning the

data in this way is helpful to determine the expected behaviour on any given orbit, however

the orbits with ∆Φ close to the bin edges will likely deviate from the expected behaviour of the

associated bin. We also note here that the phases of the southern PPO system for Rev 292 could

not be determined (Provan et al., 2018), thus no beat phase is indicated for the corresponding

data interval in Figure 4.2.2.

For most of the intervals that present multiple reversals in Br on 3−6 hour timescales (e.g.

Revs 252, 258 and 264 in Figure 4.2.1 and Revs 271, 278, 290 in Figure 4.2.2), the two PPO systems

are also found to be either ∼ in phase or ∼ in quadrature. It is thus entirely plausible that the

multiple Br reversals observed during these Revs could be associated with vertical motions of

the current sheet due to PPO modulation. It should be noted, however, that while in phase

and quadrature behaviour may lead to multiple encounters between the spacecraft and current

sheet, it is not always guaranteed that this behaviour will be observed, as evidenced by Rev 285.
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There are also instances where multiple reversals in Br are observed on 3− 6 hour times-

cales even though the two PPO systems were ∼ in antiphase, as is the case for Revs 281 and 288.

Even though Rev 288 is categorised as being an ‘in antiphase’ interval, the actual beat phase of

the system is ∆Φ ∼ 145°. Therefore, deviation from purely antiphase behaviour towards more

quadrature behaviour is not unexpected. For Rev 281, however, the two PPO systems are much

closer to purely antiphase configuration with ∆Φ = 188°, therefore we find it unlikely that the

successive reversals in Br would be due to PPO related displacement modulation of the night-

side current sheet. Further discussion on this case is presented later in our results section.

Evidence for PPO-related thickness modulation of the nightside current sheet can also be

observed in certain data intervals presented in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The ‘sawtooth asym-

metries’ identified by Thomsen et al. (2017) (see section 2.4.2) in Cassini magnetic field meas-

urements from 2010 are also present in orbits such as Revs 261 and 282. Cowley et al. (2017)

attribute this feature to a current sheet which differs in thickness from its north-to-south sweep

than its south-to-north sweep, or vice versa, which is consistent with the expected behaviour of

the current sheet while the two PPO systems are ∼ in quadrature.

We now consider the 10−20 minute fluctuations in the unfiltered Br observations presen-

ted in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. These small-timescale fluctuations have variable amplitudes,

ranging between ∼ 1−2 nT (e.g. Rev 254) and ∼ 5−7 nT (e.g. Rev 251). While the smaller amp-

litude fluctuations are seen in every Rev to some extent, the larger amplitude fluctuates often

coincide with successive reversals in Br (e.g. Revs 251, 253, 264, 275, 282, 290), implying rapid

north-south movement of the magnetotail current sheet on a timescale much shorter than the

PPO modulation period. These instances of short-timescale reversals in Br are observed in

all beat phase categories, and are indicative of additional perturbation sources/dynamics in

the equatorial magnetosphere. These fluctuations occur on similar timescales to the radially

propagating ‘aperiodic waves’ investigated by Martin and Arridge (2017) using magnetic field

measurements from the first half of the Cassini mission, where these authors also assume these

waves to be overall unrelated to PPO driving.

From our review of equatorial dynamics at Saturn in section 2.4, we know that the equatorial

magnetosphere is also significantly modulated by the solar wind and co-rotation driven plasma
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dynamics. While the solar wind does drive vertical motion of the magnetic equator, it is typic-

ally expected to be in steady state on ∼ 20−40 hour timescales at Saturn (Bradley et al., 2020;

Sulaiman et al., 2017). Therefore, while some of the orbit-to-orbit variability in the location

of the magnetic equator may be driven by the solar wind, it is unlikely to be the source of the

short-timescale fluctuations observed in the data. These fluctuations could instead be driven

by less steady-state processes such as magnetic turbulence (e.g. Von Papen et al., 2014), clos-

ure of auroral-field aligned currents (which occur between ∼ 15−30 RS at Saturn, e.g. Hunt et

al., 2018), plasma injection events following magnetotail reconnection (e.g. Bradley et al., 2020;

Mitchell et al., 2009), and structural asymmetries associated with other drivers (Jia and Kivel-

son, 2012; Martin and Arridge, 2017) which can all perturb Saturn’s nightside current sheets

on relatively short timescales. However, investigating these perturbation sources is beyond the

scope of our study.

The effect of solar wind modulation of the nightside current sheet is evident from the spatial

extent of the variability in Br reversals from Revs 250-269 and Revs 271-292, which is illustrated

in Figures 4.2.3a and 4.2.3b, respectively. The locations of the observed Br reversals are indic-

ated by black crosses along the spacecraft trajectory, in a cylindrical (ρ, z) coordinate system.

We see clearly that the spacecraft encountered the magnetic equator over a large range of (ρ, z)

positions, corresponding to ρ ∼ 15−20.5 RS and z ∼−2.5−1 RS . While Br reversals are observed

both above and below the rotational equator (z = 0 RS), they are more typically observed below

(as also evidenced by our optimised selection criteria, which is indicated by the shaded grey

area in Figure 4.2.3).

Although vertical motions of the current sheet can be attributed to PPOs at Saturn, we

would expect these motions to be largely symmetric about some nominal unperturbed mag-

netic equator, for PPO systems dual-modulating the magnetosphere at near-equal strength (as

is the case for the End of Mission interval, where Hunt et al. (2018) and Provan et al. (2018) de-

termine that k ∼ 1.3). Given the greater distribution of Br reversals below the rotational equator,

this implies that the nominal unperturbed magnetic equator is likely also displaced southward

of the rotational equator for the End of Mission interval. Seeing as the magnetic equator due

to Saturn’s internally generated planetary field zi nt is expected to be almost perfectly aligned
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Figure 4.2.3: The spacecraft trajectories around Saturn (centered at the origin) during a) Revs 250−269

and b) Revs 271−292 are shown superposed by solid orange lines in (ρ, z) coordinates where z is aligned

with the Saturn spin/dipole axis and ρ is the perpendicular distance from z. The F-ring orbits (Revs

251−269) are perfectly superposed in panel a), and Rev 250 differs from the set with orbit periapsis at

∼ 4 RS and a slightly different orbital inclination. The spacecraft trajectory from the Grand Finale orbits

in panel b) is less inclined than the F-ring orbits, and slightly more variable from orbit to orbit. The

magnetospheric field (degree-3 internal field model + magnetodisk Connerney et al. (1981)) is illustrated

by solid grey lines. The dashed black line is the magnetic equator evaluated by the internal field model,

zi nt . The dotted black lines are the expected position of the displaced magnetic equator due to solar

wind forcing as evaluated by the Arridge model for northern summer at Saturn at two hinging distances,

ρH = 22 RS (lower line) and ρH = 82 RS (upper line). The black crosses on the spacecraft trajectory

indicate the locations of every encounter with the magnetic equator (Br = 0 nT) observed in the magnetic

field data. The data intervals shown in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 were selected from the shaded grey region

shown in panels a) and b) respectively.

with the rotational equator (Dougherty et al., 2018, see section 2.3), it is evident that additional

perturbation sources must also be affecting the magnetosphere.

Observations of the magnetic equator being displaced southward of the rotational equator

are consistent with the expected behaviour of the magnetic equator due to solar wind forcing

under northern summer conditions at Saturn (Arridge et al., 2008). As previously discussed

in section 2.4, the extent of solar wind forcing of the magnetic equator can be characterised
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by a parameter known as the hinging distance rH , which has been shown to be highly variable

(52±30 RS) in the nightside magnetosphere on week-long timescales by Arridge et al. (2011) and

Martin (2019). We indicate the expected positions of the hinged/displaced magnetic equator

zH evaluated by the A08 model by dotted black lines in Figure 4.2.3, where the lower line is

evaluated using rH = 22 RS (greater solar wind forcing) and the upper line is evaluated using

rH = 82 RS (lesser solar wind forcing).

From Figure 4.2.3, we see that only about half of the current sheet crossings are observed

within the plausible ranges for the ‘hinged’ magnetic equator. Even if instances of greater solar

wind forcing (rH > 22 RS) are considered, the Br reversals observed at z > zi nt are inconsistent

with the southward displacement of the magnetic equator predicted by the A08 model. It is

thus evident that some combination of solar wind forcing of the magnetic equator and PPO

modulation of the equatorial magnetosphere is required to properly understand the large scale

variability in the observations.

4.3 Empirically Modelling the Radial Magnetic Field

We combine the C17 method for empirically modelling the PPO modulation of the equat-

orial current sheet (section 3.2) with the A08 solar wind hinging model (section 3.2.3), to model

the perturbed normalised radial magnetic field Br /Blobe . As these models have been described

in detail in section 3.2, we only present the equations pertinent to our discussion in this section.

The equation to model Br /Blobe , for observer at position zsc (relative to the rotational equator)

travelling through two superimposed Harris current sheets with a displaced centre at z∗ and

modulated half-thickness of D∗ is presented by C17 as:

Br

Blobe
= 0.7tanh

[
zsc − z∗

D∗

]
+ 0.3tanh

[
zsc − z∗

0.5D∗

]
(4.3.1)

Blobe is estimated using the J11 model presented in section 3.2.2.

The PPO modulated position of the current sheet centre z∗ and the current-sheet half thick-

ness D∗ are respectively given by,

z∗ = zH −
[

zN cos(ΨN )+ zS cos(ΨS)
]

, (4.3.2)
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D∗ = D −
[

DN cos(ΨN )−DS cos(ΨS)
]

, (4.3.3)

where zN ,S and DN ,S are the amplitudes of displacement and thickness modulation of the north-

ern (N) and southern (S) PPO systems respectively; and ΨN ,S are the PPO phase angles at the

location of the spacecraft. We evaluate z∗ relative to the hinged magnetic equator zH from the

A08 model (equation 3.2.6) as the ‘unperturbed’ location of the magnetic equator, and D∗ with

respect to some ‘unperturbed’ current sheet half-thickness D .

The relative strengths of the northern and southern PPO amplitudes are related by the para-

meter k as follows:

k = zN

zS
= DN

DS
. (4.3.4)

4.3.1 Determining the Model Inputs

The model is evaluated along the spacecraft trajectory for each End of Mission Rev, for com-

parison with data. To compute the model output, the following inputs are required:

• The z−position of the spacecraft, to evaluate Br /Blobe using equation 4.3.1

• The ρ−position of the spacecraft and the hinging distance rH to evaluate the hinged loc-

ation of the magnetic equator zH (or the ‘unperturbed’ location of the magnetic equator

in the absence of PPO modulation) using equation 3.2.6 from A08

• The r position of the spacecraft to compute Blobe using equation 3.2.5 (the J11 model)

• The phases of the northern and southern PPO systems to determine the local phases of

the PPO system at the (r, φ) location of the spacecraft, which are needed to model the

PPO modulated current sheet half-thickness D∗ and displaced current sheet centre z∗

using equations 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 from C17

• The current sheet half-thickness D in the absence of PPO modulations (or the ‘unper-

tubred’ half-thickness) to evaluate D∗
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• The amplitudes of thickness and displacement modulation of the northern and southern

PPO systems DN ,S and zN ,S to evaluate D∗ and z∗, respectively

The spacecraft location in (ρ, z, φ) coordinates is known from the Cassini operations in-

strument, and the PPO phase angles for Revs 250−291 have been determined by Provan et al.

(2018). We know from the work of Arridge et al. (2011) and Martin (2019) that the hinging dis-

tance can be highly variable on week-long timescales. Similarly, various authors have found

the current sheet half-thickness to be variable both temporally, and spatially, within Saturn’s

magnetosphere (see discussions from section 2.4) with values in the range of ∼ 0.3−5 RS be-

ing quoted in literature (although observations as high as 5 RS were have only been observed

by Provan et al. (2012), and statistically an upper limit of ∼ 3 RS is observed by Staniland et al.

(2020)). The modulation of the PPO amplitudes are also poorly constrained in literature, where

only the work of Provan et al. (2012) can be used to infer these amplitudes under k = 0.4 condi-

tions, which corresponds to a very different PPO regime to the End of Mission interval.

Thus, we choose to keep the hinging distance rH , the unperturbed current sheet half-thickness

D , and the PPO modulation amplitudes DN ,S and zN ,S as free parameters in our model. We

explore a sufficiently large parameter space for each of those values, and use model-data com-

parison to empirically constrain each of those parameters on an orbit-by-orbit basis over the

entire End of Mission interval. Since we know that k ∼ 1.3 during the F-ring and Grand Finale

orbits, we also only need to constrain the PPO amplitudes for one of the two (northern/south-

ern) perturbation systems. Since the End of Mission observations are from an interval where

the northern system is expected to dominate, we optimise our model for DN and zN .

The range and resolution of the parameter space that we explore for each of the variables is

as follows:

• rH between 5 and 40 RS (steps of 5 RS), and additionally 60 and 80 RS . This range covers

the full extent of rH values observed by Martin (2019), as well as some lower rH values

which account for any unusual instances of extremely enhanced solar wind activity. We

do not sample a large number of rH values between 40−80 RS since the amount of dis-

placement every 5 RS is too small to be significant. Values greater than 80 RS are not
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considered because at distances of ∼ 15−21 RS , the hinged magnetic equator is already

basically aligned with the rotational equator (see Figure 4.2.3).

• D between 0.5 and 3 RS (steps of 0.5 RS). Here, we assume that the unperturbed current

sheet half-thickness lies within the full range of values observed in literature.

• DN between 0.1 and 6 RS (steps of 0.2 RS). The upper limit is an unphysically large value,

determined from solving equation 4.3.3 for DN using D = 0.1 RS (an unphysically thin

current sheet), D∗ = 10 RS (an unphysically thick current sheet), and k = 0.4,1,2, for the

two PPO systems in antiphase when thickness modulations are most enhanced, (ΨN ,S =
0°,180° respectively). Results from Provan et al. (2012) return DS ∼ 1.1−1.8 RS , which lies

within our parameter space (evaluated in Appendix A).

• zN between 0.1 and 6 RS (steps of 0.2 RS). The upper limit is chosen to be the same as

DN , and can be verified using unphysically large values for the displaced current sheet

z∗= 10 RS relative to a magnetic equator at z = 0 RS , for two PPO systems in phase when

displacement modulations are most enhanced (ΨN ,S = 0°/180°).

These parameter ranges yield 54,000 models for comparison with each data interval, where

each model corresponds to a unique set of inputs. To account for the fact that the lobe field

strength changes with radial distance, and to allow for easier model-data comparison, we em-

ploy the J11 model (section 3.2.2, Jackman and Arridge (2011b)) to evaluate Bl obe along the

spacecraft trajectory and consequently scale the modelled output which then yields the scaled

modelled radial field Br m . The J11 lobe field profile employed in our study is evaluated using

constants p, q = 22,−0.01 in equation 3.2.5, which is representative of the median magnetic

field strength measured by Cassini in Saturn’s magnetotail lobes (as shown in Figure 3.2.1 in

section 3.2.2).

Given the highly dynamic nature of Saturn’s magnetic environment, we acknowledge that

using a steady-state lobe field profile may not be entirely appropriate. However, by using the

median lobe field strength profile, we hope to find the nominal ‘median’ value of D (if such a

value exists) from the observations. Provided that this nominal median value of D is between

∼ 1 and 2.5 RS (that is to say, not at either extreme of our parameter space for D), we expect
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that any instances where the observed lobe field strength is higher (lower) than the J11 profile

employed in this study, models with smaller (larger) D will fit the data better.

Since we explore a relatively large parameter space of DN and zN , any instances of DN À D

yields values of D∗ ≤ 0 RS from equation 4.3.3, which is clearly an unphysical solution. There-

fore, we set the Br m output to be equal to the lobe field vector wherever equation 4.3.3 yields

D∗ ≤ 0, assuming that during such an event, the lobe field strength would no longer be reduced

by the equatorial currents.

If we consider PPO systems with modulation amplitudes large enough such that D∗ →
0 RS , this would physically be associated with the current sheet half-thickness approaching the

ion/electron kinetic length scales. As discussed in section 1.1.3, such conditions would result in

the frozen-in theorem being violated, and may trigger the onset of magnetic reconnection. Sig-

natures of magnetic reconnection have been observed to be strongly modulated at PPO periods

(Bradley et al., 2018), therefore the idea of PPO driven reconnection provided sufficiently strong

PPO amplitudes is plausible. We make this lobe field substitution for all instances of D ≤ 0 RS ,

regardless of spacecraft position. Although, we bear in mind that the magnetic field closer to

the magnetic equator would likely be highly disturbed during such reconnection events.

4.3.2 Selection Criteria for Models

An initial assessment of the model outputs shows that there are various Br m profiles for

each data interval which qualitatively fit the data well. Thus, we analyse the best 100 models

from each data interval to find statistically constrained values for each of the four modelled

parameters on a Rev by Rev basis. To find the 100 best fit models, we employ three different

metrics: root-mean-square error (RMSE), standard deviation, and Spearman’s Rank correlation.

All statistics are performed on the scaled modelled Br m profiles and the low-pass filtered Br

observations (henceforth, B r ).

The RMSE is evaluated between Br m and B r for each data interval presented in Figures 4.2.1

and 4.2.2, where typically lower RMSE values represent better agreement between the two pro-

files. The lowest RMSE values are found to differ for each Rev, ranging from ∼ 0.5 nT in certain
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cases to ∼ 2 nT in others. Qualitatively, however, we find both these models to be good fits to

the respective Revs. This is not entirely unexpected, since we continue to see fluctuations on

the order of 2−5 nT in the B r profiles for certain Revs. Due to this, we filter out all models which

return an RMSE > 5 nT for each Rev.

The standard deviation of B r and each Br m profile is evaluated on a Rev by Rev basis. All

models with standard deviations that do not agree within 10% of the standard deviation of the

B r profile are filtered out. This ensures that we only consider models where the underlying dis-

tribution of Br values is very similar to the data (i.e. the typical magnitudes are well matched),

which RMSE alone cannot account for.

The Spearman’s Rank correlation is determined between B r and every Br m profile for each

Rev. Models that return a correlation coefficient < 0.3 to the data are filtered out. The threshold

for 0.3 is associated with a weak positive correlation between any two profiles, thus ensuring

that models with drastically different gradients to the data are not considered in our analysis.

After filtering out all the models that we deem to be poor statistical fits to the data, we rank

the models by RMSE and choose the 100 lowest RMSE models for each Rev for further ana-

lysis. Using 100 models strikes the balance between ensuring that we have good statistics when

constraining the modelled parameters, while also minimising RMSE on a Rev-by-Rev basis.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Analysing the Parameter Distributions

We find that for all 41 data intervals considered, the 100 best-fit models (hereafter, B∗
r m)

showed good overall agreement with the observations. The distributions associated with each

of the four modelled parameters (DN , zN , D, rH ) for every Rev are presented in Figure 4.4.1

as box-whisker plots. The whiskers indicate the full range of the distribution for each para-

meter from the 100 B∗
r m profiles, the box indicates the inter-quartile range, and the median is

indicated by a cross marker. The colour of the box-whisker plots in Figure 4.4.1a and 4.4.1b

correspond to the beat phase during each Rev, and in 4.4.1c correspond to the spacecraft local
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time. The navy box-whisker plots outside the axes in Figure 4.4.1a−c show the combined dis-

tribution of each parameter from all (with some exceptions) the End of Mission Revs, which are

considered to be a proxy for the ‘steady-state’ behaviour of each parameter. All grey box-plots

indicate Revs which have been excluded from the combined distributions.

Revs 260, 265, and 286 are excluded from the combined distributions of all three parameters

presented in Figure 4.4.1 due to large data gaps during these intervals. Meanwhile, Revs 271, 278

and 284 are excluded from the combined DN distribution, and Revs 275 and 282 are excluded

from the combined zN distribution. We exclude these Revs because the sum of the two cosines

from equations 4.3.3 and 4.3.2 is near-zero for> 3 hours during each of the data intervals. Under

such conditions, equations 4.3.3 and 4.3.2 become insensitive to the DN and zN parameters

respectively, which results in a wider-than-average parameter distribution for such Revs and

bias the combined distributions.

From Figure 4.4.1, we see that the median values of DN and zN on a Rev by Rev basis appear

to oscillate about the median of the entire distribution with a period of ∼ 6− 8 weeks, where

the oscillations in DN and zN appear to be anti-correlated. While we expect DN to generally

be better constrained than zN for ∼ in antiphase Revs, and vice versa for in phase Revs, these

anti-correlated oscillations seem to be present for Revs where the two PPO systems were ∼ in

quadrature as well. While it is entirely possible that the PPO systems oscillate about some mean

value of 6− 8 week timescales (an oscillatory behaviour was also observed in the PPO phases

and periods over this interval by Provan et al. (2018)), we are not sure as to why anti-correlated

enhancements and reductions are observed between DN and zN . Further investigation into

this oscillatory behaviour is required, but it is beyond the scope of our study.

While the medians of the combined DN and zN distributions are observed to be approxim-

ately the same, the inter-quartile range of the combined DN distribution is larger than the inter-

quartile of the combined zN distribution. Even though there is an inter-dependency between

D and DN in our model where a thinner D and lower DN value return a very similar profile to

a thicker D and higher DN , the wider distribution in DN does not appear to be linked to that,

seeing as the distributions in D are relatively constant from orbit to orbit. Further investigation

is needed to understand the greater variability in DN than zN .
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Figure 4.4.1: The distributions of DN , zN , D and rH are shown using box-whisker plots in panels (a)-

(d) respectively. Panel (e) shows the sunspot number during the End of Mission. The whiskers, box,

and crosses indicate the range, inter-quartile range, and medians of each distribution, respectively. The

colours in panels (a)-(b) indicate the approximate PPO beat phase during each Rev, and in (c) indicate the

spacecraft local time, split between: post-Dusk (18−21h LT), pre-Night (21−00h LT), post-Night (00−03h

LT), and pre-Dawn (03−06h LT). Outside panels (a)−(c), a navy box-whisker plot shows the distribution

for each parameter evaluated using all the best-fit models from the End of Mission. All grey box-plots are

omitted from the combined distribution calculation.
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Typically, we find D to be variable between ∼ 1 and 1.5 RS on a Rev by Rev basis, although

we note here that we cannot be certain if the current thickness varies between these two values

on average, of if the true unperturbed current sheet half-thickness value lies somewhere in this

range due to the low-resolution of our model. Although, we do find that cases where the lobe

field strength in the observations is higher than average for the End of Mission interval, the

observations are better fit by models with D ≤ 1 RS (discussed more later).

Based on our previous expectations of the relationship between D and the J11 lobe field

model, we might expect that the nominal ‘average’ value of D likely lies somewhere between 1

and 1.5 RS at distances of ρ ∼ 17− 20 RS for the End of Mission interval in Saturn’s magneto-

sphere. Our result shows good agreement with the current sheet scale height of ∼ 1−2 RS de-

termined by Martin and Arridge (2017) in our region of interest, however it is much larger than

the median value of ∼ 0.7 RS determined by Staniland et al. (2020) for the same region. While

both these studies use high velocity, high-inclination passes of the equatorial current sheet to

present a distribution of D values from the Cassini mission, Martin and Arridge (2017) sample a

larger number of events (albeit, only from the first half of the Cassini mission). Given the overall

agreement between our result and the scale heights determined by Martin and Arridge (2017),

we find it likely that the nominal value of D lies within our constrained range of 1−1.5 RS for

the End of Mission interval.

We find that the End of Mission data intervals are typically well fit by rH values between

30−80 RS which are associated with an ∼ 1 RS variability in the position of the magnetic equator

from the A08 model. These values also exhibit oscillatory behaviour, although the period of

the oscillation appears to be variable over the End of Mission interval. The range of rH values

from our study are consistent with the range of rH values determined by Martin (2019) over the

Cassini tour, despite exploring a greater parameter space, thus independently verifying the rH

values determined by Martin (2019).

There are ∼ 8 instances where the observations are typically better fit by a more significantly

displaced/hinged current sheet where rH = 15 − 25 RS e.g. Revs 252, 259, 272 and 284, but

these events do not appear to be correlated with sunspot number (a proxy for the solar cycle),

presented in Figure 4.4.1e. However, Bradley et al. (2020) present modelled values of the solar
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wind dynamic pressure at the orbit of Saturn for the End of Mission interval, using the Tao et

al., (2016) solar wind propagation model which employs observations from Stereo-A and OMNI

in Figure 4 of their paper. Bradley et al. (2020) document ∼ 20 solar wind compression events in

the magnetosphere during this interval in Table 2 of their study, where Revs 252, 259, 272 and

284 are all associated with minor compression events recorded by the authors, observed when

Cassini was crossing the nightside current sheet. The major compression events appear to have

predominantly occurred while the spacecraft was at higher latitudes and moving away from the

magnetotail current sheet, therefore the effect of those are not clearly seen in our observations.

4.4.2 Model-Data Comparison

Having analysed the modelled parameter distributions for each Rev, we now take a closer

look at some representative examples of the model outputs. In Figure 4.4.2, we present 6 ex-

amples, where the best-fit models show excellent agreement with the observed B r profile. In

Figure 4.4.3, we present examples of Revs where the model performance was generally ‘worse’,

but find evidence of additional dynamics occurring the magnetosphere from studying the model

outputs.

For each of the Revs presented in Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, two B∗
r m model outputs are shown

in panel (a). The first output is the median best-fit B∗
r m (orange) per Rev. These profiles are eval-

uated using the medians from each of the four parameter distributions for the corresponding

Rev from Figure 4.4.1. The errorbars on this profile indicate the minimum and maximum B∗
r m

from the 100 best-fit models at each time-step along the spacecraft trajectory (thus indicating

the full range of the 100 best-fit B∗
r m at any given time). The range of RMSE values from the 100

best-fit models are given in panel (a).

The second output is the nominal ‘steady-state’ B∗
r m , where DN , zN , and D are fixed across

all the Revs. These medians are computed using the medians from these combined distribu-

tions presented in Figure 4.4.1. Since rH has been shown to be highly variable on week-long

timescales, we do not attempt to make any steady-state assumptions for this parameter. Illus-

trations of current sheet dynamics associated with both, the median and steady-state best-fit
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B∗
r m profiles, are shown in panels (b) and (c) respectively, where the median values of DN , zN ,

D and rH used to compute each profile are indicated in these panels as well.

We see clearly that both the median and steady-state B∗
r m profiles presented in Figure 4.4.2

are qualitatively good fits to the data as they capture the location and relative occurrence of the

reversals in B r well (thus also validating the accuracy of the PPO phases evaluated by Provan

et al. (2018)). The vertical extent of the error-bars shows that all 100 best-fit models selected

from our analysis similarly capture the large scale structure of the data well, but do not always

match the magnitudes of the observations as well as the median profile. This explicitly shows

the benefit of statistically constraining these parameters from considering a range of models

that fit the data well, rather than simply seeking out the parameters which minimise RMSE for

our model.

Comparison between the median B∗
r m and steady-state B∗

r m profiles shows the latter profile

to be well constrained within the error bars of the median B∗
r m profile for each Rev. However,

the steady-state B∗
r m does not appear to match the magnitude of the observed B r as well. We

find that for orbits such as Rev 263 and 278, the steady-state B∗
r m profile would better fit the data

given either larger amplitudes of PPO modulation, or a thinner D . While it is difficult to separate

the effects of these different modelling parameters from simple visual inspection, it does go to

show that a steady-state approximation for the PPO amplitudes and/or D and the lobe-field

strength may not be entirely appropriate. Even though we only present the model output using

the medians of the combined parameter distributions, we state here the inter-quartile ranges

with respect to the median for DN , zN , and D : 0.5+0.6
−0.2 RS , 0.5±0.2 RS , and 1.5+0

−0.5 RS respectively

(from Figure 4.4.1), and keep them in mind for future discussions.

It is clear from Figure 4.4.2 that evaluating steady-state constraints for rH would have resul-

ted in overall poorer model performance. The range of rH values observed across the different

data intervals in Figure 4.4.2 correspond to a ∼ 0.6 RS difference in the z−position of the space-

craft at ρ ∼ 18 RS . Using a fixed value for rH would result in the modelled profiles being shifted

in time, thus no longer capturing the location of the Br reversals well.

We present two examples each from the in phase, in antiphase, and in quadrature bins de-
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Figure 4.4.2: Data intervals and model outputs from Revs 251, 254, 258, 263, 276, and 278 are presented.

For each Rev, in panel (a) the 1 minute resolution Cassini MAG measurements are shown by the grey

solid line, the low-pass filtered MAG measurements are shown by the black solid line, and two model

outputs corresponding to the median best-fit B∗
r m profile and the steady-state best-fit B∗

r m profile are

shown by solid orange and blue lines respectively. The errorbars on the orange profile indicate the range

of the 100 best-fit models selected for each data interval, and the range of corresponding RMSE values

are indicated in panel (a). The model inputs corresponding to the median and steady-state B∗
r m profiles

are shown in panels (b) and (c) respectively. In panels (b) and (c) we also show illustrations of the current

sheet dynamics with respect to spacecraft location evaluated from our model, where the dashed black

line shows the position of the displaced current sheet centre z∗ from equation 3.2.8, and the current sheet

edges are given by z∗±D∗ from equations 3.2.8 and 4.3.3 respectively. The spacecraft trajectory through

the current sheet is shown by (b) orange and (c) blue lines. The time, day of year and year (abbreviated,

e.g. 16 for 2016) of the measurements are indicated on the x-axis.
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Figure 4.4.3: Data intervals and model outputs from Revs 253, 256, 275, 281, 282, and 290 are presented.

The format of this Figure is the same as Figure 4.4.2.

scribed earlier in section 4.2. Each of the two examples have distinct Br profiles despite the two

PPO systems being approximately in the same relative phasing, e.g. Revs 254 and 278. For these

Revs, two PPO systems are ∼ in phase, but only a single reversal is observed in Rev 254, while

multiple reversals in Br are observed during Rev 278. This difference primarily appears to be

attributed to slightly different hinging distances, where the hinging effect appears to be more

significant in Rev 254 which means that the spacecraft only encounters the magnetic equator

once, instead of twice as in Rev 278. Similar variability is observed in the two ∼ in antiphase

and ∼ in quadrature Revs, where the profile of the observed Br differs depending on the phase

angles at which the spacecraft encountered the current sheet.
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The variability in the large scale structure of the observed Br profiles from the End of Mis-

sion thus seems to be predominantly driven by variability in PPO phases and amount of solar

wind forcing; with some minor variability in the magnitude of the radial field being the result

of variability in either the amplitudes of PPO modulation (a proxy for the strength of the PPO

systems) or variability in D (the current sheet half-thickness due to non-PPO driving).

From the illustrations of the current sheet dynamics presented in panels (b) and (c) in Figure

4.4.2, we find that the short-timescale fluctuations in Rev 251 and 276 appear to be consistent

with intervals where the spacecraft was in close proximity to the weak-field centre of the current

sheet for ∼ 6 hours, either during in antiphase or in quadrature conditions. While the multiple

reversals in Br in Rev 258 generally occurred on longer timescales these reversals also appear to

be associated with the spacecraft being close to the current sheet centre for a few hours.

While proximity to the current sheet centre is one reason for the observed short-timescale

fluctuations, our model outputs from Figure 4.4.3 suggest that in some cases, these fluctuations

may be indicative of the current sheet undergoing magnetic reconnection. The median best-

fit B∗
r m for Rev 256, 275, and 290 show that some instances of short-timescale fluctuations are

coincident with times where equation 4.3.3 yields D∗ ≤ 0 RS , which we previously discussed

would physically be associated with D∗ becoming much smaller than the characteristic length

scales of the current sheet, thus potentially trigger the onset of magnetic reconnection. In Revs

275 and 290, a periodic increase in the small-timescale fluctuations in the 1 minute Br obser-

vations on the order of ∼ 10 hour timescales, which seem to coincide with instances where our

modelled D∗ is ≤ 0 RS (which is where we set Br m = Blobe in our modelling method).

In Rev 282, we see a combination of short-timescale fluctuations from both, being close

to the current sheet centre for a long duration of time, and potential evidence of magnetic re-

connection. We see in Rev 256 that the modelled field looks ‘flat’ during the first instance of

D∗ ≤ 0 RS , which can also be observed/inferred from the bottom of the errorbars on the me-

dian B∗
r m profile in Rev 282. The flatness of the profile in the model results from Br m being

equated to the lobe field strength. However, this behaviour is also seen in the data, where times

of relatively steady lobe field appear to be linked to magnetic reconnection occurring. Similarly

flat Br profiles are observed in the data for Rev 275 and 290.
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Our model seems to predict recurrent reconnection in Revs spanning a range of different

beat phases, e.g. Revs 275 (in antiphase), Rev 282 (in quadrature), and Rev 290 (in phase, where

more specifically ∆Φ∼ 20°). These predictions are consistent with the findings of Bradley et al.

(2018), which show that reconnection signatures appear to be strongly correlated to the thin-

ning phase of the dominant PPO system, as opposed to any particular beat-phase. This result is

particularly interesting for Rev 290, where even though the two PPO systems are close to being

in-phase, provided a sufficiently thin current sheet and sufficiently strong amplitude of mod-

ulation of the PPO systems, recurrent reconnection appears to be possible. While the steady-

state B∗
r m profile for Rev 290 does not appear to exhibit signs of strong thickness modulation, we

note that for D = 1 RS and DN = 1.1 RS , both values within our accepted inter-quartile ranges for

their respective parameters, the modelled B∗
r m output would look much closer to the median

B∗
r m than the steady-state model output, thus recurrent reconnection may still be predicted for

this Rev.

We generally find that the steady-state B∗
r m profiles do not fit the data as well as the median

B∗
r m profiels for the Revs presented in Figure 4.4.3. This primarily appears to be linked to the

steady-state median of D being larger than the median D from the individual Rev-by-Rev fits.

Comparing the data intervals presented in Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, we note that the magnitude

of the observed Br is typically larger for the Revs in the latter cases, and an enhanced lobe field

that may be consistent with a physically thinner-than-average current sheet. Additionally, it is

plausible that a current sheet undergoing recurrent reconnection may be thinner than typical

observations.

From Figure 4.4.1b, we see that for most of the data intervals in our study (except Revs 287-

291), the spacecraft was predominantly in the post-night sector of the magnetosphere during

the current sheet crossing. In this local time sector, reconnection is thought to be driven pre-

dominantly in the form of the Dungey cycle, however this process is neither periodic, nor is

it really expected to occur this close to the planet (as we are likely still on closed field lines).

Therefore, we determine that if recurrent reconnection is occurring in this region, it must be

due to PPO driven dynamics where D is sufficiently thin (mass-depleted return flows follow-

ing Dungey/Vasyliunas style reconnection, or perhaps under expanded magnetospheric con-
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ditions (Sorba et al., 2019)) and the amplitudes of PPO modulation are relatively large. This

idea is explored further in Chapter 5. We do note, however, that the periodic increase in short-

timescale fluctuations during Rev 290 on ∼ 10 hour timescales could be signatures related to

Vasyliunas style reconnection, seeing as the spacecraft is predominantly in the pre-night sector

here, or any of the other perturbation sources e.g. magnetic turbulence, aperiodic waves, hot

plasma injections etc. mentioned in section 4.2.

The median B∗
r m profile for Rev 256 presented in Figure 4.4.3 is perhaps (subjectively) the

worst-fit model from all the data intervals analysed in this study. It is clear that the 100 best-fit

models for this Rev could not clearly capture the location of the Br reversal in the data profile.

This could be due to the model being unable to capture the correct location of the unperturbed

magnetic equator, where a higher resolution of rH at lower values may be needed, or a sporadic

change solar wind pressure may have caused rH to change on relatively short timescales. Al-

ternatively, the earlier reversal in the observed Br is also coincident with D∗ ≤ 0 RS model out-

puts from the median best-fit model. We cannot really distinguish between these two effects

in our model, but it is evident that the radial field here is modulated by more than just PPO

dynamics.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we set out to empirically model the orbit to orbit variability in the radial

magnetic field observed by the Cassini magnetometer as it traversed Saturn’s nightside cur-

rent sheet. From initial data analysis, we hypothesised that the large scale structure of the data

showed clear signatures of PPO modulation and solar wind forcing, but also identified short-

timescale fluctuations in the data with periods < 2 hours, which were highly unusual.

Our best-fit models capture the large scale structure for all 41 data intervals considered

in our study. Model-data comparisons comparisons reveal that some of the aforementioned

short-timescale fluctuations in the observed radial field could be the result of the spacecraft

being close to the weak-field centre of a thick and dense plasma sheet for an extended inter-

val in time. However, in certain cases we find intervals of small-timescale fluctuations to be
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coincident with the predicted occurrence of D∗ ≤ 0 RS , which may be indicative of magnetic

reconnection.

Signatures of magnetic reconnection have been previously shown to be modulated by the

thinning phase of the PPO cycle (Bradley et al., 2018; Jackman et al., 2016) and does not show

much dependency on beat-phase, which is also observed in our model predictions. Provided a

sufficiently thin current sheet, and sufficiently strong amplitudes of modulation, our model

predicts recurrent reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere across a range of different beat-

phases. However, since there is some uncertainty associated with the magnitudes of these para-

meters, further investigation is needed to determine the likelihood, relative occurrence and sig-

nificance of such a process occurring in the magnetosphere. We explore these questions further

in Chapter 5.

From our analysis, we find the thickness DN and displacement zN amplitudes of PPO modu-

lation to be well constrained between 0.5+0.6
−0.2 RS and 0.5±0.2 RS respectively over the entire End

of Mission interval. These amplitudes appear to oscillate about their respective median values

with periods of ∼ 6− 8 weeks, where the oscillations between DN and zN appear to be anti-

correlated. Further investigation is needed to understand the oscillatory behaviour of these

amplitudes.

The ‘unperturbed’ current sheet half-thickness D appears to be well constrained between

1−1.5 RS , where typically thinner values of D ≤ 1 RS provide a better description of the system

during data intervals where the lobe field strength is enhanced, and additional dynamics are

expected to be modulating the nightside magnetosphere. We find the hinging distance rH to

typically be variable between 30− 80 RS , which is in good agreement with the rH values con-

strained by Martin (2019) using an independent method. Instances where lower values of rH

(between 15−25 RS) fit the data well were found to be associated with solar wind compression

events determined by Bradley et al. (2020).

Given the success of our model at describing the End of Mission interval, and the relat-

ively steady-state values of DN and zN determined from our analysis, we see potential for our

model to be used to constrain values of k or PPO phase angles in regions where these para-
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meters could not be determined from the magnetic field observations. Naturally, this method

would at present be limited to intervals close to the Cassini End of Mission where such inform-

ation remains unknown, e.g. Rev 292, where Provan et al. (2018) were unable to determine the

phase angles of the southern PPO system from the observations. In Appendix B, we extend our

analysis to a few other intervals from the Cassini Mission where the spacecraft was in a similar

region of the magnetosphere and the values of k are known from the work of Andrews et al.

(2010, 2012) and Provan et al. (2013, 2016), to empirically determine DN ,S , zN ,S and D for use

in our following chapter. We hope that future studies will consider carrying out similar invest-

igations for other intervals from the Cassini mission as well, however that work is beyond the

scope of this thesis. Additionally, there is scope for our empirically optimised version of the C17

model to be incorporated with global magnetospheric field models of Saturn.
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Chapter 5

Contribution of Planetary Period Oscillations towards

Magnetic Reconnection

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we showed modelled predictions of recurrent magnetic reconnection in Sat-

urn’s nightside magnetosphere driven by periodic modulation of the equatorial current sheet by

planetary period oscillations. In this chapter, we set out to investigate the following questions

regarding this phenomenon: firstly, under what conditions can PPO driven recurrent reconnec-

tion occur? Secondly, what is the contribution of this process towards global magnetospheric

circulation? Finally, are there observations supporting the presence of this phenomenon?

To recap briefly, magnetic reconnection refers to the topological reconfiguration of the mag-

netic field within a sufficiently thin current sheet (Phan et al., 2011). It is a key driver of particle

acceleration in Saturn’s magnetosphere, and is crucial for the removal of plasma from the sys-

tem. Given the relation between magnetic reconnection and current sheet thickness, we em-

ploy the C17 model to aid our investigation. We use this model to determine a threshold on

the PPO amplitude of current sheet thickness modulation DN ,S required to ‘sufficiently thin’ a

current sheet such that magnetic reconnection may be more likely to occur. By comparing this

threshold to empirically constrained DN ,S amplitudes, we investigate the first question.

We have previously discussed the relative importance of Vasyliunas-style reconnection and

Dungey-style reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere, where authors such as Masters (2015)

have suggested that the former process dominates the global magnetospheric circulation by
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comparing long-term reconnection voltages associated with both processes. By understanding

the spatial and temporal extent of PPO driven reconnection, we evaluate the voltage applied to

the magnetosphere during such events and compare to the more established drivers of recon-

nection at Saturn, thus addressing our second question.

Studies such as Arridge et al. (2016) and Yao et al. (2018) have identified events of recur-

rent magnetic reconnection at Saturn. The latter authors even show signatures of recurrent

reconnection in the pre-noon sector of Saturn’s magnetosphere, which is unexpected given our

understanding of both Vasyliunas- and Dungey-like processes. By applying our understanding

of PPO driven reconnection from this study, we determine if the events identified in literature

may be attributed to our proposed phenomenon. Thus, we investigate our final question.

5.2 Determining Constraints on PPO driven reconnection

5.2.1 Characteristic Length Scales in Saturn’s Current Sheet

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we assumed that instances where the PPO modulated current

sheet half-thickness D∗ was evaluated to be ≤ 0 RS were likely indicative of magnetic recon-

nection. From our discussion in section 1.1.2, however, we know that the onset of magnetic

reconnection can in fact be triggered as D∗ approaches the characteristic kinetic length scales

(gyro-radius/inertial length) of the dominant species in the current sheet (which are > 0 RS).

In Figure 5.2.1, we present an illustration showing the relative gyroradii and ion inertial

lengths for the predominant species in Saturn’s equatorial current sheet: water group ions (pre-

dominantly OH+, but hereafter referred to as W +), protons (H+), and electrons, and conditions

during which magnetic reconnection may be more/less likely. As previously mentioned, the

abundance ratio of the two ion species is H+/W + ∼ 0.7. The actual kinetic length scales λi of

interest for the aforementioned species are presented in Figure 5.2.2 which have been determ-

ined using the plasma moments determined from CAPS measurements by Wilson et al. (2017).

From Figure 5.2.2, we see that the water group ion kinetic length scales λi (W +) ions are
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Figure 5.2.1: The relative gyroradii and ion inertial lengths of water group ions (W +), protons (H+), and

electrons in Saturn’s equatorial current sheet are illustrated, with respect to a (a) relatively larger current

sheet half-thickness D∗ and (b) relatively smaller D∗. Panels (a) and (b) illustrate the conditions in which

the onset of magnetic reconnection is less and more likely to be triggered, respectively.

much larger than the proton kinetic length scales λi (H+) between ρ = 5 and 30 RS . For each

species individually, the ion inertial lengths are typically larger than the ion gyroradii inside

of 20RS for the noon, dawn and dusk local time sectors, and up to 30RS in the midnight local

time sector. The electron kinetic length scales aren’t presented in Figure 5.2.2, seeing as their

gyroradii and inertial length scales are much smaller due to their smaller mass, and would be

almost invisible on the axes.

While most studies do not distinguish between the gyroradius or inertial length of a spe-

cies when discussing reconnection dynamics, Liu et al. (2014, and references therein) provide

evidence for the gyroradius of the dominant ion species being more significant than the ion

inertial length for reconnection in Earth’s magnetotail. We cannot be certain if the same con-

ditions would apply at Saturn, however, since the more abundant ion species is also the one

with the larger length scales in Saturn’s magnetosphere, we make the following assumption: as

D∗ becomes smaller than the ∼ 0.05 RS (the average of the W + inertial length and gyroradius at

∼ 25 RS in the midnight sector), the onset of magnetic reconnection becomes more likely.
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Figure 5.2.2: The radial profiles of the characteristic ion inertial lengths (solid lines) and gyroradii

(dashed lines) for W + (blue) and H+ (pink) ions are presented for each of the four local time sectors

(panels (a)-(d) respectively). The local time quadrants are centred on (a) 00h (b) 12h (c) 18h and (d)

06h. These profiles were determined using plasma moments from Wilson et al. (2017), where the raw

profiles calculated with associated error bars are shown as fainter lines in the background, and the solid

lines in the foreground are smoothed, averaged profiles. The ion inertial length scales are typically larger

than the ion gyroradii for both H+ and W + in the equatorial current sheet for ρ < 20 RS (except in the

midnight sector). The W + length scales are much larger than those for H+ beyond 15 RS .

5.2.2 Investigating the Likelihood of PPO Driven Reconnection Occurring

Using equation 3.2.3 from C17 (section 3.2), we can evaluate the amplitude of DN ,S required

for D∗ = 0.05 RS , i.e. where PPO driven reconnection becomes more likely. Since the D∗ is

expected to minimise when the two systems are perfectly in antiphase andΨN ,S = 0°, 180° spe-

cifically, we employ these conditions for an initial calculation. We evaluate the amplitude limit

for k between 0.2−5, and D between 0.5−3.5 RS , where k = DN
DS

.
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The results from this calculation are presented in Figure 5.2.3. The dashed purple line in-

dicates the DN ,S amplitudes (DN for k > 1 and DS for k < 1) which return D∗ ∼ 0.05 RS over

a range of k values, assuming current sheet half-thickness D = 1.5 RS in the absence of PPO

modulation. While we indicate the amplitude limits for cases where D is smaller/larger as well

(dotted grey lines), the labels in the Figure are shown primarily with respect to D = 1.5 RS .

For k = 0.4, 1., 1.3, and 2 in Figure 5.2.3, we show the empirically constrained distributions

of DN ,S as box-whisker plots for the following data intervals: S1 (Revs 0−55), S2 (Revs 100−140),

EOM (Revs 250−292), and S4 (Revs 220−230), respectively. The statistical analysis associated

with the DN ,S distribution for the EOM interval is presented in Chapter 4, whereas the analysis

for the S1, S2 and S4 intervals are presented in Appendix B. While we use all four distributions to

examine some general trends, we will focus our discussion on the distributions from the EOM

and S1 intervals, where we find the DN ,S distributions to be more reliable.

From the purple dashed line (and grey dotted lines) in Figure 5.2.3, we see that the amp-

litudes of DN ,S required to thin the current sheet to length scales of ∼ 0.05 RS decrease with

proximity to k = 1. If the amplitude of the dominant PPO system is assumed to be constant

with k, then an increased likelihood of reconnection closer to k = 1 (near-equinox conditions)

would be expected. However, the empirically constrained distributions of DN ,S show that smal-

ler amplitudes statistically fit the Cassini MAG observations better closer to k = 1. The empir-

ical constraints thus imply that the likelihood of PPO driven reconnection in Saturn’s magneto-

sphere is not expected to significantly vary seasonally for these specific PPO phases.

Analysing the DN distributions at k = 1.3 in Figure 5.2.3, we find that PPO driven recon-

nection would only be expected for D < 1 RS if DN ,S is assumed to be in steady-state over the

interval (i.e. the median value of the distribution). However, if we instead assume that the DN ,S

amplitudes can vary from Rev to Rev within the inter-quartile range of the distribution (see dis-

cussion in Chapter 4), then times where DN ,S is closer to the upper-quartile would result in PPO

driven reconnection in regions where D ≤ 1.5 RS . If we instead assume that these amplitudes

can vary between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distributions (the whiskers of the box-

plots), then we might even expect PPO driven reconnection in regions with D > 3 RS (although

this is of course statistically much less likely).
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Figure 5.2.3: The theoretical limits on the DN ,S amplitudes required to thin a current sheet of unper-

turbed half-thickness D to D∗ ∼ 0.05 RS are shown by a dashed purple line for D = 1.5 RS and dotted

grey lines for D = 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5, and 3 RS . This limit is evaluated at ΨN ,S = 0°,180°, where the two PPO

systems are ∼ in antiphase and maximum thinning of the current sheet is expected. Additionally, this

limit is evaluated for k between 0.2 and 5, where for k < 1, the DS amplitudes are evaluated, and for

k > 1, the DN amplitudes are evaluated. At k = 1, DN = DS . For D = 1.5 at k = 1, DN ,S amplitudes of

∼ 0.7 RS would be required to yield D∗ ∼ 0.05 RS . However, at k = 0.4 and D = 1.5 RS , DS amplitudes

of ∼ 1.1 RS would be required to yield the same result. Also indicated on the Figure are the empirically

constrained distributions of DN ,S for the EOM interval where k = 1.3 (Chapter 4), and the S1, S2, and S3

intervals where k = 0.4,1, and 1.2 (Appendix B) respectively. The more reliable constraints are shown in

black, whereas the distributions that need further investigation are shown in grey. At k = 0.4, we show

three circle markers (S1a-S1c from lowest to highest respectively), which indicate the median DS amp-

litude associated with the subsets of interval S1 from our analysis in Appendix B. In this study, we employ

the EOM, S1a, and S1c constraints for further analysis.
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Our analysis of the D distributions from the EOM interval finds D ∼ 1−1.5 RS to be repres-

entative of more typical magnetospheric conditions between the midnight and dawn meridi-

ans (0−6 hours local time). Whereas, our analysis from the other data intervals indicates that

D ∼ 2−2.5 RS may be more typical for observations from near-dusk local times. Although D at

dusk is poorly constrained due to limited local time coverage in this region from our analysis in

Chapter 4 and Appenidx B, typically thicker current sheet at dusk/noon than dawn/midnight

under steady-state magnetospheric conditions are a a fairly well accepted asymmetry in Satur-

nian literature (see discussion in 2.4). We thus assume that D < 1 RS represents times of ‘thinner

than average’ D at all local times (e.g. due to more expanded magnetospheric conditions) for

the EOM interval, and D greater than the nominal value from our analysis at any given local

time represents a ‘thicker than average’ current sheet (e.g. under more compressed magneto-

spheric conditions).

Therefore, we might conclude that PPO driven reconnection is more likely in the dawn/mid-

night local time sectors than at dusk/noon. For PPO driven reconnection to occur in the dusk/noon

local time sectors, significant thinning of the current sheet due to non-PPO driving or signific-

ant local time asymmetries in the PPO amplitudes would be required. Seeing as our analysis

predominantly uses data from the midnight sector of the magnetosphere, we cannot comment

on the local time structure of the PPO amplitudes. However, this remains an interesting ques-

tion worth investigating in future work.

For PPO driven reconnection to be likely, DN must be relatively close to the upper-quartile

range of the distribution presented in Figure 5.2.3 at k = 1.3. Based on the oscillatory behaviour

of DN observed in our analysis from Chapter 4, we expect the amplitude to be closer to the

upper-quartile over ∼ 1−2 week intervals every 6−8 weeks, provided that PPO driven reconnec-

tion is not only limited to in antiphase conditions. Under particularly expanded/mass-depleted

(compressed/mass-loaded) magnetospheric conditions, we might expect this process to occur

more (less) frequently.

For the DS distributions presented for k = 0.4 in Figure 5.2.3, our discussion requires a brief

summary of our analysis of S1 from Appendix B. The data intervals analysed from S1 span ap-

proximately 2 years of Cassini observations, as opposed to the ∼ 10 months of observations
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analysed from the EOM interval. Over such long timescales, our analysis shows that DS cannot

be assumed to be in steady-state, thus we split S1 up into four sections, and instead fit medians

to each of them.

In Figure 5.2.3, three of the four medians constrained from our statistical analysis in Ap-

pendix B are indicated by circle markers (the fourth median was exactly the same as the lowest

median, and is thus not shown), which appear to be well constrained within the much larger

inter-quartile range of the combined parameter distribution. We will use S1a, S1b and S1c to

refer to the lowest, middle, and highest medians, respectively. At an initial glance, comparison

between the three medians suggests that PPO driven reconnection could likely occur anywhere

in the magnetosphere during the S1c interval. However, our analysis of the S1c interval in Ap-

pendix B reveals that the corresponding observations are also statistically better fit by larger

values of D (discussed further below).

The S1a amplitude DS ∼ 0.7+0.6
−0.4 RS is associated with model predictions of typical D ∼ 1−

1.5 RS in the dawn/midnight local time sector. Under these conditions, the S1a upper-quartile

of DS = 1.3 RS yields a very similar D∗ to the EOM upper-quartile of DN = 0.9 RS in Figure 5.2.3.

Thus, our analysis of the expected locations and relative occurrence of PPO driven reconnection

from the EOM interval may also be applied to the S1 interval.

Similarly, we show in Appendix B that the S1c median amplitude DS = 1.9+0.6
−0.8 RS is accom-

panied by model predictions of typical D ∼ 2.5 RS . Our analysis shows that the simultaneous

increase in DS and D during S1c may be associated with instances of a more compressed mag-

netosphere, which would imply thicker current sheets throughout the magnetosphere. Thus,

we might assume D < 2 RS to be ‘thinner than average’ for this interval. Figure 5.2.3 then clearly

shows that despite the larger PPO amplitudes during this time, PPO driven magnetic recon-

nection would still only typically be expected in the midnight/dawn local time sectors and the

relative occurrence of this phenomenon would be very similar to the EOM and S1a intervals.
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5.2.3 Investigating the Spatial Extent of PPO Driven Reconnection

Having shown that PPO driven reconnection can occur under nominal magnetospheric

conditions at Saturn (albeit, not very frequently), we now explore the full spatial extent of this

phenomenon. For a given data interval, beat phase, and D , (e.g. EOM, antiphase, and 0.5 RS),

we use equation 3.2.3 to constrain the phase angles at which PPO driven reconnection is ex-

pected to occur. We evaluate D∗ for one full PPO cycle (ΨN between 0° and 360°), using the

upper-quartile of the DN ,S distributions from the data interval (e.g. 0.9 RS for EOM) to constrain

an upper-limit on the spatial extent of magnetic reconnection under ‘nominal’ magnetospheric

conditions. The phase anglesΨN where equation 3.2.3 yields D∗ < 0 RS are then identified and

can be used to constrain the azimuthal extent of PPO driven reconnection.

We perform this analysis for: k = 1.3 (using EOM DN ,S constraints) and k = 0.4 (using S1a

and S1c constraints); at four different beat phases per data interval (in phase, in antiphase, and

in leading/lagging quadrature (∆Φ = 90°/270°)); and D between 0.5− 3 RS , at steps of ∼ 0.5.

The results from our analysis for each data interval, EOM, S1a, and S1c are presented in Figures

5.2.4−5.2.6, respectively. Each Figure shows a projection of Saturn’s equatorial magnetosphere

as viewed from the northern hemisphere, where the six navy rings of a polar plot represent

different values of D used in our modelling. Angles associated with the northern PPO system

are labelled around the outermost ring in each figure, and the parts of each ring shaded yellow

correspond to theΨN values where D∗ ≤ 0.05 RS is observed.

For Figure 5.2.4, we have already established that ‘nominal’ magnetospheric conditions cor-

respond to D ∼ 1−1.5 RS (the second and third rings from the outside). We see clearly that the

angular extent of the yellow region spans a range of phase angles in panels (b)-(d), indicating

that PPO driven reconnection becomes more likely not only during in antiphase conditions, but

also during quadrature. We find these results to be consistent with the observations of Bradley

et al. (2018), who show that signatures of reconnection are more strongly correlated with the in-

dividual northern and southern phase angles associated with PPO thinning of the current sheet,

than the beat phase.

For Figure 5.2.5, the nominal magnetospheric conditions are associated with D ∼ 1.5 RS .
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Figure 5.2.4: A projection of the northern PPO system onto the equatorial magnetosphere is shown in

each panel, as viewed from the northern hemisphere. Outside each polar plot (ringed in blue), the phase

anglesΨN of the northern PPO system are indicated. ΨN = 0°/180° indicate where the radial component

of the perturbation field points radially outward/into the planet. Six different navy rings of the polar plot

each show results from a different values of D used in our modelling. In each ring, the yellow region is

associated with ΨN angles where D∗ ≤ 0.05 RS is evaluated from equation 3.2.3 assuming DN = 0.9 RS

when k = 1.3 (thus DS ∼ 0.7 RS). Each panel corresponds to the two PPO systems at different beat phases,

(a) in phase (∆Φ= 0°), (b) in antiphase (∆Φ= 180°), (c) in leading quadrature (∆Φ= 90°), and (d) in lag-

ging quadrature (∆Φ= 270°). In each panel, arrows at the bottom right show the relative orientation/beat

phase of the northern (blue) and southern (red) PPO systems (the arrow head indicates ΨN ,S = 0). The

PPO systems rotate in the sense of planetary rotation (anti-clockwise). Therefore, a static observer at the

noon meridian would gradually observeΨN increase from 0° to 360° in a ∼ 10.6 hour interval.
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Figure 5.2.5: The format of the Figure is the same as Figure 5.2.4, however the results are presented for

k = 0.4 conditions, assuming DS = 1.1 RS , thus DN = 0.44 RS . We clarify that even though the observa-

tions are shown with respect to the northern hemisphere for easier comparison across Figures 5.2.4-5.2.6,

the southern PPO is dominant in this figure.
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Figure 5.2.6: The format of the Figure is the same as Figure 5.2.4, however the results are presented for

k = 0.4 conditions, assuming DS = 2.5 RS , thus DN = 1 RS . We clarify that even though the observations

are shown with respect to the northern hemisphere for easier comparison across Figures 5.2.4-5.2.6, the

southern PPO is dominant in this figure.
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We observe that the yellow region spans a slightly larger angular extend in panels (b)-(d) for

some of the D values considered when compared to the EOM interval. However, PPO driven

reconnection is only expected at near-antiphase conditions for the more typical constraint of

D ∼ 1.5 RS . For PPO driven reconnection to be likely at other phases, a slightly thinner than

average current sheet would have to be observed. Interestingly, though, we note that in Figure

5.2.5, PPO driven reconnection becomes more likely during purely in-phase conditions in re-

gions where D ≤ 0.5 RS (i.e. much thinner than average) at PPO phase angles ΨN ,S = 180° due

to the much more dominant driving of the southern PPO system.

For Figure 5.2.6, the nominal magnetospheric conditions are associated with the much lar-

ger value of D ∼ 2.5 RS . We see that PPO driven reconnection is predicted to be likely under

‘nominal’ conditions at all but in-phase conditions, which is a similar outcome to the EOM in-

terval analysis. While we cannot comment on how thin the current sheet might get due to non-

PPO sources during such an interval (we might assume the lower-quartile value of D ∼ 2 RS to

be a lower limit from our distributions for S1c in Appendix B), we see clearly that if D < 2 RS

does occur during such an interval, then the angular extent of the reconnection X-line would

be significantly larger than those predicted from Figures 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.

From Figures 5.2.4-5.2.6, we find that the angular extent of the X-line θx could thus range

from ∼ 20° to ∼ 160° (the lower and upper limits both come from Figure 5.2.6), depending on

the magnetosphere conditions at a given time. For our assumed typical conditions, however, θx

is more likely to span ∼ 40°−100° of PPO phase (corresponding to D ∼ 1−1.5 RS for EOM and

S1a, and D ∼ 2−2.5 RS for S1c), and more likely to occur in the dawn and/or midnight local time

sectors. Assuming that the length of the PPO X-line spans the full extent of PPO phase angles

where PPO driven reconnection is predicted from our model (which may be an overestimation,

and thus, should be taken as an upper limit), the length of the X-line lx can be evaluated using,

lx = 2πρ
θx

360°
, (5.2.1)

where ρ is the perpendicular distance between Saturn’s spin axis and the reconnection site.

From equation 5.2.1, we see that the length of the X-line would depend on the radial distance

at which the reconnection site formed. Smith et al. (2016) show that the location of the X-line is
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likely highly variable at Saturn, however is statistically likely to be variable between the limits of

∼ 20 and 30 RS . If we assume θx ∼ 100° is an upper limit on the angular extent of the predicted

‘PPO X-line’ under typical magnetospheric conditions, then for a reconnection site at ∼ 20Rs,

equation 5.2.1 yields lx ∼ 35 RS . For a reconnection site at 30 RS under the same conditions,

equation 5.2.1 yields lx ∼ 52 RS .

Having constrained the typical spatial extent of the PPO X-line to θx between ∼ 40− 100°,

we now discuss the temporal extent of such a process. We previously discussed that the relative

occurrence of PPO driven reconnection may rely on the PPO amplitudes being closer to the

upper-quartile than the median of the DN ,S distributions presented in Figure 5.2.3. Since the

PPO amplitudes appeared to oscillate about their medians with periods of ∼ 6− 8 weeks, we

assumed that the DN ,S amplitudes may only be favourable for reconnection for ∼ 10−30% of

this time (∼ 1−2 weeks).

From our analysis of Figures 5.2.4-5.2.6, we additionally see that PPO driven reconnection

is less likely to occur when the two PPO systems are close to being perfectly in phase during

northern solstice conditions (k = 1.3 where only a slight dominance of the northern system is

present), but may occur at for all beat phases under southern solstice conditions (k = 0.4, where

the southern PPO system is much more dominant than the northern system). Given the sea-

sonal discrepancies and potential variability with PPO beat phase, we assume on average that

PPO driven reconnection may only occur over ∼ 1 week-long intervals on ∼ 6 week timescales

going forward. On year-long timescales, this averages out to PPO driven reconnection occur-

ring once every ∼ 6 PPO cycles.

Using our predictions/understanding of the spatial extent and relative occurrence of PPO

driven recurrent reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere, we now evaluate the short-term and

long-term reconnection voltages associated with this phenomenon.

5.2.4 Evaluating The Reconnection Voltage

The inflow of plasma into the magnetic reconnection site maintains a reconnection electric

field E , which is tangential to the plasma inflow and reconnecting magnetic field, and assumed
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to be constant along the length of the X-line lx . The potential difference V applied to the mag-

netosphere due to this E can be determined using,

V = lxE . (5.2.2)

We discussed in section 2.4 that the long-term reconnection voltages associated with Dungey-

and Vasyliunas-style reconnection were on the order of ∼ 40 kV and ∼ 100−200 kV, respectively.

Although, on shorter timescales associated with intervals of solar wind compression, voltages

associated with Dungey-style reconnection are expected to reach ∼ 100 kV (Badman and Cow-

ley, 2007). By determining both the short- and long-term reconnection voltages associated with

PPO driven reconnection, we can determine the relative contribution of this proposed phe-

nomenon towards global circulation within Saturn’s magnetosphere.

In the equatorial current sheet, where the magnetic field strength B and the plasma proper-

ties are expected to be symmetric on either side of the current sheet centre, E can be computed

using,

E = κB vout , (5.2.3)

where κ= 0.1 is the reconnection efficiency determined empirically from studies at Earth, and

has been applied to Saturn’s magnetosphere by authors such as Badman and Cowley (2007)

and Masters (2015). The speed at which ions are accelerated away from the reconnection site

is given by vout , where the ions move radially away from the reconnection site in the tailward/-

planetward sense. In the equatorial magnetosphere, vout can be evaluated using,

vout = Bp
µ0mDi

, (5.2.4)

where B is the magnetic field strength tangential to the reconnection site (i.e. the lobe field

strength in the magnetotail), mDi =Σmi ni is the total mass density of the current sheet, where

the density is the sum of all the dominant ion species i in the current sheet, and µ0 is the mag-

netic permeability of free space (this equation is equivalent to equation 1.1.25 in section 1.1.3).

The number densities of the dominant ion species in Saturn’s magnetosphere, W + and H+,

have been determined by Wilson et al. (2017) (W17) for Saturn’s equatorial magnetosphere us-

ing CAPS-IMS measurements, where the mass densities can be determined by assuming typ-
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ical ion masses of 17 amu for W + ions and 1 amu for H+ ions. By employing the J11 lobe field

strength model to evaluate B , we can thus determine vout , and consequently, E and V .

In Figure 5.2.7, we present the radial profiles of (a) the median ion number densities from

Wilson et al. (2017), (b) the mass density, (c) the ion outflow velocity, and (d) the reconnection

electric field. Two profiles are presented in each panel, one depicting a ‘heavier’ current sheet

with W + and H+ ions with relative abundance H+/W + ∼ 0.7 (the nominal mass density of the

equatorial current sheet), and one depicting a ‘lighter’ current sheet with H+ only (a proxy for a

mass-depleted current sheet). The vout and E profiles associated with the lighter current sheet

are approximately an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding outputs for a heavier

current sheet.

While the heavier current sheet profile presented in Figure 5.2.7 is representative of typical

densities in Saturn’s equatorial current sheet, Arridge et al. (2016) identify ions leaving a re-

connection site observed at ∼ 30 RS in Saturn’s nightside magnetosphere with velocities on the

order of ∼ 1200 km/s. These velocities are much more consistent with the lighter current sheet

presented in Figure 5.2.7, which indicates reconnection occurring in a severely mass-depleted

current sheet. The authors provided evidence of ongoing but time variable reconnection over

a ∼ 19 hour interval, and thus determine that observations of a mass-depleted current sheet

under such conditions was not unusual. Seeing as this study is concerned with recurrent, and

potentially long-duration driving of magnetic reconnection as well, we find it appropriate to

consider both the lighter and heavier current sheet approximations in our discussion.

To properly determine the reconnection voltage associated with PPO driven reconnection,

we must consider the temporal variability in the expected length of the PPO X-line (depending

on PPO beat phase and seasonal conditions), as well as the spatial limitations of where PPO

driven reconnection is expected to occur in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Our discussion from the

previous section revealed that solely PPO driven magnetic reconnection was much more likely

in the dawn and midnight local time sectors than the dusk and noon sectors. Thus, as θx ro-

tates in and out of the region where the magnetospheric conditions are more favourable for

reconnection, a time-varying voltage would be applied to the system.
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Figure 5.2.7: We present the radial profiles of (a) the median ion number densities from Wilson et al.

(2017), (b) the mass density, (c) the ion outflow velocity, and (d) the reconnection electric field. Two

profiles are presented in each panel, one depicting a ‘heavier’ current (green) sheet with W + and H+

ions with relative abundance H+/W + ∼ 0.7 (the nominal mass density of the equatorial current sheet),

and one depicting a ‘lighter’ current sheet (pink) with H+ only (a proxy for a mass-depleted current

sheet). The vout and E profiles associated with the lighter current sheet are approximately an order of

magnitude larger than the corresponding outputs for a heavier current sheet. In panel (d) smoothed

running averages of the electric field profile are shown by solid lines.

5.3 Results and Discussion

In Figure 5.3.1, we show how the reconnection voltage associated with a PPO X-line of an-

gular extent θx ∼ 60° would evolve with time as the X-line rotates through ∼ 180° of the mag-
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netosphere, where PPO driven reconnection may be favourable (hereafter, symbolised by θm).

The voltage is evaluated using equation 5.2.2, for a predicted reconnection site at ρ = 20 RS

and 30 RS , respectively. The length of the reconnection x-line is evaluated at each time-step

using equation 5.2.1, for each value of ρ. Panels (a) and (b) use E associated with the heavier

and lighter current sheets presented in Figure 5.2.7, respectively, where E is variable with radial

distance, but constant over time in each panel. We find that the peak voltage applied to the

magnetosphere does not seem to vary much with the radial position of the reconnection site in

the magnetosphere (∼ 5−15 kV variability between 20−30 RS), due to the inverse relationship

in the radial profiles of the reconnection E-field and lx for a given θx .
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Figure 5.3.1: The time-evolution of the voltage applied to the magnetosphere as an X-line with angular

extent θx ∼ 60° rotates through a θm ∼ 180° region of the magnetosphere where reconnection is favour-

able are shown. This voltage is calculated for the limits of (a) a heavier current sheet and (b) a lighter

current as presented in Figure 5.2.7. In each panel, an orange and blue line indicates the voltage due

to an X-line forming at ρ = 20 RS and ρ = 30 RS , respectively. In both cases, we observe that as the

PPO X-line rotates into/out of the reconnection favourable region of the magnetosphere, the voltage ap-

plied to the magnetosphere slowly increases/decreases. While the full θx is ‘within’ the reconnection

favourable region, a constant voltage is applied to the magnetosphere. We find that radial position of

the X-line does significantly impact the voltage applied to the system; however the mass content of the

plasma sheet does. For the lighter current sheet approximation, the peak voltage applied to the system is

∼ 5 times higher than the heavier current sheet approximation. For long duration reconnection events,

where mass-depletion of the plasma sheet is expected, we hypothesise that the resultant voltage applied

to the system may be close to the average of the modelled profiles presented in panels (a) and (b).
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The time taken for the PPO system (rotation period of ∼ 10.6 hours) to rotate through 1° of

Saturn’s magnetosphere is ∼ 1.7 minutes. Thus, for θx = 60°, a time-variable voltage is applied

for ∼ 102 minutes at the beginning and end of the example presented in Figure 5.3.1. In total,

we see that there is a potential difference applied to Saturn’s magnetosphere for ∼ 420 minutes

(∼ 7 hours) during our modelled event, which is a significant percentage of the ∼ 10.6 hour PPO

cycle. Under the assumptions of recurrent PPO driven reconnection, this process would then

restart ∼ 3−4 hours later. The peak voltage applied to the magnetosphere changes drastically

depending on the mass-content of the current sheet, where in the heavier current sheet approx-

imation, the predicted voltage peaks at ∼ 100 kV, whereas for the lighter current sheet, V peaks

at ∼ 550 kV.

The total amount of magnetic flux involved in reconnection during our modelled event can

then be estimated by integrating the voltage presented in Figure 5.3.1 over time. Assuming (a)

the heavier current sheet, we evaluate ∼ 1.7 GWb of reconnected flux over a ∼ 7 hour event,

whereas for (b) the lighter current sheet limit, we evaluate ∼ 10 GWb of reconnected flux over

the same time interval. During the reconnection event, the former case corresponds to an av-

erage voltage of (a) ∼ 76 kV applied to the magnetosphere, while the latter case yields (b) ∼ 425

kV. Meanwhile, over 1 PPO cycle, the total voltage applied to the system is (a) ∼ 54 kV and (b)

∼ 280 kV, respectively.

Reconnection voltages of this magnitude have previously been estimated over short-term

timescales for tail reconnection events in Saturn’s magnetosphere (Arridge et al., 2016; Jackman

et al., 2011). However, we would imagine that the likelihood of∼ 180° of Saturn’s magnetosphere

being completely devoid of water-group ions over a ∼ 7 hour interval is low. Thus, the reconnec-

ted voltages and flux estimates from the event modelled in Figure 5.3.2b will be thought of as a

(potentially unrealistic) upper-limit for our discussion. However, mass depletion of the current

sheet could be expected locally at long-lived reconnection sites, as observed by Arridge et al.

(2016). For a fixed point in Saturn’s magnetosphere where reconnection is favourable, a PPO

X-line with θx = 60° indicates the possibility of continuous reconnection occurring for ∼ 102

minutes per PPO cycle.

As previously discussed in section 2.4, plasmoids are loop-like structures enclosing mag-
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netic flux and plasma which are the byproduct of magnetic reconnection, which result in mass

loss from the magnetosphere. Observational predictions of plasmoid occurrence rates vary

between ∼ 1 per hour from specific case studies (Jackman and Arridge, 2011b) to more statist-

ically averaged values of ∼ 5 per day (Garton et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2016) in Saturn’s magneto-

sphere. Modelled predictions of plasmoid occurrence rates vary between ∼ 1 every 7 minutes

(for plasmoids of volume ∼ 10 R3
S with mass density associated with 18 amu ions) (Bagenal and

Delamere, 2011), and ∼ 1 per planetary rotation from MHD simulations of Saturn’s magneto-

sphere driven by the polar-ionospheric flows which may drive PPOs (Jia and Kivelson, 2012).

Assuming plasmoid release occurs over the ∼ 7 hour reconnection event modelled in Figure

5.3.1, some proportion of the event will involve magnetic reconnection occurring in a mass-

depleted current sheet. We cannot constrain the extent of mass-depletion without more spe-

cific knowledge of each reconnection event. However, we can conclude that the total voltage

applied to the magnetosphere over 1 PPO cycle may lie in the range of the previously determ-

ined reconnection voltages of ∼ 54−280 kV, assuming a heavier/nominal and lighter/severely

mass-depleted current sheet, respectively.

In Figure 5.3.2, we present the expected reconnection voltage over 1 PPO cycle for all itera-

tions of θx,m between the exhaustive limits of 0°−360°, assuming reconnection occurring in a

heavier and lighter current sheet in panels (a) and (b) respectively. Since the voltage does not

appear to change much with radial distance, we consider a fixed radial distance of ρ ∼ 25 RS ,

although the model output may be variable by a few kV at other radial distances. We indicate

a theoretical limit on the extent of θx = 180° due to the structure of the PPO systems. At any

given time, while approximately half of phase angles of any given system might act to reduce

the thickness of the equatorial plasma sheet, the other half of the phase angles are associated

with enhancing the thickness, thus we find θx > 180° to be highly unlikely. A white line indicates

the more typical values of θx = 60° from our analysis.

From Figure 5.3.2, we find that the reconnection voltages associated with PPO driven re-

connection for more typical values of θx are limited to (a) ∼ 100 kV and (b) ∼ 450 kV over 1 PPO

cycle, assuming heavier and lighter current sheet conditions. These limits both correspond to

magnetospheric conditions where the current sheet is favourable for PPO driven reconnection
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Figure 5.3.2: The expected reconnection voltage over 1 PPO cycle for all iterations of θx,m between 0°−
360° is presented. The panels correspond to the (a) heavier current sheet approximation and (b) the

lighter current sheet approximation from Figure 5.2.7. We evaluate the reconnection voltage assuming

that the reconnection site forms at ρ ∼ 25 RS . We indicate a theoretical limit at θx = 180° due to the

structure of the PPO systems. At any given time, while approximately half of phase angles of any given

system might act to reduce the thickness of the equatorial plasma sheet, the other half of the phase angles

are associated with enhancing the thickness. A white line indicates the more typical values of θx = 60°

from our analysis.
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at all local times, i.e. θm = 360°. Unfortunately, we cannot confidently constrain a limit on θm

without further investigation, which is beyond the scope of this study.

While our discussion so far has focused on the typical reconnection voltages over ∼ 1 PPO

cycle, we previously postulated that such events might only occur once every 6 PPO cycles. The

long-term averages (year-long timescales) of the reconnection voltages are thus predicted to

be limited to ranges between ∼ 17 kV and ∼ 75 kV (from the heavier and lighter current sheet

approximations, respectively) assuming θx,m = 60°,360°. For θm = 180°, this yields long-term

averaged modelled reconnection voltages of ∼ 9 kV and ∼ 47 kV, respectively. While the voltages

may of course be higher/lower associated with instances where longer/shorter PPO X-lines, we

will use our modelled reconnection voltages and fluxes associated with the expected ‘typical’

behaviour of the system (θx,m = 60°,180°) in following discussions.

5.3.1 Mass-loss from the Magnetosphere

Having determined the relative significance of PPO-reconnection in driving Saturn’s mag-

netosphere, we now try and very approximately constrain expected mass-loss from the mag-

netosphere during these events.

Since we do not know the full spatial extent of the plasmoid structure that would form dur-

ing such an event, we determine the expected mass-loss from the magnetosphere by scaling

our modelled rate of flux by the mass-per-unit magnetic flux of ∼ 10−3 kg/Wb determined by

McAndrews et al. (2009) for Saturn’s magnetosphere. Our modelled fluxes for θx,m = 60°,180°

ranged between ∼ 1.7−10 GWb over a ∼ 7 hour reconnection event, where the lower and higher

limit corresponds to the heavier and lighter current sheet approximations, respectively. This in-

dicates a mass-loss rates in the range of ∼ 47−278 kg/s on the order of 1 PPO cycle, and ∼ 8−47

kg/s on year-long timescales (assuming an occurrence rate of once every 6 PPO cycles).

The time-averaged mass-loading from Enceladus in the inner magnetosphere is expected to

be on the order of ∼ 100 kg/s Bagenal and Delamere (2011). Thus, we find that mass-loss associ-

ated PPO driven reconnection may play a significant role in emptying Saturn’s magnetosphere

of Enceladus plasma during intervals of increased PPO driven dynamics. However, this phe-
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nomenon is not expected to occur frequently enough to be able to match the time-averaged En-

celadus mass loading rate, thus implying that at least ∼ 50% of the mass-loss is driven by other

mechanisms, e.g. the Vasyliunas Cycle and Dungey Cycle at Saturn (Bagenal and Delamere,

2011; Cowley and Provan, 2015; Thomsen et al., 2014).

Given the relatively short angular extents of θx between 40°−100° expected from our ana-

lysis, we might also expect the mass loss to occur in the form of small-scale ‘drizzle-like’ re-

connection throughout Saturn’s magnetosphere, as predicted by authors such as Bagenal and

Delamere (2011), Delamere et al. (2015) and Thomsen et al. (2014).

5.4 Comparison with Literature

In this section, we review recurrent reconnection events identified by Arridge et al. (2016)

(hereafter, A16) and Yao et al. (2018) (hereafter, Y18), to determine if they might be consistent

with PPO driven reconnection.

5.4.1 Case Study: The A16 Interval

A16 report evidence of ‘on going but time variable reconnection’ signatures over a ∼ 19 hour

interval from 08 October 2006. The authors show an encounter with the diffusion region of a

reconnection site, when Cassini traversed Saturn’s magnetotail at radial distances of ∼ 30 RS .

During this interval, the PPO systems were at relative strength of k = 0.4, and beat phase ∆Φ∼
250° (close to quadrature configuration). From our analysis in Appendix B, we constrain DS ∼
2.5 RS , and D ∼ 2−2.5 RS to be typical for this interval.

In Figure 5.4.1, we present simplified versions of the polar plots presented in Figures 5.2.4-

5.2.7, where the PPO phase angles favourable for reconnection (i.e. D∗ ≤ 0.05 RS) are identified

by yellow shaded arcs. We present these plots for four signatures identified by A16 (although

they identify many more) in panels (a)−(d). Cassini’s location in this ‘PPO-longitude system’

based on its northern phase angleΨN is also indicated. We note here that each panel is effect-

ively presented in the rest frame of the PPO systems, thus the location of the noon meridian

with respect to the spacecraft position is also indicated, such that the orientation of the space-
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craft in the magnetosphere may be more easily determined. Additionally, information about the

spacecraft position is indicated on the bottom right of each panel to help orientate the reader.

The events identified by A16 that are presented in Figure 5.4.1 are as follows: (a) observa-

tion of a secondary island, which is a plasmoid observed at an on-going reconnection site, prior

to the diffusion region encounter; (b) encounter with the diffusion region; (c) observation of a

plasmoid loop following the encounter with the diffusion region; and (d) observation of signa-

tures identifying the reconnection starting once again at a site tailward of the spacecraft ∼ 11

hours after the encounter with the diffusion region.

From Figure 5.4.1a-b, we see clearly that Cassini is co-located with PPO phase angles at

which reconnection is predicted from our model. The spacecraft positional information shows

that the spacecraft moved ∼ 0.2 RS in z, indicating that the spacecraft may have gone from

being directly above the diffusion region in panel (a), thus observing a secondary island, to

being directly within the diffusion region in panel (b).

In Figure 5.4.1c, Cassini is no longer co-located with ΨN where reconnection is expected

to occur, thus observations of a plasmoid instead of a secondary island/diffusion region at this

time are also consistent with our model predictions. Additionally, observations of a plasmoid

at ∼ 28.3 RS is indicative of a reconnection site planetward of the spacecraft, which implies that

D is favourable for reconnection at radial distances at ρ < 28 RS as well.

In Figure 5.4.1d, while Cassini is not co-located with reconnection-favourable ΨN values,

we remind the reader that the PPO phases ’lag’ beyond 12 RS in the magnetosphere at a rate of

G ∼ 3°/RS (section 2.4.2). Thus, tailward of the spacecraft position, ΨN falls off by ∼ 3°/RS . At

∼ 28 RS , where the spacecraft previously encountered the diffusion region, the expected ΨN is

thus ∼ 104°. We see in Figure 5.4.1d that reconnection should still be occurring at this phase

angle for current sheets where D < 1.5 RS (which as discussed, is entirely possible for a mass-

depleted plasma sheet). Alternatively, at radial distances of ∼ 30 RS , our model predicts that

reconnection would still be occurring even for D ∼ 2 RS , although the work of Martin (2019)

implies that the scale height of the current sheet may be much larger at this radial distance.

Additionally, in Figure 5.4.1d, we might have expected to A16 to identify observations of a
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Figure 5.4.1: We present simplified versions of the polar-plots presented in Figures 5.2.4-5.2.7, where

the PPO phase angles favourable for reconnection (i.e. D∗ ≤ 0 RS are identified by yellow shaded arcs.

Each panel is presented in the rest frame of the PPO systems, thus the location of the noon meridian

with respect to the spacecraft position is also indicated, such that the orientation of the spacecraft in the

magnetosphere may be more easily determined. We present these plots for four signatures identified

by A16 in panels (a) - (d) respectively, and indicate the location of Cassini in this ‘PPO-longitude system’

based on its northern phase angleΨN . The events presented in Figure 5.4.1 are as follows: (a) observation

of a secondary island, which is a plasmoid observed at an on-going reconnection site; (b) encounter with

the diffusion region; (c) observation of a plasmoid loop; and (d) observation of signatures identifying

the reconnection starting one again site tailward of the spacecraft. Additionally, information about the

spacecraft position is indicated on the bottom right of each panel to help orientate the reader.
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secondary island or another encounter with the diffusion region in the hours leading up to the

event presented in panel (d). The fact that A16 didn’t could imply that the spacecraft was either

too far in z from the diffusion region at this time, or that the reconnection site only formed tail-

ward of the spacecraft position (ρ ∼ 26.7 RS). Further investigation of this event following some

improvements to our model (discussed in Appendix B) may provide some answers, although

this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

We find that our model predictions of PPO driven reconnection are in excellent agreement

with the observations presented by A16. While the authors attribute this event to a solar wind

compression event, we suggest instead that these signatures were primarily indicative of PPO

driven reconnection occurring in Saturn’s magnetosphere, although we cannot rule out some

contribution from the solar wind as well. Our discussion in Appendix B shows that the mag-

netosphere may have been significantly compressed prior to the observation of this event, but

returned to a more ‘nominal’ compression state following it. This could be indicative of a large

Dungey-style tail reconnection event occurring in concert with PPO phases favourable for re-

connection. Such events have in fact been reported by Bradley et al. (2020) from the Cassini End

of Mission, where intervals of high solar wind pressure and ∼ in antiphase PPO systems yield

a strong auroral response; meanwhile, ∼ in phase PPO systems act to oppose the solar wind

compression of the magnetosphere.

To separate the relative contribution of the solar wind and PPO driving of the magneto-

sphere during the A16 event, a re-examination of the magnetic field observations preceding

and following this event may be required, in conjunction with the aforementioned updates to

our model. If our model predicts encounters with the diffusion region at times when they are

not observed in the data, then perhaps we will have evidence suggesting that PPO driven re-

connection might only be able to occur in conjunction with other drivers of reconnection in

Saturn’s magnetosphere.

On a final note regarding the A16 study, we recap that the authors observed ion outflows

with velocities on the order of ∼ 1200 km/s, which implies a much ‘lighter’ current sheet than

is expected in Saturn’s magnetosphere. If we assume that the reconnection events observed

during this interval were associated with D = 1.5−2. RS , then we find θx ∼ 100°−120°. While
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these are on the upper-limit of the ‘typical’ values of θx constrained in our study, they show

clearly that the reconnection voltages and mass-loss rates associated with these events on the

timescales of 1 PPO cycle would be towards the higher end of the ∼ 54−280 kV and ∼ 47−278

kg/s constrained from this study. Therefore, this may provide some indication of timescales on

which significant mass depletion of the equatorial current sheet may be expected.

5.4.2 Case Study: The Y18 Intervals

We now look at 3 separate events where Yao et al. (2018) observed signatures of recurrent re-

connection in Saturn’s magnetosphere. In Figure 5.4.2, we present polar plots with the same

format as Figure 5.4.1. However in this case, each row corresponds to two signatures from

the same ’event’, identified within ∼ 11 hours of each other. Each of the three events is from

between 2009−2010, which is associated with the two PPO systems being at k ∼ 1. While our

modelled constraints may be prone to some bias during this interval (see discussions in Ap-

pendix B), we find this interval to typically be well fit by DN ,S ∼ 1.5 RS and D ∼ 2.5 RS .

The dates, times and spacecraft position information corresponding to each event is indic-

ated at the bottom right of each panel in Figure 5.4.2. The beat phase during events identified

for event 1 in (a)-(b) is ∼ 154° (close to being in antiphase), for event 2 (c)-(d) is ∼ 250° (close to

being in quadrature), and for event 3 in panel (e)-(f) is ∼ 340° (close to being in phase).

Since Y18 present observations of reconnection signatures and not the diffusion region it-

self, we find the important question to ask is: could PPO driven reconnection be occurring

somewhere in the magnetosphere during these intervals? If so, PPO driven reconnection could

be associated with the observations of recurrent reconnection, seeing as reconnection signa-

tures can be observed very far away from their reconnection sites (e.g. Bradley et al., 2018; Jack-

man et al., 2016).

From Figure 5.4.2 we see clearly that Cassini does not appear to be co-located with ΨN fa-

vourable for PPO driven reconnection during any of these events, thus encounters with the

diffusion region would not be likely. We additionally highlight that it is only during event 3

(panels e-f) that the spacecraft is expected to be close to the current sheet centre from the mag-
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Figure 5.4.2: We present polar plots with the same format as Figure 5.4.1. Here, each row corresponds to

two signatures from the same ’event’, identified within ∼ 11 hours of each other by Y18. Each of the three

events occurred during 2009−2010, which is associated with the two PPO systems being at k ∼ 1. While

our modelled constraints may be prone to some bias during this interval (see discussions in Appendix

B), we find this interval to typically be well fit by DN ,S ∼ 1.5 RS and D ∼ 2.5 RS . The dates, times and

spacecraft position information corresponding to each event is indicated at the bottom right of each

panel. The beat phase during events identified for event 1 in (a)-(b) is∼ 154° (close to being in antiphase),

for event 2 (c)-(d) is ∼ 250° (close to being in quadrature), and for event 3 in panel (e)-(f) is ∼ 340° (close

to being in phase).
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netic field observations presented by Y18. From the events presented in Y18, we find that the

spacecraft is located above the magnetic equator during event 1 (Br > 0 nT), and below the

magnetic equator during event 2 (Br < 0 nT). Our model appears to predict periodic reconnec-

tion occurring somewhere in the magnetosphere in rings associated with D ≤ 2.5 RS for event

1, D ≤ 2−2.5 RS (depending on the beat-phase changing between panels c and d) for event 2,

and D ≤ 0.5 RS for event 3.

Seeing as the spacecraft is located in the dusk local time sector during event 1 in Figure 5.4.2,

we cannot easily distinguish between whether recurrent reconnection signatures observed by

the authors during these events are driven by PPO reconnection or the Vasyliunas cycle, as they

could both be expected to occur with periodicities on the order of ∼ 11 hours in this sector. It

is entirely possible of course, that some combination of the two processes is occurring here,

however further investigation (which is beyond the scope of our study) would be required .

From Figure 5.4.2c-d, we see that the spacecraft observes the reconnection signatures in the

pre-noon local time sector during event 2. Comparison with the event presented in Y18 indic-

ates that the first event was travelling away from the spacecraft, thus implies a reconnection

site planetward of ∼ 19− 19.5 RS at local times earlier than noon (most likely near the dawn

meridian). Since Vasyliunas and Dungey style process are not typically expected to operate in

these regions, we may indeed be identifying signatures of periodic reconnection occurring near

the dawn meridian due to PPO.

Evidence of reconnection occurring near the dawn meridian has recently been observed

by Staniland et al. (2021), who find single case evidence of a sustained "cushion region" in the

pre-noon sector. A cushion region refers to mass-depleted quasi-dipolar flux tubes near the

magnetopause boundary, while a disc-like structure is still observed closer to the planet, in-

dicating reconnection occurring at earlier local times. Although, it is worth noting that these

authors identify more instances of a cushion region at dusk, than dawn, but do not understand

this asymmetry well. From our discussion so far, we postulate that perhaps this asymmetry may

be consistent with expectations of both Vasyliunas and PPO driven reconnection processes oc-

curring at dusk, whereas only the latter may be expected to occur closer to the dawn meridian.
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For event 3 presented in Figure 5.4.2e-f, however, reconnection is only predicted to be fa-

vourable in particularly thin current sheets during this time. Since the spacecraft is once again

in the dusk sector, these signatures are perhaps more likely to be indicative of the Vasyliunas

cycle occurring at at a reconnection site noon-ward of the spacecraft location. Although, once

again, if the Vasyliunas cycle is occurring, then PPOs may be assisting the process given our

model predictions. However, we do not think that the recurrent signatures during this event

can be attributed solely to PPO driving.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we set out to answer three questions in order to investigate the likelihood

and significance of PPO driven reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere. First, under what con-

ditions can PPO driven recurrent reconnection occur? Second, what is the contribution of this

process towards global magnetospheric circulation? Finally, are there observations supporting

the presence of this phenomenon?

Our analysis shows that on average, a rotating X-line of azimuthal angular extent between

∼ 40−100° may be observed to drive reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere for ∼ 1 week long

intervals every ∼ 6 weeks, which on year-long timescales yields an occurrence rate of once every

∼ 6 PPO cycles. These occurrence rates are informed by assuming that PPO driven reconnection

is more likely to occur when DN ,S is larger than the median values determined from our analysis

in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. We find that the occurrence rate of PPO driven reconnection may

be higher during intervals of southern summer than northern summer, due to the southern

PPO system being relatively more dominant during the former conditions, which increases the

likelihood of magnetic reconnection occurring during all PPO beat phases.

Saturn’s equatorial current sheet has been shown to be a highly asymmetric structure, where

the dawn/midnight current sheets are typically expected to be thinner than the dusk/noon cur-

rent sheets. Thus, we postulate that PPO driven magnetic reconnection is more likely in the

dawn/midnight sectors. However, further work investigating the temporal variability in the

scale heights of these current sheets (in the absence of PPO modulation) is required to bet-
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ter constrain the local time extent of this phenomenon. We propose that future studies employ

our model from Chapter 4 (and Appendix B) at a greater resolution and over a larger selection of

local times in order to better investigate any radial or azimuthal asymmetries in the magneto-

sphere.

On year-long timescales, we evaluate reconnection voltages associated with PPO driven dy-

namics to be in the range ∼ 9− 44 kV, which is on par with the expected contributions of the

Dungey cycle. It is clear then that on these timescales, neither process can compete with the

much more dominant Vasyliunas cycle, which is expected to more constantly drive the mag-

netosphere with voltages of ∼ 100−200 kV. However, it should be noted that the time-averaged

reconnection voltages are relatively low due to the infrequent nature of this phenomenon as-

sumed in our study. On the order of 1 PPO cycle (∼ 10.6 hours), we evaluate reconnection

voltages in the range ∼ 54−280 kV associated with PPO dynamics, which is comparable to Va-

syliunas style processes and thus indicates fairly strong driving of the magnetosphere.

We estimate the mass-loss rate associated PPO driven reconnection to be between∼ 47−278

kg/s on the order of 1 PPO cycle, and ∼ 8−47 kg/s on year-long timescales. As compared to the

time-averaged mass-loading rate of ∼ 100 kg/s from Enceladus, we find that PPO driven recon-

nection may play a significant role in emptying Saturn’s magnetosphere of Enceladus plasma

during active intervals of PPO driven reconnection dynamics. However, this phenomenon is not

expected to occur frequently enough to be able to match the time-averaged Enceladus mass-

loading rate, thus implying that at least ∼ 50% of the mass-loss is driven by other mechanisms,

e.g. the Vasyliunas and Dungey Cycles (Bagenal and Delamere, 2011; Cowley and Provan, 2015;

Thomsen et al., 2014).

Additionally, given the relatively short angular extents of the expected rotating PPO X-line

from our analysis (∼ 40°−100°), in a magnetosphere where up to ∼ 360° may be favourable for

reconnection, we might also expect the mass loss to occur in the form of small-scale ‘drizzle-

like’ reconnection throughout Saturn’s magnetosphere on 10.6 hour timescales, as predicted by

authors such as Bagenal (2007), Delamere et al. (2015) and Thomsen et al. (2014).

We find strong evidence suggesting that the ‘time variable but on-going’ reconnection events
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identified by Arridge et al. (2016) may be signatures of PPO driven reconnection. While compar-

ison with the phase angles where PPO driven reconnection is expected to occur show excellent

agreement with observations, there is also evidence suggesting that a significant solar wind

driven event may have occurred at the same time. To separate the relative contribution of these

two events, a re-examination of the magnetic field observations preceding and following this

event may be required in conjunction with our model from Chapter 4.

The recurrent reconnection events identified by Yao et al. (2018) are also found to be consist-

ent with intervals where PPO driven reconnection may be expected in Saturn’s magnetosphere,

although further investigation is required to separate the relative contributions of PPO driven

reconnection from the Vasyliunas cycle for two of the observed events. At a preliminary glance,

the third event, where observations of reconnection signatures are observed in the pre-noon

sector, are more likely to be associated with solely PPO driven reconnection, although once

again, further investigation is required.

Other events where the spacecraft encounters the diffusion region and/or magnetic islands

also warrant further comparisons with our model to better constrain the relative frequency

with which this phenomenon is expected to occur. Future studies could begin by comparing

encounters with the magnetic diffusion region in the dayside magnetosphere as presented by

Guo et al. (2018a,b), to determine if these events may be PPO driven. Additionally, comparison

between catalogues of reconnection signatures and our model may provide additional insight

as to the relative occurrence of PPO driven reconnection events.
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Chapter 6

Constraining the Temporal Variability of Neutral Zonal

Winds in Saturn’s Low-Latitude Ionosphere

In our first two work chapters, we primarily investigated the dynamics of the nightside mag-

netosphere from the End of Mission interval at relatively large radial distances away from the

planet. Our work in this region focused on understanding how both external and internal

drivers such as the solar wind and Planetary Period Oscillations affect the magnetosphere on

both short and long term timescales.

In our final chapter, we focus our attention much closer to the planet, in order to investig-

ate a newly discovered temporally variable low-latitude field-aligned current system from the

Cassini Grand Finale orbits (briefly introduced in section 2.4.3). Once again, our aim remains

to study how the drivers of these perturbations evolve on short and long-term timescales, and

thus better constrain our understanding of them.

6.1 Introduction

The Cassini spacecraft completed its final set of orbits, known as the ‘Grand Finale’ (Revs

271-292), between April and September 2017. During this time, the spacecraft passed through

the previously unexplored region between Saturn and its main ring system (A-D) near orbit

periapsis. The azimuthal magnetic field Bφ observed during these periapsis passes reveals the

presence of a temporally variable field-aligned current system (Dougherty et al., 2018) along

magnetic field lines that equatorially map to the region between Saturn’s upper atmosphere

(∼ 1.03 RS , 1 RS = 60,268km) and its innermost ring (D-ring ∼ 1.11 to 1.24 RS) (henceforth
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the intra D-ring region). Each periapsis pass was ∼ 6.5 days apart, and the Bφ observations

were highly variable from orbit to orbit despite a largely repeatable spacecraft trajectory, highly

axisymmetric internally generated planetary field (Burton et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2019, 2011),

and no significant source of magnetospheric plasma in the inner magnetosphere (within the

orbit of Enceladus, < 4 RS).

As discussed in section 2.4.3, a plausible mechanism for generating these field-aligned cur-

rents was first suggested by Khurana et al. (2018), who proposed that if neutral zonal winds

were present in Saturn’s thermosphere and asymmetric about the magnetic equator, then a ve-

locity shear in the neutral zonal flows between the two magnetic hemispheres would drive iono-

spheric currents which close via the magnetosphere as field-aligned currents. By projecting an

averaged 1-bar tropospheric zonal wind profile inferred from cloud-tracking measurements at

Saturn (Read et al., 2009a) into the thermosphere, Khurana et al. (2018) estimated a Bφ ∼ 20 nT

signature on the magnetic field line connected to the inner-edge of the D-ring, which is con-

sistent with the typical peak in Bφ observations within this region.

Field-aligned currents can also be generated by dispersive Alfvén waves provided that the

wavelength of the perturbation is comparable to the local kinetic length scales in the magneto-

sphere. The ion densities in the inner magnetosphere were observed to be of the order of 102

to 103cm−3 during the Cassini Grand Finale orbits (Morooka et al., 2009), which correspond to

ion inertial lengths of 0.38 RS and 0.03 RS respectively. The central Bφ feature is observed over

a length scale of ∼ 0.6 RS which is much larger than the upper limit of the ion inertial length

estimated in the inner magnetosphere, therefore it is unlikely that the large scale Bφ signatures

observed on Revs 271-292 are generated by dispersive Alfvén waves. However, it is plausible

that the small scale fluctuations in the measurements could be generated by this mechanism

Southwood et al. (2020).

Provan et al. (2019b) find that the orbit to orbit variability in the large scale Bφ structure

is overall uncorrelated with the residual poloidal magnetic field components, and Hunt et al.

(2019) show that the Bφ observations are generally symmetric across the magnetic equator on

timescales of < 30 minutes. These results are overall inconsistent with what one might expect if

the observed Bφ feature was generated by the spacecraft encountering standing Alfvén waves in
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the inner magnetosphere, where the Alfvén travel time is on the order of a few seconds. There-

fore, the inter-hemispheric ionospheric current system proposed by Khurana et al. (2018) is the

most probable source of the large scale Bφ feature observed on the Grand Finale orbits.

A more rigorous consideration of the ionospheric currents was later presented by Vriesema

et al. (2019), who used a fully resolved ionosphere and five different modelled wind profiles to

evaluate a temporally static, but spatially variable Bφ profile. One of their five wind profiles,

loosely based on the averaged zonal flow profile evaluated by Read et al. (2009a), showed good

overall agreement with the typical Bφ profile observed during the Grand Finale orbits. If inter-

hemispheric atmospheric coupling is indeed present at Saturn, then the Bφ observations from

the Grand Finale orbits provide a unique opportunity to study the temporal evolution of netural

zonal flows in Saturn’s thermosphere on week-long timescales over a ∼ 5 month interval.

The discussions by Khurana et al. (2018) and Vriesema et al. (2019) conclude that there must

be neutral zonal flows present at thermospheric altitudes to explain the typical Bφ signature

observed during the Grand Finale orbits. This discussion is supported by Provan et al. (2019b)

who show that the sense of measured Bφ in the magnetosphere is directly proportional to the

magnitude and sense of the inter-hemispheric angular velocity neutral wind shears. The typ-

ical observation from Revs 271-292 shows a positive Bφ signature in the intra D-ring region,

however, a reversal in the sense of Bφ is also observed on three Revs, which would require a sig-

nificant change in the thermospheric neutral winds according to the derivations from Provan

et al. (2019b), or significant perturbations from unknown magnetospheric sources.

While the near-equatorial 1-bar winds at Saturn have been observed to be more or less in

steady state between the Voyager era and the Cassini Mission (García-Melendo et al., 2011; Read

et al., 2009a), Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019) and Brown et al. (2020) have recently presented in-situ

observations of atmospheric waves in Saturn’s thermosphere from measurements taken by the

Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) and the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) in-

struments on the Cassini spacecraft during the Grand Finale (see Chapter 3 for brief discussion

on instruments). Atmospheric waves are a well known driver of variability in the upper atmo-

spheres of Earth and Mars, and Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019) suggest that atmospheric waves

could assist in the vertical transport of the 1-bar wind structure to higher altitudes, where they
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could also introduce temporal variability in the zonal flows.

In this study, we create an extensive selection of hypothetical zonal wind profiles and use

them to model Bφ along the spacecraft trajectory of the Grand Finale orbits using the theoretical

approach from Provan et al. (2019b). Through comparison of the modelled Bφ profiles with

the Bφ observations, we infer constraints on the temporal variability of neutral zonal winds

in the low-latitude ionosphere at Saturn, assuming atmospheric waves to be the most likely

perturbation source.

6.1.1 The Data

The Bφ observations from Revs 271 − 292 at 1 second resolution are presented in Figure

6.1.1a, except for Rev 277 which is omitted due to a large data gap at periapsis. A running me-

dian of the observations is shown by a solid black line, which represents the ‘typical’ Bφ profile

modelled by Khurana et al. (2018) and Vriesema et al. (2019). The data are shown as a function

of the magnetically mapped ionospheric latitude θi which indicates the ionospheric latitude (in

the spacecraft’s local hemisphere) that is magnetically connected to the position of the space-

craft in the magnetosphere, and should not be confused with the latitudinal position of the

spacecraft itself. The magnetic mappings are determined using a degree-3 internal field model

for Saturn (Dougherty et al., 2018), which is sufficient in this region.

The spacecraft trajectory was inbound from the northern hemisphere, and outbound in the

southern hemisphere. For ease of discussion in future sections, we shall refer to measurements

from the northern kronographic hemisphere (shown with respect to the northern ionospheric

latitude θi > 0°) as the ‘inbound’ part of the orbit, and the measurements from southern krono-

graphic hemisphere (θi < 0°) as the ‘outbound’ part of the orbit. However, this is not strictly

true as orbit periapsis occurred at approximately −6° spacecraft latitude, which is in the south-

ern kronographic hemisphere and magnetically connected to θi between −9° and −15° for Revs

271−292 (the spread in θi values is due to slight orbit by orbit variability in the spacecraft tra-

jectory).

Shaded grey panels in Figure 6.1.1 indicate the latitudes which are magnetically connected
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Figure 6.1.1: (a) The azimuthal magnetic field Bφ from Revs 271−292, excluding Rev 277, are shown as

a function of the magnetically mapped ionospheric latitude θi of the magnetic field line traversed by

the spacecraft in the magnetosphere. Measurements taken in the northern hemisphere (z > 0 RS) are

shown relative to their northern footpoint θi > 0°, and measurements from the southern hemisphere

(z < 0 RS) are shown relative to their southern footpoints θi < 0°. The conjugate hemisphere footpoints

θc are shown on the x-axis. The innermost field line traversed by the spacecraft is indicated by dashed

grey lines at (14°,−4°). The gap between the data thus corresponds to untraversed magnetic field lines.

The median Bφ observation is shown by a solid black line. The detrended Bφ observations for each Rev

are shown in panel (b), where a fourth order polynomial has been subtracted from each Rev to isolate the

intra D-ring signature (Hunt et al., 2019; Provan et al., 2019b). Panel (c) shows the latitudinal profile of

the averaged angular velocityΩ of Saturn’s 1-bar zonal winds, relative to an assumed planetary rotation

rate of ∼10 hours 34 minutes (Read et al., 2009a). The ring-plane mapping ρeq of θi is shown on the

x-axis, and for the edges of the A-D rings, indicated by shaded grey regions in all panels.
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to the main rings in the equatorial plane and can be used as a visual guide to locate magnetic-

ally conjugate latitudes. The magnetically conjugate latitude in the opposite hemisphere to the

spacecraft θc , and the perpendicular distance between Saturn’s spin axis and the position of a

magnetic field line in the equatorial plane ρeq are also given along the x-axis. The innermost

magnetic field line traversed by the spacecraft maps to (14° ,−4°) and is indicated on Figure

6.1.1 by vertical dashed grey lines, therefore the ‘gap’ in the data between these lines repres-

ents field lines that were not traversed by the spacecraft. It should be noted that due to a slight

northward offset of Saturn’s magnetic axis by ∼ 0.05 RS from the rotational axis (Burton et al.,

2010; Dougherty et al., 2018), magnetically conjugate latitudes are asymmetric about the rota-

tion equator.

Strong spatial gradients in Bφ indicate the flow of field-aligned currents in the magneto-

sphere, which constrain the observed field-aligned current system in Figure 6.1.1a to lie inside

of 1.24 RS in the equatorial plane (D ring outer-edge), which corresponds to latitudes between

+30° and −25° in Saturn’s ionosphere. While significant gradients in Bφ are not measured out-

side this region (with the exception of the magnetic field lines which map to the B-ring during

the outbound part of each Rev) there is a ∼ 20 nT spread in the observed Bφ values in both

hemispheres associated with the A-C rings.

Provan et al. (2019b) show that this spread is in part due to the planetary period oscilla-

tions (PPO), and thus subtract a baseline azimuthal field from each Rev by fitting a fourth order

polynomial to the Bφ observations outside the D ring outer-boundary in order to focus their

analysis on the intra D-ring signature. We employ their baseline subtraction method on the

observations presented in Figure 6.1.1a, the results of which are presented in Figure 6.1.1b. It

can be seen that the subtraction acts to reduce Bφ to almost zero over the A-C rings, and causes

minor adjustments to the intra D-ring signature on the order of ∼ 5 nT which is consistent with

the PPO amplitudes of ∼ 5−8 nT estimated in this region by Provan et al. (2019a).

Figure 6.1.1c shows the averaged profile of the angular velocity of the tropospheric zonal

winds Ω relative to planetary rotation evaluated by Read et al. (2009a) at the 1-bar pressure

level from cloud-tracking measurements. The assumed planetary rotation period for the profile

shown is 10 hours 34 minutes, which is in close agreement with the most recent rotation period
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value of 10 hours 33 minutes and 38 seconds estimated by Mankovich et al. (2019) using Saturn

ring seismology.

The magnitude and sense of the inter-hemispheric angular velocity shear on magnetically

conjugate footpoints presented in Figure 6.1.1c is near-zero on magnetic field lines in the region

between the A-C rings (with the exception of the magnetic field lines mapping to the middle

of the B-ring, where a non-zero angular velocity shear is present, and will be discussed more

later), and positive on magnetic field lines in the intra D-ring region. These trends are overall

consistent with the near-zero Bφ observations on A-C ring magnetic field lines, and positive

median Bφ observations on the intra D-ring region magnetic field lines.

Vriesema et al. (2019) show that the typical Bφ observations are best modelled by a zonal

wind profile based on the Read et al. (2009a) profile, but with the ionospheric values scaled to

half those in the equatorial troposphere. Their study employs modelled Pedersen conductivities

from the ‘Saturn Thermosphere Ionosphere Model’ (STIM) (Moore et al., 2004; Moore et al.,

2010; Müller-Wodarg et al., 2019, 2012, 2006), which has previously shown good agreement

with observed Pedersen conductivities in Saturn’s ionosphere, and are discussed a little more in

section 6.2.2 as it is also used in our modelling.

In the absence of any direct observations of thermospheric neutral winds at Saturn, we use

theΩ profile presented in Figure 6.1.1c scaled by half as the baseline hypothetical wind profile

in our study. The angular velocity shears from the Read et al. (2009a) profile show an overall

positive correlation with the median Bφ observations, and a half-scaled version of the Read

et al. (2009a) profile was shown to be a good fit for certain Grand Finale orbits by Vriesema

et al. (2019). This baseline wind profile gives us a starting point from which we then create

the aforementioned range of hypothetical zonal wind profiles that are used to investigate the

variability in the Bφ observations, in an attempt to constrain the true underlying thermospheric

neutral wind profiles.
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6.2 Modelling the Temporal Variability in the Azimuthal

Magnetic Field

In section 3.2.4, we summarised the derivation from Provan et al. (2019b) showing that in

the presence of neutral atmospheric flow shear between the two ends of a given field line, the

horizontal ionospheric meridional current per radian of azimuth Im , positive northward and

equal at the two ends of the field line is given by

Im(θi ) = ΣP NΣPS(ΩS −ΩN )

ΣP N

(
|bi S |
ρ2

i SB 2
i S

)
+ΣPS

(
|bi N |
ρ2

i N B 2
i N

) , (6.2.1)

where, ΩN ,S are the neutral flow angular velocities at the two ends of the field line, ΣP N ,S are

the Pedersen conductances (or the height-integrated Pedersen conductivities) at the two ends

of the field line, ρi N ,S are the perpendicular distances of the footpoints of the field lines in the

ionosphere from the magnetic/spin axes, Bi N ,S are the ionospheric field strengths, and |bi N ,S |
are the magnitudes of the ionospheric field strength normal to the current layer. The geometric

factors Bi N ,S/|bi N ,S | account for the tilt of the magnetic field lines relative to the normal to the

layer, and arise from the requirement that the current flows entirely horizontally in the iono-

spheric layer (Cowley and Bunce, 2003).

Provan et al. (2019b) assume that the parameters defined in equation 6.2.1 are in steady state

and azimuthally symmetric in the ionosphere, but differ between the northern and southern

hemispheres. The field-aligned current flowing above the ionospheric layer is then given by the

variation of Im with latitude. From the integral form of Ampère’s law, the azimuthal magnetic

field generated by the current system above the ionosphere on each field is given by

Bφ = µ0Im(θi )

ρ
, (6.2.2)

where ρ is the perpendicular distance of the point of measurement from the magnetic/spin

axis, and µ0 is the permeability of free space.
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6.2.1 Steady-State, Axisymmetric, Modelling Parameters

The magnetic field and geometric parameters in equation 6.2.1: Bi N ,S , bi N ,S , and ρi N ,S are

evaluated using a degree-3 internal field model (Dougherty et al., 2018) at ∼ 1000km above the

surface of Saturn. They are assumed to be in steady state for the duration of the Grand Finale

orbits since any variability in Bi N ,S , which is on the order of ∼ 20,000 nT, due to the variability

in the Bφ component, which is on the order of ∼ 20 nT, is negligible.

In the absence of charged dust, Pedersen conductivities scale linearly with the ion densities,

which are equal to the electron densities in a quasi-neutral ionosphere. Radio occultations of

the mid- and low- latitude ionosphere at Saturn have shown temporally variable electron dens-

ities on week-long timescales (Hadid et al., 2018b; Kliore et al., 2009; Nagy et al., 2006), and

recent in-situ measurements from the Cassini Grand Finale in the near-equatorial upper atmo-

sphere (between −15° and 5°) have shown the Pedersen conductivities at ∼ 1000km above the

peak conducting layer of the ionosphere to be variable by up to an order of magnitude between

the ∼6.5 day periapsis passes (Shebanits et al., 2020). However, there are no observations of

the magnitudes or extent of variability in ΣP in the peak conducting layer of the low-latitude

ionosphere during Revs 271-292.

Equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 show that the magnitude of Im can be scaled by varying either

the ΣP parameter, or the angular velocity shear ∆Ω =ΩS −ΩN . However, the sense of Im , and

therefore Bφ (which is both positive and negative in observations), is dependent only on the

sense of ∆Ω. Since both parameters are able to scale the magnitude of Im , we assume ΣP to be

variable in latitude but otherwise in steady state for this study. This assumption allows us to

investigate an upper limit on the extent of variability in the angular velocity of the zonal flows,

however we acknowledge that in reality, the ionospheric currents will also be sensitive to the

variability in the Pedersen conductances.

Hunt et al. (2019) calculate the intra D-ring field-aligned currents from the Bφ measure-

ments during the Grand Finale orbits, and show that the large scale structure of the currents

appear to be in steady state (on timescales < 30 minutes) between the inbound and outbound

legs of each Rev, but are variable from orbit to orbit. They also find that the small scale structure
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in the currents does not show the same level of conjugacy between the inbound and outbound

legs of each Rev. Their findings overall support the presence of a large scale current system

which is mostly in steady state, and thus we assume that both the Pedersen conductances and

the neutral flow angular velocities are also in steady state during any given Cassini pass, but

that the latter can be variable from orbit to orbit. Due to our assumptions, we are not expecting

to model the small-scale structure observed on the Bφ profiles, as understanding those fluctu-

ations and their source is beyond the scope of this study.

6.2.2 Ionospheric Pedersen Conductances from STIM

The ‘Saturn Thermosphere Ionosphere Model’, STIM (Moore et al., 2004; Moore et al., 2010;

Müller-Wodarg et al., 2019, 2012, 2006) is a global time-dependent general circulation model

of Saturn’s coupled thermosphere and ionosphere. The ionospheric plasma densities and con-

ductivities are calculated by considering solar and particle ionisation sources and ionospheric

chemical reactions, and have shown good agreement with observations from southern hemi-

sphere summer at Saturn in the low- and mid-latitude regions (Moore et al., 2010, 2006).

As there are no observations ofΣP in the region of interest during Revs 271-292, we use mod-

elled Pedersen conductances from STIM that are evaluated under northern summer conditions

at Saturn. The trajectory of the spacecraft is variable by ∼ 5 hours in local time (LT) between

inbound (pre-noon sector) and outbound (post-noon sector), with periapsis near local noon,

and a minor drift of ∼ 0.1 hours in local time between each Rev. However, the derivation of

equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 from Provan et al. (2019b) require ΣP to be azimuthally symmetric.

Therefore, we choose the conductivities evaluated at local noon in STIM to use when evaluat-

ing our Bφ models, since orbit periapsis occurs between 13 hours (Rev 271) and 11 hours (Rev

292) in local time for the Grand Finale orbits.

We calculate the Pedersen conductance, ΣP by integrating the Pedersen conductivities over

an ionospheric layer of thickness∼ 350km centred around the peak conducting layer (∼ 1000km

above the 1-bar pressure level) at 1° latitude resolution. The modelled ΣP values are presented

in Figure 6.2.1a, where circle markers show Pedersen conductances evaluated at local noon,
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and vertical bars show the range of ΣP values evaluated at the local time position of the space-

craft between Revs 271−292 as a function of θi . The blue and orange colours indicate the ΣP

values evaluated at the northern and southern ends of each field line, respectively. The dip in

the southern ionosphere ΣP values between −15 and −35° in latitude is due to a shadow cast by

the rings on the ionosphere (Hadid et al., 2018a; Moore et al., 2004).

The local noon ΣP values are largely consistent with the ΣP modelled in the intra D-ring

region at the local time position of the spacecraft, with some minor differences in the southern

hemisphere ΣP for the inbound spacecraft trajectories which were in the pre-noon sector. The

conductances are variable by ∼ 1.5 S between Revs 271 and 292, which on the D-ring field lines

corresponds to a maximum uncertainty in the modelled values of ∼ 4 nT which is at the limit of

the Bφ resolution during the periapsis passes of the Grand Finale orbits, and thus negligible.

Shebanits et al. (2020) determined the Pedersen conductivity close to the peak conducting

layer between −15° and 10° in latitude to be 10−4 −10−5 S/m from in-situ measurements taken

during Revs 288-293 (with Rev 293 being Cassini’s final orbit), which integrated over an iono-

spheric layer of ∼ 350km corresponds to a Pedersen conductance of 3.5−35 S. These conduct-

ances are significantly larger than previous observations have suggested, and this is primarily

due to the presence of charged dust in the near-equatorial (±5°) ionosphere, with some dust

still being present at slightly higher (between 10° and −15°) latitudes. The modelled ΣP values

presented in Figure 6.2.1a are ∼ 5 S in the region between −5° and −15° in latitude, which is

consistent with the lower limit of the observed range but could be variable by up to an order

of magnitude on certain orbits if the in-falling dust from the rings is able to survive all the way

down to the peak conducting region.

Since the modelled ΣP profiles from STIM fall within the observed range of ΣP values by

Shebanits et al. (2020), we find it suitable to use the modelled ΣP profile in this work given our

assumption of steady-state Pedersen conductances. However, we keep in mind that any ∆Ω

values constrained from our study at the near-equatorial latitudes in the southern ionosphere

are subject to being scaled by up to a factor of 10 due to ionospheric variability in the Pedersen

conductances. Although, we might expect the extent of variability to be overall smaller as the

presence of charged dust is primarily constrained to ±5° in latitude, which corresponds to mag-
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netic field lines significantly below the spacecraft periapsis altitude (as shown in Figure 6.1.1).

It is more difficult to constrain the extent of the variability in ΣP for the higher latitudes in our

study, as we do not have observations of ionospheric densities or conductivities in this region at

local noon. However, Moore et al. (2010) showΣP to vary between 1 S and 10 S in the low-to-mid

latitude ionosphere from dawn and dusk radio occultations of Saturn’s ionosphere (Kliore et al.,

2009), thus we might expect the local noon ionospheric conductivities in the low-mid-latitude

regions to be temporally variable as well.

6.2.3 Creating Hypothetical Neutral Angular Velocity Wind Profiles

The baseline angular velocity Ω profile mentioned in section 6.1.1 is presented in Figure

6.2.1b as a solid black line. The 14° and −4° latitudes are treated as boundaries at which we

scale the baseline Ω profile, and we do not attempt to model in detail of how the zonal flows

may behave within these boundaries since the dynamics of this region cannot be inferred from

the Bφ observations. We explore 92 hypothetical angular velocity profiles in this study, which

are comprised of profiles that are variable from the baseline Ω profile in the southern hemi-

sphere within the yellow envelope shown in Figure 6.2.1b, and are then combined with one of

two configurations in the northern hemisphere, henceforth N 1 or N 2, shown in Figure 6.2.1

by a solid black line and dashed orange line respectively. The N 1 profile is simply the baseline

profile, and the N 2 profile is mirrored from N 1 such that the zonal flows are westward (Ω < 0

rad/s) instead of eastward (Ω> 0 rad/s).

While atmospheric waves have been identified observationally in Saturn’s thermosphere

(Brown et al., 2020; Müller-Wodarg et al., 2019), their latitudinal distribution is presently un-

known. It can be seen from Figure 6.1.1b that the temporal variability in Bφ observations is

largely confined between magnetically conjugate latitudes of 33° and −25° which are magnetic-

ally connected to the outer-edge of the D-ring in the equatorial plane. The variability being con-

fined to low latitudes could suggest the presence of an equatorially confined wave in Saturn’s

thermosphere, such as a planetary Rossby wave, which arises due to the rotation of a planet.

Planetary waves can be symmetric or antisymmetric about the rotational equator, however the

region in which they are present is expected to be confined to rotationally conjugate latitudes;
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Figure 6.2.1: (a) The Pedersen conductance ΣP evaluated from STIM as a function of θi are shown by

blue (northern footpoint) and orange (southern footpoint) markers, at 1° resolution. The circle mark-

ers show ΣP values evaluated at 12h local time. The vertical bars indicate the variability in ΣP due to

variability in spacecraft local time from orbit to orbit. (b) The baseline Ω profile that is used to create

the hypothetical wind profiles Ωm is shown by a solid black line. The profile from the untraversed field

region has been omitted. Dash-dotted blue lines enclose the latitudes in which the baseline profile is var-

ied. TheΩm profiles are created by scaling the baseline profile from θi < 0° (the southern hemisphere) at

the −4° boundary, by a scale factor s in the range −1 to 2, with a fixed point at −25°, −20°, −15°, and −10°

respectively. The yellow envelope shows the extent of the scaling, and the dashed black and purple lines

show the resultant scaled profile for each fixed point. The southern profiles are combined with one of

two northern profiles, labelled as N1 (black) and N2 (orange). (c) The observed Bφ (solid lines) are shown

with four modelled Bφ outputs (dashed lines), which are evaluated using the N1 (blue) and N2 (orange)

profiles, each combined with southern s =−1 and s = 2 profiles, with a fixed point at −25°. The range of

Ωm profiles considered clearly capture the extent of temporal variability in the Bφ observations.
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therefore, we constrain the region of variability in our study to be between ±25° (indicated by

dot-dashed blue lines in Figure 6.2.1b).

Because of the offset of the magnetic equator and the assumption of rotationally-conjugate

boundaries for wave activity, any putative region of wave activity will have more of its area oc-

cupied by the southern footpoints of magnetic flux tubes. Thus, we vary the baseline Ω profile

more significantly in the southern hemisphere than the northern hemisphere to create ourΩm

profiles, to ensure that the different Ωm profiles do not simply scale the magnitude of Im , but

also also allow for variable gradients in Im evaluated along the spacecraft trajectory.

We introduce variability in the southern hemisphere by scaling the baseline Ω at the −4°

boundary by a scale factor s, between s = −1 and s = 2 at 0.2 intervals, while creating a fixed

point at −25°, −20°, −15°, and −10° respectively. We then use gaussians with peaks at the scaled

values and tails at the fixed points to replace the baseline profile in the nominal region, and

thus create our hypothetical profiles. For the fixed points between −10° and −20°, the s > 1

scale factors would not be significantly different to the profiles evaluated with the fixed point

at −25°, therefore those profiles are omitted. The extent of the scaling is shown by the yellow

envelope in Figure 6.2.1b, and the Ωm corresponding to s = −1 and s = 2 for the fixed point at

−25° are shown by dashed black lines. TheΩm corresponding to s =−1 for the remaining fixed

points are shown by dashed purple lines, which introduce turning points in the wind profile at

these fixed points, allowing for a more variable selection of hypothetical wind profiles.

Using equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, a modelled Bφ field is evaluated for each of the hypothetical

Ωm profiles. To demonstrate that the Ωm profiles sufficiently capture the extent of variability

observed in Bφ during the Grand Finale orbits, in Figure 6.2.1c we present the modelled Bφ

output for the s = −1 and s = 2 hypothetical Ωm profiles with fixed points at −25° combined

with the N1 (blue dashed lines) and N2 (orange dashes lines) profiles respectively. The darker

shaded region enclosed between N 1(s = 2) and N 2(s =−1) lines shows that the more symmetric

models, or models with a very slight asymmetry across the equatorial boundary, show better

overall agreement with the data. The highly asymmetric profiles such as N 1(s =−1) and N 2(s =
2) appear to largely over-estimate the zonal flows near the inner equatorial boundary. The near-

zero Bφ output associated with the A- and C-rings, where a non-zero velocity component exists
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in Ω but the evaluated shears are near-zero, highlights the key dependence of the model on

angular velocity shears.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Example Cases: Revs 271, 278, 289 and 292

The full selection of modelled Bφ profiles were compared to the observed Bφ for each Rev by

a simple root-mean-square-error (RMSE) analysis in the intra D-ring region. For all 21 Grand Fi-

nale orbits considered, the best 10% of the models show good agreement with the observed Bφ,

provided that their RMSE was less than ∼ 8 nT, which is on the order of deviations from mean-

field behaviour seen in the measurements. The best-fit model outputs and their associatedΩm

profiles are presented in Figure 6.3.1 for four representative cases with differing Bφ profiles:

Revs 271, 278, 289 and 292, where the lowest RMSE best-fit models B
∗
φ , and their associatedΩ∗

m

profiles are shown using red lines. The model output for the s = 1 case, B
s1
φ corresponding to

the baselineΩ profile are also presented for comparison.

Rev 271 represents the typical Bφ observed on 15 of the Grand Finale orbits, where the in-

bound and outbound observations are largely symmetric on magnetically conjugate latitudes,

and a strong positive gradient in Bφ is seen on the inbound leg of the intra D-ring region. This

behaviour is well modelled by the B
s1
φ model, with some disparity in the magnitude of Bφ for

|θi | < 20°. The best-fit model B
∗
φ , shows much better agreement with the gradients and mag-

nitude of the observed Bφ profile due to a small increase in the angular velocity of the southern

hemisphere winds (by s = 1.4) from the baselineΩ profile.

It is, however, impossible for us to separate the effects of variable angular velocity shears

from variable Pedersen conductances for cases such as Rev 271 using our simple approach. We

know from equation 6.2.1 that a simple global scaling of theΣP profile would also be able to im-

prove agreement between B
s1
φ and the observed Bφ. As both sources of variability are plausible,

the Ω∗
m values shown in Figure 6.3.1 are subject to being scaled relative to variability in the ΣP

values (up to a factor of 10 for |θi | < 15°), with no overall difference in the modelled Bφ. For
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Figure 6.3.1: Four representative cases, Revs 271, 278, 289 and 292 are presented for comparison between

data and model output. For each Rev, panel a) shows the Bφ observations as a solid grey line, the model

output using the baseline Ω profile in Figure 6.2.1b B
s1
φ as a dashed black line, and the best-fit model

output B
∗
φ (lowest RMSE) as a dashed red line. A red envelope around B

∗
φ shows the extent of other

modelled profiles that show good agreement with the data (top 10% of models, provided that the RMSE

is < 8 nT). Panel b) shows the baselineΩ profile as a solid black line N 1(s = 1), and the hypothetical wind

profile Ω∗
m associated with B

∗
φ as a solid red line. Dotted lines in the bottom panel show the other Ωm

profiles that fit the observations well, where light blue dotted lines show the models that are combined

with the N1 profile, and the light orange dotted lines show models that are combined with the N2 profile.

For Rev 292, where there is no solid red line in the northern hemisphere, the best fit model was combined

with the N1 profile. The scale factor s associated withΩ∗
m is given in panel a) for each Rev.
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orbits such as Rev 292, however, where the Bφ observations are negative on field lines mapping

to the near-equatorial latitudes, we can be certain that the observed variability is at least in part

dependent on a reversal in sense of the angular velocity shears, and then the magnitude of the

negative angular velocity shear would scale relative to the ΣP values.

The Rev 271 observations are also well described by Ωm profiles with an N2 profile in the

northern hemisphere and a smaller s profile with a fixed point at −15° in the southern hemi-

sphere. We cannot comment on the likelihood of equatorially asymmetric zonal flows in Sat-

urn’s thermosphere, as it would require a significant deviation from the zonal flows observed at

the 1-bar pressure level presented in Figure 6.1.1c. However, this result indicates a need for cau-

tion when inferring thermospheric behaviour from magnetic field measurements in the context

of absolute zonal flow values, as the magnetic field observations are only directly indicative of

the angular velocity shears.

The other three Revs in Figure 6.3.1 all show similar results, where the best-fit models cor-

respond to Ωm profiles with both N1 and N2 profiles in the northern hemisphere. The small

scale structure of the observed Bφ profiles is largely captured in the red envelope which indic-

ates the region in which the models are able to acceptably emulate the observed behaviour,

however it should be noted that the small scale structure in Bφ could be unrelated to the inter-

hemispheric current system modelled in this study. While we do not think that the central Bφ

feature observed on Revs 271-292 is due to dispersive Alfvén waves, it is entirely plausible that

the small scale structure observed during Rev could be generated by this mechanism. For Revs

271, 289 and 292, the best-fit B
∗
φ shows excellent agreement with the large scale structure of the

observed Bφ. For Rev 278, however, the best-fit model appears to only capture the mean-field

behaviour of the observations.

The deviation from the mean field behaviour for Rev 278 is observed to be on the order of

∼ 5− 10 nT, which is on the order of the small-scale fluctuations observed in Bφ during the

outbound leg of Rev 271 and inbound leg of Rev 292. Fluctuations of smaller magnitude are

also seen on Rev 289, 292, and most of the other Grand Finale orbits (shown in Figure 6.1.1).

The multiple reversals of Bφ gradients observed during Rev 278 could be an indication of highly

complex zonal flow structures that are not captured by our hypothetical Ωm profiles. Altern-
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atively, they could be related to other sources of spatial or temporal variability, such as local

time variability in spacecraft position; in-falling charged ring material from the planetary rings

in the near-equatorial latitudes (Hsu et al., 2018; Shebanits et al., 2020); or dispersive Alfvén

waves in the magnetosphere (Southwood et al., 2020). The solar wind may also have some in-

fluence over the low-latitude ionospheric currents if equatorward transport of heat from the

auroral latitudes can be assisted by mechanisms such as gravity waves breaking in the thermo-

sphere (modelled by Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019) at Saturn), or the time-dependent response of

the giant planet atmosphere to solar-wind shocks (modelled by Yates et al. (2014) at Jupiter).

As briefly discussed in section 6.1.1, we also observe non-zero gradients in Bφ on magnetic

field lines that are connected to the B-ring during the outbound leg of most of the Grand Finale

orbits. A non-zero Bφ signature is also seen at the latitudes corresponding to these magnetic

field lines (47°, −41°) in the modelled Bφ profiles presented in Figure 6.3.1 due to the negative

angular velocity shear in the baseline Ω profile employed. However, the modelled signature is

observed for both the inbound and outbound legs of the orbit due to the axisymmetric assump-

tions made in our model, and the gradients in the modelled Bφ for θi < 0° are in the opposite

sense to the gradients observed in the data.

The asymmetry between the inbound and outbound leg of the observation could perhaps

be understood by asymmetries in theΣP values modelled at the local time position of the space-

craft, shown in Figure 6.2.1a. For the inbound leg, the Pedersen conductances used in our

model are larger than the modelled ΣP at the local time position of the spacecraft for the A-

and B-ring latitudes, however for the outbound leg, the ΣP used in our model lie in the middle

of the range ofΣP values evaluated at the spacecraft local time. If we assume a non-zero steady-

state angular velocity shear for these latitudes, then the modelled Bφ is likely over-estimated for

the inbound part of the orbit due to overestimating the ΣP in the southern ionosphere.

The difference in the sense of the observed and modelled gradients cannot be understood

from our analysis, however, since a neutral thermospheric zonal wind profile presented by

Brown et al. (2020) for the mid- to high-latitudes inferred from stellar occultations show the

zonal flows to be ∼−200 m/s and −300 m/s relative to planetary rotation, and at the B-ring lat-

itudes, 47° and −41° respectively. These zonal flows correspond to an angular velocity shear of
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∼ 1.9 rad/s, which is equal in magnitude and sense to the ∆Ω value evaluated at these latitudes

from our baselineΩ profile.

The gradients in the observed Bφ on the B-ring field lines are largely repeatable from or-

bit to orbit, therefore we think it is unlikely that they are driven by inter-hemispheric shears in

angular velocities of neutral zonal flows. Instead, the currents associated with these gradients

would likely have to close in the magnetosphere nearer the equatorial plane, presumably in the

ring material. Sulaiman et al. (2019) present evidence of whistler mode waves being launched

in the magnetosphere due to electrons travelling away from the ring plane in both hemispheres

along magnetic field lines mapping to the B-ring, where the opposite flow of currents in both

hemispheres may be indicative of ring-planet coupling in the Saturnian magnetosphere. Their

reported direction of electron flow is also consistent with positive deflection in the Bφ observa-

tions in the southern hemisphere, which corresponds to the flow of field-aligned currents into

the ring plane. Further work is needed to determine to precise mechanism associated with the

B-ring signature, however that is beyond the scope of this study.

TheΩm profiles have been successful in describing the mean field behaviour for all 21 Grand

Finale orbits in the intra D-ring region using profiles scaled between s =−1 and s = 1.6 for the

models which satisfy the broader criteria for a good fit, and between s = −0.2 and s = 1.4 if

only considering the lowest RMSE best-fit models from each Rev. This constrains the temporal

variability in ∆Ω to ∼ 5.5× 10−6 rad/s at the −4° boundary, which is where the neutral flows

generally peak in our sampled interval. The temporal variability in angular velocity flows is

equivalent to∆uφ ∼ 350 m/s for the 5 month interval of the Grand Finale orbits, where uφ =Ωρ
and ρ is taken to be ∼ 1 RS .

6.3.2 Timeseries of Angular Velocity Shears in Neutral Zonal Winds

We re-arrange equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 to empirically determine the angular velocity shears

∆Ω(S −N ) along the spacecraft trajectory for each Rev. We use the detrended Bφ presented in

Figure 6.1.1b at 1 minute resolution and assume the same steady-state, axisymmetric Pedersen

conductivites used in our modelling to solve equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for ∆Ω(S −N ).
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Figure 6.3.2: A timeseries of the neutral angular velocity shears ∆Ω(S − N ) is presented as a function

of Cassini Rev. Panels a)−e) show information at five magnetically conjugate latitudes with the south-

ern latitudes at a) −23° b) −17° c) −13° d) −10° and e) −5°. The information presented in each panel

is as follows: the angular velocity shears determined directly from the Bφ observations, ∆Ω′ are shown

by light green and dark green lines for the inbound and outbound legs of each Rev respectively; black

circle markers joined by a dashed black line show the ∆Ω∗
m values corresponding to the lowest RMSE

Ω∗
m models; the triangle markers show the localΩ∗

m values at the northern (blue) and southern (orange)

latitudes from the lowest RMSE models; and the vertical bars on the triangle markers show the range

of Ωm values from the wider range of models that fit the data well. The shaded purple region shows the

range between the minimum and maximum angular velocity shear values∆Ω(∆t ), calculated from an 18

Saturn day run of the STIM GCM, where the lower boundary of STIM has been forced by a Kelvin wave by

Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019). The ΩN ,S(∆t ) ranges at the associated northern and southern ionospheric

latitudes are shown outside each panel in blue and orange respectively.
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In Figure 6.3.2 we present a timeseries of these empirically constrained angular velocity

shears, henceforth ∆Ω′, as a function of Cassini Rev number using light green and dark green

lines for the inbound and outbound parts of each Rev. The ∆Ω′ values are presented for five

magnetically conjugate latitudes in our inferred region of wave activity, with the southern latit-

udes at −23°, −17°, −13°, −10°, and −5° in Figures 6.3.2a−6.3.2e respectively. We also show the

angular velocity shears from the lowest RMSE Ω∗
m profiles for each Rev as black circle markers

connected by a dashed black line for comparison. The corresponding local Ω∗
m values at the

northern and southern end of the field line are shown using blue and orange triangle markers,

with corresponding vertical bars showing the range ofΩm values from the wider range of mod-

els that also fit the observed Bφ well. We again note that the range of velocities suggested are

subject to being scaled relative to ΣP .

Additionally, we present new modelling results from STIM, where Müller-Wodarg et al. (2019)

have forced the simulation at its lower boundary with an atmospheric Kelvin wave inferred from

the model of Medvedev et al. (2013) with a period of 6 Saturn rotations. The inclusion of this

wave leads to temporal variability in the modelled zonal flows, which is consistent with our hy-

pothesis. We calculate the range between the minimum and maximum angular velocity shear

values∆Ω(∆t ) observed in an interval of 18 Saturn days at 1 day resolution for each of the mag-

netically conjugate latitude pairs presented in Figure 6.3.2a−6.3.2e, and present this range as a

shaded purple region in each panel. The corresponding ΩN ,S ranges at the local northern and

southern latitudes are shown in blue and orange respectively, outside each panel.

The ∆Ω′ profiles presented in Figure 6.3.2 show excellent conjugacy between the inbound

and outbound profiles for all Revs in Figure 6.3.2d−6.3.2e, where the spacecraft traverses the

same magnetic flux tube ∼ 8−10 minutes apart. This indicates that the ionospheric currents

must be in steady-state on timescales of ∼ 10 minutes and azimuthally symmetric between

11−13 hours in local time between −5° and −10° in latitude in the southern hemisphere, and

between 15° and 19° in latitude in the northern hemisphere. However, the inbound and out-

bound∆Ω′ profiles presented in Figure 6.3.2a−6.3.2c are largely non-conjugate, which is mainly

due to the polynomial subtraction process outlined in section 6.1.1, where the detrended Bφ

profiles presented in Figure 6.2.1c show some asymmetries between the inbound and outbound
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passes for each Rev. If such asymmetries are physical, the non-conjugacy could indicate that

the Pedersen conductances or angular velocity shears must either be spatially variable across

∼ 2 hours of local time at the latitudes shown, or temporally variable on timescales longer than

10 minutes, which is consistent with results of Hunt et al. (2019) who show that the ionospheric

currents must be variable on the order of & 30 minutes.

We investigated the possibility of this non-conjugacy being a spatial effect due to the local

time asymmetries in the modelled ΣPS values between the pre-noon (inbound) and post-noon

(outbound) sectors shown in Figure 6.2.1a. The ∆Ω′ profiles evaluated using the azimuthally

variable Pedersen condutances along the spacecraft trajectory showed little difference from the

∆Ω′ profiles presented in Figure 6.3.2 for observations from the intra D-ring region. While this

implies that the non-conjugacy is more likely due to temporal variability in Im , it does not ne-

cessarily rule out spatial variability as a source for the non-conjugacy, since the ΣP values used

in our investigation are modelled values, and we assume azimuthally symmetric zonal flows,

which may be an oversimplification.

The modelled ∆Ω∗
m profiles show very good agreement with the ∆Ω′ profiles presented in

Figure 6.3.2 corresponding to the −5°, −10° latitude panels where the ∆Ω′ profiles show ex-

cellent conjugacy, while in the remaining three panels, the ∆Ω∗
m profiles seem to be consistent

with the average behaviour of the inbound and outbound∆Ω′ profiles. Given that our modelled

Bφ profiles, which are perfectly conjugate between the two hemispheres due to the steady-state

and axisymmetric assumptions made when modelling Im , are optimised using RMSE, the mod-

els which return the lowest RMSE are generally consistent with the statistical mean of the beha-

viour between the two hemispheres. If we had fit to the inbound and outbound data separately,

we may have been able to improve the agreement between the∆Ω′ and∆Ω∗
m profiles presented

for the higher latitudes. However, in the absence of observational constraints on ΣP we find it

suitable to limit our investigation to orbit by orbit variability in angular velocity shears.

The overall agreement between our modelled results and the observations indicates that

the range of Ω∗
m models presented in Figure 6.3.2 in both the northern and southern hemi-

sphere could potentially be used to impose constraints on the magnitude and sense of neutral

zonal flows in future ionospheric modelling. The ΩN ,S ranges from STIM presented outside
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each panel in Figure 6.3.2 additionally support some of the assumptions made when modelling

the Ωm profiles in this study. The range of northern hemisphere Ω values are generally much

smaller than the range of southern hemisphere values, which is consistent with our treatment

of varying the baselineΩ profile more significantly in the southern hemisphere than the north-

ern for a given latitude. The STIM ranges also show that it is possible to haveΩ profiles that are

asymmetric about the magnetic equator since the range of northernΩ values indicates mostly

westward flows for all panels in Figure 6.3.2, but the range of southernΩ values corresponds to

both eastward and westward flows.

The range of∆Ω(∆t ) values observed in the STIM output show that the simulation is able to

evaluate both positive and negative angular velocity shears during an interval of 18 Saturn ro-

tations (timescales of ∼ 1 Cassini Rev) for the latitude pair corresponding to −5° in the southern

hemisphere, however for all other latitude pairs, the evaluated shears are either entirely posit-

ive (Figures 6.3.2b−6.3.2d), or entirely negative (Figure 6.3.2a). The entirely positive/negative

angular velocity shears are inconsistent with ∆Ω′ profiles presented in Figure 6.3.2, and the ex-

tent of variability in the ∆Ω(∆t ) values is much smaller than the extent of variability seen in

the ∆Ω′ and ∆Ω∗
m profiles. However, the simulations presented here illustrate the principle of

atmospheric waves causing ionospheric perturbations which can be observed in the magneto-

sphere, which are overall consistent with the observations from the Cassini Grand Finale.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigate variable ionospheric zonal neutral winds as a source of tem-

porally variable low latitude field-aligned currents observed during the Cassini Grand Finale

orbits. From our analysis, we find that atmospheric waves are likely the most plausible source

of variability in the large scale structure of the observed azimuthal field, although Alfvenic per-

turbations may be responsible for the small-scale variability observed in the data.

Through consideration of magnetic field geometry at Saturn, we constrain the region of at-

mospheric variability to be between ±25° and create an extensive selection of hypothetical an-

gular velocity Ωm profiles that are used to model Bφ in a thin-sheet approximation of Saturn’s
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ionosphere as derived by Provan et al. (2019b). The modelled Bφ are compared to 21 Revs from

the Cassini Grand Finale orbits, and a diverse range of hypothetical Ωm profiles are found to

show comparably good agreement with the observed Bφ for each Rev.

We infer the angular velocity shears along the spacecraft trajectory directly from the Grand

Finale Bφ observations using the Provan et al. (2019b) approach, and use them to present the

first empirically constrained timeseries of angular velocity shears in neutral ionospheric winds

at Saturn. These results are well matched by the best-fit modelled angular velocity shears in our

study, particularly at near-equatorial latitudes. The overall agreement between our modelled

results and the observations indicates that the range of angular velocities corresponding to the

best-fit models could be used to impose constraints on the expected angular velocity of neutral

zonal flows in future ionospheric modelling works.

Our analysis shows that the ionospheric currents must be in steady-state on timescales of

∼ 10 minutes and azimuthally symmetric between 11−13 hours in local time between −5° and

−10° in latitude in the southern hemisphere, and between 15° and 19° in latitude in the north-

ern hemisphere. We constrain the temporal variability of the peak zonal flows in the southern

hemisphere to ∼ 350 m/s over an interval of ∼ 5 months, which is subject to being scaled by

variability in Pedersen conductances, which could be variable by up to a factor of ∼ 10 at near

equatorial latitudes (Shebanits et al., 2020).

Our study has illustrated the use of magnetospheric datasets to potentially constrain atmo-

spheric variability in the ionospheric layer. However, our approach is kinematic in the sense

that detailed physical processes responsible for the wind variability were not explicitly mod-

elled. Using our results to infer constraints on global Giant Planet thermospheric models such

as STIM would be the natural next step towards a dynamical understanding of Saturn’s low lat-

itude thermosphere and ionosphere.

Although not explored in our work, we find it pertinent to mention that some of the vari-

ability in the azimuthal flows may in-fact also be associated with the presence of field-aligned

currents. As discussed in section 1.3.1, field-aligned currents can facilitate the transfer of en-

ergy and momentum between two mediums, which can result in strong azimuthal flows in the
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ionosphere at auroral latitudes. Since we only pass through the current system once every ∼ 6

days, understanding the dynamics of such a process are beyond the scope of our study. How-

ever, models such as STIM may be the key to determining if some of the observed variability in

the field-aligned currents is facilitated by the currents themselves.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have used magnetic field measurements acquired by the Cassini magneto-

meter in order to investigate the characteristics of various drivers of temporal variability in Sat-

urn’s highly dynamic magnetosphere. The perturbation sources primarily investigated in this

thesis are: planetary period oscillations, the solar wind, and strong low-latitude zonal atmo-

spheric flows. In this section, we will summarise our main results and conclusions regarding

these drivers from Chapters 4-6, and address the open questions that remain from each study.

7.1 Summary of Key Results

In Chapter 4, we investigate the highly dynamic radial magnetic field observed in Saturn’s

nightside equatorial magnetosphere on week-long timescales during the Cassini End of Mis-

sion. We show that the dynamic observations can typically be well understood by the temporal

variability in the PPO beat phase, where the northern PPO system dominates the southern sys-

tem by factor k ∼ 1.3; and the temporal variability in the extent of solar wind forcing of the

magnetic equator (characterised by the ‘hinging distance’, rH ).

The variability in the PPO beat phase is well understood from the PPO phase angles de-

termined by Provan et al. (2018), however the variability in the hinging distance on week-long

timescales during this interval is empirically constrained to rH between 15 and 80 RS from our

study. In addition to the hinging distance, we also find the strength of the PPO systems, and

the current-sheet half thickness in the absence of PPO modulation (characterised by D), to be

variable on week-long timescales during the End of Mission interval; although the character-
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istics associated with the PPO systems, the solar wind, and the magnetosphere all appear to be

relatively in steady state on ∼ 20 hour timescales.

In our study, instances where relatively lower values of rH (between 15−25 RS) fit the data

well, which would indicate more significant solar wind forcing, were found to be associated

with solar wind compression events identified by Bradley et al. (2020). Thus, under more ‘typ-

ical’ magnetospheric conditions, our results independently agree well with the results of Martin

(2019) who constrain rH to be typically variable between 52±30 RS over the entire Cassini tour.

We find D ∼ 1−1.5 RS to be representative under more ‘typical’ compression states of the

magnetosphere (e.g. the ground state defined by Staniland et al., 2018), while D ∼ 0.5− 1 RS

better represents more expanded magnetospheric conditions (thinner current sheets were ob-

served to fit the data well for larger values of rH ). Martin and Arridge (2017) have previously

determined a statistically averaged current sheet scale height of ∼ 1−2 RS at similar radial dis-

tances, and Staniland et al. (2020) have evaluated a median half-thickness of ∼ 0.7 RS . While

these studies make use of data from larger sections of the Cassini tour, neither study accounts

for PPO related thickness modulation effects, or magnetospheric compression states in their

statistical surveys. Thus, we offer our constrained ranges as more ‘representative’ values of D

for future studies aimed at modelling Saturn’s magnetosphere.

The amplitudes of PPO modulation are constrained to DN ∼ 0.5+0.6
−0.2 RS , and zN ∼ 0.5±0.2 RS ,

where the amplitudes oscillate about the medians with periods of ∼ 6−8 weeks. We also ob-

serve DN and zN to be anti-correlated. The anti-correlation of the parameters is also seen in

other intervals from the Cassini mission that are investigated in Appendix B, although due to

the longer spacecraft orbits prior to the End of Mission, the 6−8 week period in the oscillatory

behaviour is not observed as clearly. While Provan et al. (2018) observe oscillations in the PPO

phases and periods during the End of Mission, similar behaviour has not previously been ob-

served during other Cassini intervals. Further investigation into this behaviour may offer some

insights into the origin of these perturbation fields, which remain an unsolved mystery to date.

Our analysis from Chapter 4 and Appendix B additionally shows some seasonal variability

in the strength of the PPO systems. During southern solstice, where the southern PPO sys-
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tem dominated the northern PPO system by factor k ∼ 0.4, we constrain best-fit median of

DN ,S ∼ 0.28,0.7, whereas during northern solstice, where the northern PPO system dominated

the southern system by factor k ∼ 1.3, we find typical best-fit median of DN ,S ∼ 0.5,0.38. Hunt

et al. (2018) similarly observed a reduction in the amplitude of the dominant PPO perturba-

tion field between southern and northern solstice at Saturn, although these authors could not

determine if this effect was temporal or spatial. Our results indicate that this reduction in amp-

litude is more likely to be a temporal effect, seeing as we analyse measurements from the night-

side magnetosphere during each season.

From model-data comparison in Chapter 4, we find that short-timescale (< 10−30 minute)

fluctuations in the magnetic field data are typically well understood by intervals where the

spacecraft is close to the centre of the equatorial current sheet for an extended duration. How-

ever, in certain cases, these short-timescale fluctuations may also be indicative of a disturbed

radial field due to periodic magnetic reconnection occurring in Saturn’s magnetosphere at fa-

vourable PPO phases. Signatures of magnetic reconnection have been shown to be modulated

by the thinning phases of the dominant PPO system by Bradley et al. (2018) and Jackman et al.

(2016). However, the plausibility of such a process occurring without any additional influences

had not previously been explored in literature. The likelihood, relative occurrence and signific-

ance of such a process occurring in the magnetosphere is thus explored in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 5, we find that PPO driven reconnection is likely to occur in Saturn’s magneto-

sphere under relatively "typical" magnetospheric conditions only when the DN ,S are closer to

the upper-limit of the empirically constrained ranges evaluated in Chapter 4 and Appendix B.

Thus, we determine that PPO driven reconnection may periodically occur over 1−2 week inter-

vals every ∼ 6−8 weeks, which averages out to an occurrence rate of approximately once every

∼ 6 PPO cycles on long-term timescales.

We show that an X-line associated with PPO driven reconnection may have an azimuthal

extent of ∼ 40−100°, associated with the thinning phase angles of the dominant PPO system.

Seeing as the PPO systems rotate through the magnetosphere at near ∼ 10.6 hour periods, the

resulting X-line would thus co-rotate with these systems. If the entire magnetosphere had con-

ditions favourable for reconnection (i.e. sufficiently small D for a relatively large DN ,S), then
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a constant reconnection voltage would be applied to the magnetosphere over the entire PPO

cycle, and reconnection would be ongoing.

However, if only half the magnetosphere has conditions favourable for reconnection, then

for a PPO X-line with azimuthal extent ∼ 60°, we evaluate ongoing reconnection for ∼ 7 hours

every PPO cycle, with time-varying voltages applied to the system. During these relatively short-

term timescales of active PPO reconnection, we estimate reconnection voltages of ∼ 54−280,

and mass-loss rates of ∼ 47−278 kg/s in the magnetosphere. These values are on par with re-

connection voltages associated with the Vasyliunas cycle, which is thought to be the dominant

process of global circulation and mass loss in Saturn’s magnetosphere (see section 2.4).

However, since we determine this phenomenon to be relatively infrequent, on year-long

timescales the reconnection voltages and mass loss rates reduce to ∼ 9−44 kV and ∼ 8−47 kg/s,

respectively. The reconnection voltages on these timescales are more on par with the voltages

associated with the much weaker Dungey cycle at Saturn. Although, compared to the time-

averaged plasma mass loading rate of ∼ 100 kg/s from Enceladus (Bagenal and Delamere, 2011),

we find that up to ∼ 50% of the mass-loss from the magnetosphere on year-long timescales may

still be due to PPO driven reconnection. Thus, we find that the Vasyliunas cycle is still likely

the most dominant driver of circulation in Saturn’s magnetosphere on long-term timescales,

however PPO driven reconnection may still be a significant mass-loss process.

In Chapter 6, we investigate the characteristics of a novel perturbation source, the tempor-

ally variable thermospheric zonal neutral winds which drive the temporally variable low lat-

itude field-aligned currents at Saturn observed during the Cassini Grand Finale. Our analysis

shows that the ionospheric currents must be in steady-state on timescales of ∼ 10 minutes, and

azimuthally symmetric between 11−13 hours in local time between −5° and −10° in latitude in

the southern hemisphere, and between 15° and 19° in latitude in the northern hemisphere.

We empirically constrain the region of atmospheric variability to ±25° in latitude, where

due to the northward offset of Saturn’s magnetosphere, we find that any putative region of wave

activity (which would most likely be rotationally symmetric) will have more of its area occupied

by southern footpoints of magnetic field lines. Additionally, we determine that the southern
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hemisphere atmosphere may be more dynamic due to the preferential inflow of charged dust

from the rings in this region, which may affect ionospheric conductivities and resulting per-

turbations in zonal flows. We thus constrain the temporal variability of the peak zonal flows in

the southern hemisphere to ∼ 350 m/s over an interval of ∼ 5 months, which is subject to being

scaled by factor of ∼ 10 at near equatorial latitudes due to a factor 10 variability associated with

the Pedersen conductances (Shebanits et al., 2020).

7.2 Directions For Future Work

By determining empirical constraints for the C17 modelling parameters in Chapter 4 and

Appendix B, we offer scope for the empirically constrained version of this model to be used in

future studies to investigate the behaviour of the PPO systems for intervals where the magnetic

field observations alone cannot determine parameters such as k or the PPO phase angles in the

magnetosphere. There is also scope for expanding our analysis from Chapter 4 to observations

taken at larger radial distances and the dayside magnetosphere to better explore the extent of

spatial variability in D , DN ,S and zN ,S . Better constraining these parameters will also allow us

to better constrain the occurrence rates, reconnection voltages and mass-loss rates associated

with PPO driven reconnection in Saturn’s magnetosphere as shown in Chapter 5.

Data intervals that were not analysed in this study due to spatial cut-offs, but are appropri-

ate for future investigations have been identified in Appendix B. For future studies, we suggest

that a greater resolution of rH and D is considered at other k values in order to ensure that

observations where the magnetosphere appears to be more compressed are better fit by the

model, and D may overall be better constrained if possible.

The seasonal variability in the amplitude of the dominant PPO system also warrants further

study. If PPO generation is indeed linked to polar ionospheric flows (see section 2.4.2), then

this asymmetry between the amplitude of the dominant PPO system might be understood by

north-south asymmetries in ionospheric conductivities in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Due to the

northward offset of Saturn’s dipole axis, the conductivities at the northern polar latitudes are

expected to be weaker than the conductivities at the southern polar latitudes at all seasons (see
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equations 1.3.5 and 1.3.6). Thus, the weaker PPO amplitudes during northern solstice may be a

result of a weaker B field in the northern hemisphere than the southern hemisphere. This idea

could be further investigated by comparing the variable ionospheric conductivities predicted

by global circulation models of the planetary atmosphere such as STIM under northern and

southern solstice conditions.

In Appendix B, our model suggests that the magnetosphere was much more compressed

between December 2005 and October 2006, as compared to the preceding/following intervals

analysed within the same segment. During this higher-than-average compression interval, the

DS amplitudes which fit the data will appeared to be almost double than the intervals preced-

ing/following this time interval, however our best-fit zS amplitudes remained relatively unaf-

fected. This increase in DS but not zS is a puzzling result, that warrants future study.

We find strong evidence suggesting that the long duration reconnection events identified by

Arridge et al. (2016) may be signatures of PPO driven reconnection. While comparison with the

phase angles where PPO driven reconnection is expected to occur show excellent agreement

with observations, there is also evidence suggesting that a significant solar wind driven event

may have occurred at the same time. To separate the relative contribution of these two drivers,

a re-examination of the magnetic field observations preceding and following this event may be

required in conjunction with our model from Chapter 4.

Other events where the spacecraft encounters the diffusion region and/or magnetic islands

also warrant further comparisons with our model to better constrain the relative frequency with

which this phenomenon is expected to occur. The intervals where possible reconnection is

identified in this study could be compared to reconnection catalogues such as Garton et al.

(2021), Jackman et al. (2016) and Smith et al. (2016); or Bθ could be analysed to see if encoun-

ters with the diffusion region are observed, which may provide greater insight as to the relative

occurrence of PPO driven reconnection events. Additionally, Guo et al. (2018a) have presented

observations of what appear to be a co-rotating X-line in Saturn’s magnetosphere, and further

investigation is required to compare the event identified by these authors to our proposed phe-

nomenon to see if their observations may be consistent with PPO driven reconnection.
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With regards to the work presented in Chapter 6, we find that the asymmetry in the inbound

and outbound Bφ signature observed in the data associated with the B-ring field line is unlikely

to be related to the same inter-hemispheric current system that is thought to drive the low-

latitude field aligned currents, since the sense and magnitude of the angular velocity shears

expected at these latitudes from thermospheric wind profiles inferred by Brown et al. (2020)

are inconsistent with the sense of the shear observed in the data. Instead, the currents associ-

ated with these gradients would likely have to close in the magnetosphere nearer the equatorial

plane, presumably in the ring material.

Further work is needed to determine to precise mechanism associated with the B-ring sig-

nature, and whether the variability in the inbound/outbound signatures may be a local time

effect. While closer inspection of the end of mission data may yet offer some insights to the

origin of these signals, we hope that future missions might focus solely on coverage of the ring

plane to better understand the interaction between the rings and the planets.

Our work in Chapter 6 has illustrated the use of magnetospheric datasets to potentially con-

strain atmospheric variability in the ionospheric layer. However, our approach is kinematic in

the sense that detailed physical processes responsible for the wind variability were not explicitly

modelled. In the absence of additional observations, using our results to infer constraints on

global Giant Planet thermospheric models such as STIM would be the natural next step towards

a dynamical understanding of Saturn’s low latitude thermosphere and ionosphere.

Strong neutral zonal winds are also observed at surface level at the Jovian system, which are

asymmetric about the rotational equator, thus would correspond to similar velocity shears as

the Saturnian system if the neutral winds were able to propagate radially into the ionosphere.

Thus, it is plausible that Saturn-like low latitude field-aligned current systems may be observed

at Jupiter also, although due to the lack of magnetic axisymmetry at Jupiter, it may be harder to

measure perturbations in the magnetic field due to these currents relative to the background

azimuthal field. The planet also has a faint ring system (optically 10 times thinner than the D-

ring at Saturn) which could contribute to variable ionospheric mass loading at the planet in a

similar manner to the one hypothesised at Saturn.
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The Cassini mission has revolutionised our understanding of Saturn’s magnetic environ-

ment, providing 13 years of observations (∼ half a Saturnian year) which span three different

seasons. This thesis has clearly shown that there is still much more information to be gleaned

from the Cassini dataset despite the mission having ended. The relatively rapid week-long or-

bits during the End of Mission observations in particular have been invaluable in our investig-

ation of the planetary period oscillations and atmospheric zonal flows in particular; although

we largely find that the lack of longitudinal coverage of the mission leaves certain gaps in our

knowledge that will have to be bridged by global simulations of Saturn’s magnetosphere in the

foreseeable future.
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Appendix A

Determining Modelling Parameters from Provan et

al. 2012

Provan et al. (2012) (P12) analyse Cassini magnetic field measurements from 2006, when k = 0.4

from Revs 20−30 where the spacecraft spent a significant amount of time in Saturn’s magneto-

tail. By binning their data broadly by beat phase into ’in phase’ and ’in antiphase’ categories,

they show that for ∆φ = 180°, the current sheet half-thickness varies between D∗ ∼ 2 and 5RS

during the thinning (ΨN ,S ∼ 0◦,180◦) and thickening (ΨN ,S ∼ 180◦,0◦) phase of the PPO cycle,

respectively.

Since P12 analysed observations from southern solstice at Saturn, we solve equation 3.2.3

for DS . Using the antiphase values of D∗, we solve two sets of simultaneous equations from

equation 3.2.3. For the first set, we assume D∗ = 5 RS during the thickening phase of the PPO

cycle and D∗ = 2 RS during the thinning phase. From this, we find D = 3.5 RS and DS = 1.1 RS .

For the second set, we assume D∗ = 5 RS during the thickening phase of the PPO cycle and

D∗ = 0 RS during the thinning phase. From this, we find D = 2.5 RS and DS = 1.8 RS .

While the first set is solved using the observed values of D∗ from the P12 analysis, we find

it likely that both the thickest and thinnest current sheet values may be over-estimated by dif-

ferent amounts given the broad-binning of the data by phase. Additionally, since our analysis

from Chapter 4 finds these amplitudes to be variable with time, we find DS ∼ 1.1 RS to be more

representative of a ‘median’ amplitude.

If we consider the possibility of reconnection occurring during the interval investigated by

P12, then constraining an upper limit on DS becomes an increasingly difficult task with time-
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averaged data. If we assume that the thinnest the current sheet could get is D∗ ∼ 0 RS (an

unphysical limit), then we deduce DS = 1.8 RS from our second set of simultaneous equations.

While we cannot say for certain if this is truly an ‘upper limit’ on the value of DS , we can at the

very least deduce that DS ∼ 1.1−1.8 RS are both physically plausible values of this amplitude

from time-averaged data. On shorter timescales, significant deviations from these amplitudes

may, however, be expected.
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Appendix B

Determining Modelling Parameters using the C17 and

A08 Models During Other Cassini Intervals

In this Appendix, we empirically constrain the amplitudes of PPO modulation DN ,S and zN ,S ,

and unperturbed current sheet half-thickness D using the methods outlined in Chapter 4 for

other intervals from the Cassini mission. The intervals chosen for analysis are limited to times

where k and PPO phase angles are known (section 2.4.2), and the spacecraft traverses the equat-

orial magnetosphere in the core PPO field region where the field is expected to be mostly disc-

/lobe-like, i.e. ρ between 14 and 30 RS , in the nightside magnetosphere.

The following segments of the Cassini Mission are considered for analysis: Revs 0−55 (k ∼
0.4, S1); Revs 100−140 (k ∼ 1, S2); Revs 144−150 (k ∼ 0.4, S3); and Revs 210−220 (k ∼ 2.2, S4).

Within each segment, we sub-select data intervals where the spacecraft spends > 20 hours at

near-equatorial latitudes and shows clear signs of PPO modulation. Any data intervals greater

than 40 hours are separated into 20 hour segments, as we cannot assume steady-state solar

wind conditions on > 40 hour timescales. The spacecraft orbits for the data intervals analysed

in this study are presented in Figure B.0.1.

We repeat the modelling process and statistical analysis outlined in section 4.3 of Chapter

4 for S1−S4. For segments where k < 1, we use the dominant PPO system amplitudes DS and

zS as our model inputs instead of DN and zN . We continue to employ the median J11 lobe field

model throughout our analysis for consistent comparison with the EOM interval.
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Figure B.0.1: All Cassini orbits where the spacecraft was between ±10° latitude (a proxy for the equatorial

region) and at perpendicular distance from the spin/dipole axis ρ > 14 RS are shown by solid grey lines

in an equatorial projection of the magnetosphere (z = 0 RS) in a spin/dipole-aligned coordinate system

where z is aligned with the spin axis, and x is positive sunward. The data selection region is limited

to the nightside magnetosphere (x < 0 RS) and ρ between 14 and 30 RS , and indicated by the shaded

grey region. The segments from the Cassini Mission S1 (from Revs 0-55), S2 (from Revs 100-140), S3

(from Revs 144-150) and S4 (from Revs 210-220) selected for analysis are highlighted by solid blue, green,

purple and pink lines respectively. The data intervals analysed from the End of Mission interval are

indicated by solid orange lines for comparison. We see that the data intervals from S1−S4 cover a larger

extent of local time compared to the EOM orbits. While we are extremely selective with the data analysed

in this appendix, we hope that results from this study will allow future studies to use the data from other

local time sectors and greater radial distances to better understand how the PPO modulation amplitudes

and ‘unperturbed’ current sheet half-thickness vary spatially and temporally in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
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B.1 Results and Discussion

The parameter distributions for each data interval are presented in Figures B.1.1−B.1.4 and

some representative examples of the model output from each segment are presented in Figures

B.1.5−B.1.8. The format of the model outputs and the parameter distributions are the same as

Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.1, respectively, as shown in section 4.4 of Chapter 4. We note here that for

certain Revs in Figures B.1.1−B.1.4, multiple box-plots are shown under the same ‘Rev’ num-

ber. This is due to the much longer equatorial orbits conducted by Cassini during some these

segments, where these orbits were split into ∼ 20 hour segments for our analysis (to ensure that

we were appropriately accounting for variability in solar-wind hinging).

In this Appendix, our discussion will primarily focus on analysing and comparing the para-

meter distributions from S1−S4 to the End of Mission (hereafter, EOM) interval and each other.

While the model outputs are shown to indicate model performance, there is not much novel

discussion to be had with them as compared to the EOM interval.

B.1.1 S1-S4 Parameter Distribution Analysis

From Figure B.1.1, we see that the data intervals associated with S1 span ∼ 2 years of Cassini

observation time, which is significantly longer than the ∼ 10 month EOM interval analysed in

Chapter 4. While we still indicate the combined parameter distribution for DS , zS and D , we do

not find it appropriate to determine medians over a ∼ 2 year time interval. Instead, we split the

data up into four sections: between Revs 7−13, Revs 19−27, Revs 29−30 and Revs 31−37. We

omit Rev 48 from any ‘median’ calculations seeing as this interval is fairly isolated. On average,

we have broken up our data into ∼ 6 month sections, with the obvious exception being the third

section, which does not cover a significant time interval. However, since these Revs appear to

be in-between intervals where the DS amplitudes change drastically, we find it beneficial to

analyse these Revs separately.

Generally, we find that larger amplitudes of DS ∼ 1.9 RS fit the data well between early-mid

2006, while amplitudes closer to ∼ 0.7 RS fit the data well before/after this time. Interestingly,
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Figure B.1.1: The distributions of DN , zN , D and rH are shown using box-whisker plots in panels (a)-

(d) respectively. Panel (e) shows the sunspot number during the End of Mission. The whiskers, box,

and crosses indicate the range, inter-quartile range, and medians of each distribution, respectively. The

colours in panels (a)-(b) indicate the approximate PPO beat phase during each Rev, and in (c) indicate the

spacecraft local time, split between: post-Dusk (18−21h LT), pre-Night (21−00h LT), post-Night (00−03h

LT), and pre-Dawn (03−06h LT). Outside panels (a)−(c), a navy box-whisker plot shows the distribution

for each parameter evaluated using all the best-fit models from the S1 interval. Any grey box-plots are

omitted from the combined distribution calculation.
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DS amplitudes in the range of ∼ 1.1−1.8 RS are inferred from the analysis of Provan et al. (2012)

(see Appendix A for derivation) using magnetic field measurements from Revs 20-30. The upper

limit of this range (which we cannot be certain is actually the upper limit of DS on short term

timescales) is very similar to the median DS determined from our model for the same interval.

While there is some uncertainty associated with the DS values determined from the analysis

of the Provan et al. (2012) results, the overall agreements between these values from two inde-

pendent analyses is encouraging.

The increase in the DS amplitude seems to be accompanied by intervals where lower rH

values and larger D values fit the data well, implying enhanced solar wind activity. (Staniland

et al., 2018) show that the magnetosphere was on-average highly compressed during intervals

between late 2005-mid 2006, and Sorba et al. (2019) predict a thicker current sheet in Saturn’s

nightside magnetosphere during more compressed magnetospheric conditions. Given the con-

sistency between our modelled D and rH values during this interval with observed behaviour

in the magnetosphere, it may be plausible that the increase in DS is also physical.

Provan et al. (2015) have previously shown that solar-wind driven compression of the mag-

netosphere can result in abrupt behaviours in the PPO phases, although this was observed in

measurements taken by Cassini closer to equinox conditions at Saturn between 2009 and 2011,

and we cannot be certain if their findings would still apply under more ‘stable’ PPO conditions.

Additionally, the effect of solar wind compression can clearly be observed in ionospheric UV

observations (Bradley et al., 2020), thus if these perturbation systems are indeed driven by iono-

spheric flows, it may be entirely plausible that they too would respond to major compression

events.

This, however, begs the question: why do we not see an accompanying increase in zs? The

increase in DS only implies that somehow the colatitudinal component of the PPO perturba-

tion field was enhanced more significantly than the radial component of the PPO perturbation

field. Further investigation is needed to see if such asymmetries are observed in the PPO per-

turbation fields. Despite the increase in the median DS amplitude, we still observe the same

anti-correlated, oscillatory behaviour between DS and zS (in fact, they are observed in all the

segments analysed in this section). The oscillations do not appear to have any beat-phase de-
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pendencies, and are in need of further investigation. We additionally note here that DS ∼ 0.7 RS

and zS ∼ 0.5 RS corresponds to DN ∼ 0.3 RS and zN ∼ 0.15 RS , which shows a decrease in the

amplitude of the northern PPO during southern summer conditions.

Our fits return median D ∼ 1.5 RS during intervals of lower median DS and D ∼ 2 RS dur-

ing the lower rH /higher DS interval; since we believe the increase in current sheet thickness

to be related to solar wind compression events, we find that D ∼ 1.5 RS in the pre-dawn and

post-night sectors from this analysis to be consistent with our previous findings of the nominal

current sheet half-thickness D in the post-night sector.

While we did not include Rev 48 in our steady stat median analysis, we find this Rev inter-

esting because the median D values that fits the data well is much higher than ∼ 1.5 RS , and

does not appear to be accompanied by lower values of rH . In fact, it is worth noting here that

rH ∼ 30 RS during S1 characterises an equivalent amount of solar wind forcing as rH ∼ 40 RS

during the EOM interval (see Figure 3.2.2 in section 3.2.3), which was associated with D ∼ 1.5 RS .

Seeing as the spacecraft was much closer to the dusk-meridian during this Rev, where typically

thicker current sheets are expected under nominal magnetospheric conditions, we find it likely

that the larger value of D here may be indicative of a local time asymmetry in the current sheet.

From Figure B.1.2, we see that the data intervals associated with S2 span ∼ 15 months. In

this case, we compute the combined medians by splitting the data up into ∼ 5 month intervals.

We first remark on the apparent variability in rH from Figure B.1.2d between mid-2009 to mid-

2010. Figure 3.2.2 in section 2.4.2 clearly shows that the A08 model becomes entirely insensitive

to the rH parameter during this time, seeing as late 2009 coincided with Saturn equinox, where

Saturn’s field is no longer tilted with respect to the direction of solar wind propagation, and thus

no solar wind related hinging is expected. Therefore, rH is not particularly informative for the

first half of S2.

We find the data intervals from S2 to be typically better fit by an overall thicker current sheet,

although we cannot be entirely certain if these results are physical, seeing as the spacecraft tra-

jectory during most of these Revs was near-aligned with the rotational equator. In the absence

of any current sheet hinging, we find that the spacecraft was mostly sat at the centre of the cur-
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Figure B.1.2: Distribution of Parameters for S2. The format is the same as Figure B.1.1.
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rent sheet for extended intervals, and thus varying current sheet thicknesses can return very

similar model outputs provided sufficiently large PPO amplitudes (e.g. Rev 117 in Figure B.1.6).

This highlights an unanticipated limitation of our model, where we find it to be better applied

to higher inclination orbits than orbits aligned with the magnetic equator. The EOM orbits were

an ideal dataset for our analysis, seeing as they travelled perpendicular to the direction of cur-

rent sheet hinging as well. We overall find our results from this S2 less reliable than our analysis

of the EOM or S1 segments.

For S3 and S4, we keep our analysis brief. Since only a few data intervals could be analysed

for each segment, it is harder to determine meaningful values of our parameters from them,

however we can still analyse general trends. The typical D values seem to be much higher again

for S3 but each of the data intervals appear to be associated with low rH values. The rH value

being closer to ∼ 15−20 RS for S3 characterises an equivalent amount of solar wind forcing as

rH = 20−30 RS during EOM. Thus, Rev 146 likely represents a fairly nominal magnetospheric

compression state, whereas Revs 147 and 149 appear to be slightly more compressed. Therefore,

we think the larger values of D might be both, a local time effect, as well as due to a more

compressed magnetosphere. For S4, we similarly see that observations where lower rH values

fit the data well are also accompanied by instances of thicker current sheets.
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B.1.2 S1-S4 Model Outputs
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Figure B.1.5: Model outputs for Revs 7, 19, and 30 from S1 are presented. The format of this figure is the

same as figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 in Chapter 4. For each Rev, in panel (a) the 1 minute resolution Cassini

MAG measurements are shown by the grey solid line, the low-pass filtered MAG measurements are shown

by the black solid line, and two model outputs corresponding to the median best-fit B∗
r m profile and the

steady-state best-fit B∗
r m profile are shown by solid orange and blue lines respectively. The errorbars on

the orange profile indicate the range of the 100 best-fit models selected for each data interval, and the

range of corresponding RMSE values are indicated in panel (a). The model inputs corresponding to the

median and steady-state B∗
r m profiles are shown in panels (b) and (c) respectively. In panels (b) and (c)

we also show illustrations of the current sheet dynamics with respect to spacecraft location evaluated

from our model, where the dashed black line shows the position of the displaced current sheet centre

z∗ from equation 3.2.8, and the current sheet edges are given by z∗±D∗ from equations 3.2.8 and 4.3.3

respectively. The spacecraft trajectory through the current sheet is shown by (b) orange and (c) blue

lines. The time, day of year and year (abbreviated, e.g. 05 for 2005) of the measurements are indicated

on the x-axis.
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Figure B.1.6: Model outputs for Rev 128 (different parts of the orbit) from S2 are presented.
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Figure B.1.7: Model outputs for Revs 146 and 147 from S3 are presented. The format of this figure is the

same as Figure B.1.6.
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Figure B.1.8: Model outputs for Revs 212 and 219 from S4 are presented. The format of this figure is the

same as Figure B.1.6.

While we do not intend to fully analyse these model outputs, we do note here that the me-

dian and steady-state B∗
r m model outputs shown in Figure B.1.5 both predict extreme thinning

of the current sheet during Rev 30 at times which are coincident with observations of a diffu-

sion region crossing by Arridge et al. (2016). This event is discussed in more detail in Chapter

5. While generally the best-fit median B∗
r m model does not perfectly capture the location of the

reversals in the data, we think this is most likely due to a higher resolution for smaller rH val-

ues being required, and our crude lobe-field approximation for the limit of D∗ ≤ 0 RS . Future

studies could investigate intervals during the EOM orbits where our model predicts periodic re-

connection to see if concurrent fluctuations in Bθ and evidence of Hall-fields are found. Doing

such analysis is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.
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B.2 Conclusion

From our analysis of four additional data segments from the Cassini mission, S1− S4, we

find that DN and zN appear to oscillate about their respective statistical medians determined in

our analysis. This behaviour was also observed during the EOM interval in Chapter 4. However,

prior to the End of Mission, no such behaviour had been observed in the PPO phases or periods.

Further investigation is needed to understand the origin of this behaviour.

From the S1 segment, we find that the data intervals from December 2005 to October 2006

are typically well modelled by lower rH values and larger D values, as compared to the preced-

ing/following intervals from the same segment. Greater solar wind hinging and thicker current

sheets are consistent with the expected structure of a more compressed magnetosphere (Sorba

et al., 2019). During this higher-than-average compression interval inferred from our model,

the data is also best modelled by typically larger DS amplitudes (almost twice the magnitude of

the best-fit DS amplitudes from the preceding/following intervals in S1), however, the best-fit

zS amplitudes do not show a similar enhancement. This increase in DS but not zS is a puzzling

result, that warrants future study.

We typically find our results from S1 to be more reliable than the intervals from S2−S4. In

the cases of S3−S4, we believe this to be due to limited temporal resolution (more data intervals

would help us draw more meaningful conclusions about temporal trends and spot outliers).

However, for the data intervals from S2, we find that our model may have become insensitive

to D and thus could be overestimating DN ,S and zN ,S . We believe this insensitivity arises due

to the spacecraft being immersed in the current sheet for most of this interval, where the lower

amplitude of the B-field makes it harder to constrain a meaningful D . Further investigation of

this potential bias, and ways to overcome it, are required.

By determining empirical constraints for the C17 modelling parameters for S1, we hope

that our results can be used in future studies to investigate the behaviour of the PPO systems

for intervals where the magnetic field observations alone cannot determine parameters such as

k or the PPO phase angles in the magnetosphere. While our results from S2−S4 are less well

constrained, the distributions inferred from these segments may still be used as an approximate
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guide in future studies.

Comparison with our results from Chapter 4 allow us to infer some seasonal trends in the

strength of the PPO systems. During southern solstice, where the southern PPO system domin-

ated the northern PPO system by factor k ∼ 0.4, we constrain best-fit median of DN ,S ∼ 0.28,0.7

(the more ‘typical’ values from the S1 segment), whereas during northern solstice, where the

northern PPO system dominated the southern system by factor k ∼ 1.3, we find typical best-fit

median of DN ,S ∼ 0.5,0.38. Hunt et al. (2018) similarly observed a reduction in the amplitude

of the dominant PPO perturbation field between southern and northern solstice at Saturn, al-

though these authors could not determine if this effect was temporal or spatial. Our results

indicate that this reduction in amplitude is more likely to be a temporal effect, seeing as we

analyse measurements from the nightside magnetosphere during each season.

There is scope for expanding our analysis to larger radial distances and other local times to

get a better understanding of spatial variability in D , DN ,S and zN ,S . For orbits in the dayside

magnetosphere, specific data intervals would have to be identified where the field geometry was

more disc-like and the spacecraft was sufficiently far away from the magnetopause boundary

(ideally expanded magnetospheric conditions). Andrews et al. (2019) have inferred day-night

asymmetries in the PPO perturbation field amplitudes, and find that these amplitudes decay

outside the core PPO field region. It would be interesting to see if similar trends are observed in

the amplitude of PPO modulation. Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate the local

time asymmetries and radial variability in D with our method for comparison with other values

in literature.

Data intervals that were not included in our analysis, but appropriate for future investiga-

tions are:

• Revs 150−165, where Cassini’s orbit is traverses radial distances beyond ∼ 15−20 Rs in

Saturn’s dayside magnetosphere.

• Revs 200−210 and 230−250 where Cassini traverses the nightside equatorial magneto-

sphere between 14− 30 RS , but no value of k is known. Since DN ,S and zN ,S appear to

be variable over time, either a 5-D parameter survey would have to be conducted to try
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and better constrain k for these intervals, or for the latter set of orbits, perhaps the model

could be used to fit for k by employing PPO amplitude medians from the EOM interval

given the proximity between the two.

• Revs 220−230 and S1−S4, where Cassini’s orbit traversed the nightside equatorial mag-

netosphere beyond ρ = 30 RS , which can be used to better understand how DN ,S , zN ,S ,

and D vary with radial distance.

• Rev 292, where the southern PPO phase angles could not be determined, but with know-

ledge of k and our empirically constrained model parameters, perhaps the phases could

be determined from our modelling method.
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